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Commissioner’s Summary

James McMahon | Commissioner

I am pleased to present my first annual report as Commissioner of the Department of 
Corrective Services for the year ending 30 June 2014.

Since I commenced in this role in November 2013 the Department has focused on 
its core functions and legislative obligations, specifically the security and safety of the 
community, staff and those in our care. To steer the work of the Department we have 
developed a new vision, mission and values statement reflecting these functions and 
obligations. This shows that we aim to ensure a safer community by focusing on:

   the security of detainees and prisoners in correctional facilities and offenders on 
community based orders

   the safety of our people
   the safety of offenders, detainees and prisoners and
   rehabilitation.

Fundamentally this mission shapes how we manage offenders. At any one time the 
Department is responsible for managing over 10,000 offenders in custody and the 

community. In 2013–2014, the Department managed a daily average population of 5030 adult prisoners, 4343 adults 
on community orders, 155 youth detainees and 1123 youth on community orders. 

Too many of these offenders return to us once released. 40.2% of sentenced adults who have completed at least 
one program will return to prison within two years of being released. This figure rises to 49% when considering youth 
detainees. These figures are too high, and if we keep doing the same thing, we will keep getting the same results. 

That is why I committed to reforming the Department. It is my aim to align our structure with our strategy. This has 
involved creating two new operational divisions: Adult Justice Services and Youth Justice Services. Both of these 
divisions are headed by a Deputy Commissioner and have all the tools they need to safely and securely manage 
and rehabilitate an offender. These operational divisions are supported by Corporate Support, responsible for 
delivering corporate services such as finance and human resources; Operational Support, responsible for providing 

investigations, intelligence and health services; and the Office of Reform, 
which is responsible for providing high level policy advice and leading the 
reform program. 

I believe that this new structure will ensure that we can develop an 
integrated and individualised approach to offender management which 
will ultimately lead to a safer Western Australia. 

However, structural change is only the beginning of our reforms. We 
have explored our values and attitudes, renewed engagement with 
stakeholders and realigned the Department’s initiatives, priorities 
and service delivery with our new mission. In order for us to achieve 
our goals, we must ensure that we embed a culture of learning and 
continually lead from all levels within the Department. 

The measures implemented to make these changes have been 
focussed on the future. They contribute to greater organisational 
integrity, accountability and ownership of the changes at all levels. 
This is about evolutionary change – incremental and decentralised 
– that over time will produce a broad and lasting cultural shift for the 
Department. 

The reform program has also been helped by the insights I have gained 
from visiting facilities and talking to staff. Regularly making the time to meet 
with staff at a grass-roots level has instilled me with great confidence in the 
dedication and engagement of staff in this change process. I look forward 
to continuing these dialogues in the following year. 

Unfortunately there have been a number of escapes from custody 
in the past year. This has highlighted the importance of reviewing 
and revising security protocols, emergency management processes, 
security classifications and operational readiness capability. The 
Department has revised and reissued Adult Custodial Notices that 
strengthen security ratings and classifications of prisoners. This has 
included a review of Departmental processes for the movement of 
prisoners and approval mechanisms to decrease the likelihood of 
escapes from custody in future. 

The Department has also made a number of key achievements during 
2013–2014. These include: 

   the creation of the Youth Justice Board, announced by Minister 
Joe Francis MLA on 2 April 2014, which was designed to oversee 
the work of the new, consolidated Youth Justice division within the 
Department. The Board’s role is to advise the Commissioner on the 
development and implementation of innovative solutions to youth 
offending

   initiatives to reduce the over-representation of Aboriginal people 
in custody. A key focus when implementing these initiatives will 
be on ensuring programs and services are culturally appropriate 
and removing barriers to existing interventions in order to reduce 
reoffending. Through direct partnership with the non-government 
sector, the Department is delivering rehabilitation programs such 
as mentoring and workplace training at Fairbridge-Pinjareb and V 
Swans New Horizons Program.
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Our Vision

Where we are going –
The Department is a leading world class corrective services 
organisation that:
 is a place where people want to work 
 continuously learns and innovates
 delivers results, value and excellence in all of  its activities

Our Mission

What we do every day –
Our mission is to ensure a safer community by focusing on:
 security of  detainees and prisoners in correctional facilities and 
offenders on community based orders and parole

 safety of  our people
 safety of  offenders, detainees and prisoners
 rehabilitation 

Our Values

How we live it every day –

Our values are critical to achieving our vision and mission.  
Our values are:
 Integrity     Respect   Accountability
 Excellence     Learning

5

Our values are critical to achieving our vision and mission.  
Our values are:

Integrity
Being ethical and inspiring trust by saying what we mean, matching 
our behaviours to our words and taking responsibility for our actions.

Respect
Treating all with dignity, fairness and courtesy.

Accountability
Being willing, able to explain and justify the appropriateness  
of  actions and decisions.

Excellence
Always doing what we say we will and striving for quality in 
everything we do.

Learning
Undertaking continuous improvement and developing our  
own skills and knowledge.

Initiatives like these extend the opportunity of community work to 
offenders, which ultimately ensures they are undertaking meaningful 
work and developing prosocial skills while repaying their debt to society. 
In the past year, adult offenders completed 103,629 hours of unpaid 
community work;

   commencing a program of work to optimise the use of the existing 
custodial estate and plan for future infrastructure needs. The 
expansion of Acacia prison and Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison 
provides an opportunity to better match facilities and programs 
to the prison population. Work is underway with the Department 
of Treasury to refine the prisoner population forecasting model 
to reflect recent trends for particular population groups, including 
women and people with a mental illness; and

   the creation of a Knowledge and Information Technology (KIT) 
Directorate. Empirical evidence and data has shaped, and will 
continue to shape, our decisions. The use of accurate and timely 
data can help ensure that the Department can optimise capacity 
and target resources where they are most needed. The creation 
of KIT has been central to this goal. This has allowed for the 
transformation of data, statistical information and research findings 
into intelligence, an integral part of reforming our organisation. The 
addition of these areas has embedded the Department’s adoption 
of an integrated offender management philosophy – a collaborative 
and coordinated approach to the management of offenders. 

This Annual Report has been prepared in accordance with the 
provisions of the Financial Management Act 2006. It sets out many 
of the achievements and challenges faced by the Department during 

2013–14. It also gives an insight into our financial performance and 
performance against our key performance indicators. 

One of the ways the Department is improving is by taking action 
on recent recommendations by the Auditor General relating to our 
financial controls. These recommendations serve as an impetus for the 
reform agenda and work has already commenced to address those 
areas highlighted for improvement. I look forward to working with the 
Auditor General to continue this ongoing improvement process for the 
Department.

The Department’s four priorities, security, safety of our people, safety of 
offenders and rehabilitation, form the basis of this report. Each priority 
has its own section showing what the Department is doing to ensure a 
safer community for all Western Australians.

Corrections is a complex environment, managing the expectations of 
the community, victims and all those affected by crime. As a community, 
we are all affected, and we all play a part in providing and improving 
rehabilitation. The Department has embraced the need to change 
to meet this challenge, working with dedication and resilience, and 
will continue to do so over the coming year to help provide a safer 
community.

James McMahon | Commissioner

back next contents
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Right structure, Right people – trained Right

To implement an integrated organisational structure 
and human resources system that focuses on 
recruitment, succession planning, retention, training 
and leadership development at all levels.

Operational focus

Reviewing and integrating the Department’s operations, 
policies, processes and practices.

Risk Management

 Effectively identifying, forecasting, evaluating and 
mitigating risk.

 Embedding a lessons learnt culture.

Leadership and culture

Embedding a culture of:
 leading at all levels
 team work at all levels
 lessons learnt at all levels.

Engagement 

Effectively engaging with relevant internal and external 
stakeholders.

Service delivery

Developing partnerships and arrangements to deliver 
services, contracting, performance and value.

Infrastructure

Develop and maintain models that optimise 
infrastructure and future growth to enhances  
our mission.

Technology

Using technology and integrated systems to deliver our 
four key tasks:

 security of  detainees, prisoners and offenders
 safety of  our people
 safety of  detainees, prisoners and offenders
 rehabilitation.

Our Vision – the Department is a leading world class corrective services organisation.  
These key strategic platforms guide the work and focus of  the Department to achieve our vision.

6

Enabling Legislation 
Legislation administered by the Department of Corrective Services:

   Court Security and Custodial Services Act 1999
   Dangerous Sexual Offenders Act 2006  

(s 18, 19A, 19B, 19C, 21 and 32 and Pt 2 Divs 3 and 5 and Pt 5)
   Prisoners (International Transfer) Act 2000
   Prisoners (Interstate Transfer) Act 1983
   Prisons Act 1981
   Sentence Administration Act 2003 (Pt 1, Pt 2 Div 2, Pt 5 Div 1-3, Pt 6, 7 and 8 and Pt 10  

[other than section 114 and 115 A])
   Sentence Administration (Interstate Transfer of Community Based Sentences) Act 2009
   Young Offenders Act 1994

The Hon. Joe M Francis MLA, Minister  
for Corrective Services

Responsible  
Minister 

back next contents
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Department of Corrective Services 
Change Program

Proposed High-level Structure  
June 2014

Organisational Responsibilities – as at 30 June 2014

Adult Justice Services
Responsible for adult prison 
facilities including prisoner 
management, education, 
employment and rehabilitation 
programs and the management 
of adult offenders in the 
community.

Youth Justice Services
Responsible for programs 
that provide support and 
rehabilitation to young people 
who have offended. This 
includes youth in detention 
facilities, under supervised 
community orders and various 
preventative and diversionary 
programs.

Operational Support
The Operational Support 
Division is responsible for 
contemporary and strategic 
leadership of professional 
development, health, 
intelligence, security and 
investigation services for the 
Department. 

Corporate Support
The Corporate Support Division 
brings together the human 
resources, finance, infrastructure 
and contracting function that 
support the operations of the 
Department. The new structure 
will also include the functions 
of business systems and 
knowledge management to form 
the Knowledge and Information 
Technology Directorate.

Office of Reform
The Office of Reform is 
responsible for prioritising 
and aligning the Department’s 
deliverables, ensuring high-level 
integration, coordination and 
leading the reform agenda.

The Department has a comprehensive reform agenda to enable it to 
achieve its new vision, mission and key priorities. In working towards 
this vision, the Office of Reform has been established to ensure that an 
overarching narrative frames the change process. This takes account 
of competing priorities and provides strategic and innovative policy 
advice on emerging issues, while meeting operational demands. Fresh 
insights are then able to be developed to shape the Department’s 
service delivery. 

The purpose of the change program is to: 
   align – to ensure resources and plans are in place to deliver the 

Department’s high level goals 
   challenge – to ensure that recommended deliverables inform 

existing and new proposals, with a high degree of quality control
   review – to ensure regular scrutiny of the suite of existing 

interventions and engagement across the policy systems in the 
Department and sector 

   capacity build – to critically review policy development in order to 
embed best practice across the Department 

   engage – to build and maintain constructive, collaborative working 
relationships with stakeholders, interest groups, peak bodies and 
research institutes 

   innovate – to enable fresh insights to shape service delivery by 
quarantining the formulation of innovative options using emerging 
risks and up to date research. 

Through this reform agenda, key achievements to date have included: 
   a new organisational structure which better aligns governance 

arrangements with service priorities. For example, the operational 
areas of adult custodial services, adult community corrections and 
adult program delivery have been consolidated into one operational 
division. In addition, KIT has been established which supports a 
strategic approach to the management of Departmental data and 
information.

   the new structure was submitted to the Public Sector Commissioner 
(PSC) in December 2013

   revitalised engagement with Aboriginal community groups  
and representatives 

   extensive internal consultation leading to the development of 
a new vision, mission and values and the adoption of the new 
organisational motto “to protect, to rehabilitate, and to serve.”

   a weekly Commissioner’s broadcast to ensure staff are fully 
informed of critical departmental issues and changes 

   the establishment of the Youth Justice Board. 

Throughout the coming year, as part of the reform agenda, the 
Department will continue to liaise with key stakeholders, forge new 
relationships, and build capacity to transform the way the Department 
conducts its business. 
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Please note: these maps are for illustrative purposes only.

The following figures are based on offender and staff numbers taken on 30 June 2014. 
Total offenders is inclusive of adults and youth in the community, prison and detention.
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Government Goals

The Department is funded to deliver services and achieve desired outcomes which ultimately contribute to meeting 
high-level government goals. The primary government goal for the Department is in the Results based service 
delivery – Greater focus on achieving results in key delivery areas for the benefit of all Western Australians.
The Department’s Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are an integral part of tracking performance in areas that have 
been identified as critical to achieving this goal. The KPIs are monitored through quarterly and annual reporting, and 
the results are used to drive improvements. A more detailed description of the results, and accompanying graphs 
and tables can be found at the corresponding page reference for each indicator.

Government goal
Desired Department 
of Corrective Services 
outcomes

Services

Results-based 
service delivery:
Greater focus on 
achieving results in 
key service areas 
for the benefit of all 
Western Australians.

A safe, secure and 
decent corrective 
services which 
contributes to 
community safety and 
reduces offenders’ 
involvement in the 
justice system.

1. Adult Corrective Services
Adults who offend are managed in 
custody and in the community to 
fulfil the orders of the courts and 
releasing authorities. Adults who offend 
participate in remedial, educational, 
employment and rehabilitative 
programs that address their offending 
behaviour.

2. Youth Justice Services
Young people who offend are managed 
in detention and in the community 
to fulfil the orders of the courts and 
through diversion from court programs. 
Young people who offend participate in 
remedial, educational and rehabilitative 
programs that address their offending 
behaviour.

2013–2014 Corporate scorecard Unit of  
measurement

What we 
achieved Target

Achieved 
target 

indicator

Page 
reference

Service 1: Adult Corrective Services
Outcomes: Community Safety Improved and Reoffending Reduced

Number of escapes (adults) Escapes 15 0 00

Rate of return - offender programs (adults) Percent (%) 40.20 45.00 00

Successful completion of community correction orders (adults) Percent (%) 59.98 64.00 00

Average out of cell hours (adults) Hours per day 12.55 12.00 00

Rate of serious assault per 100 prisoners (adults) Rate per 100 prisoners 0.48 0.48 00

Cost per day of keeping an offender in custody (adults) $ per prisoner per day 334 315 00

Cost per day of managing an offender through community supervision (adults) $ per offender per day 46 51 00

Service 2: Youth Justice Services
Outcomes: Community Safety Improved and Reoffending Reduced

Number of escapes (youth) Escapes 0 0 00

Rate of return to detention (youth) Percent (%) 49.03 50.00 00

Successful completion of community-based orders (youth) Percent (%) 66.96 68.00 00

Cost per day of keeping a juvenile in detention $ per detainee per day 814 567 00

Cost per day of managing a juvenile through community supervision $ per offender per day 90 81 00

Achieved Target Indicator Key

 More than 10% behind target      
  Up to 10% behind target      Achieved or exceeded target  

Corporate Snapshot: Performance
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The Department also achieved a number of successes across other government goals including state building, 
stronger focus on the regions and social and environmental responsibility.

State building – major projects

Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison (EGRP)
The redevelopment of Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison (EGRP) in Kalgoorlie is currently underway and is due to 
become operational in mid-2015.

The redevelopment will increase the prison’s capacity from the current 116 prisoners to 350 and will cater for minimum, 
medium and maximum security prisoners.

While rehabilitation and culturally appropriate services are a key focus of the redevelopment, all design aspects have 
been developed to ensure community, staff and prisoner safety remains paramount.

Full details of this redevelopment are provided in the security section of this report.

Expansion of Acacia Prison
As part of the $655 million provided by Government for the expansion of prison infrastructure, Acacia Prison is being 
increased in capacity by 387 beds to a total of 1,400 beds for primarily medium security prisoners.

Expansion works include a new education and training centre, an upgrade to the kitchen, health centre and the 
provision of additional storage.

The expansion project is progressing and completion of the additional accommodation and most supporting 
infrastructure has occurred. The medical centre upgrade and replacement waste water treatment plant are due for 
completion by November 2014.

Full details of this expansion are provided in detail in the security section of this report.

Roebourne Regional Prison Work Camp
The new 30 bed Roebourne Work Camp (RWC) was officially opened on 29 June 2014. Constructed with Royalties 
for Regions funding, RWC offers an innovative approach to managing prisoners and adopts a forward looking model 
that encompasses the unique environment and the cultural requirements of the offenders. The purpose built facility 
was designed to enable the delivery of a broad range of correctional services, improving outcomes for eligible 
minimum-security prisoners. 

RWC has the capacity to deliver services on site including infrastructure maintenance and the production of items 
for internal use and consumption. RWC will become an integral part of the greater Pilbara community.

Full details of this development are provided in the rehabilitation section of this report.

Stronger focus on the regions

The redevelopment of EGRP will allow prisoners from the Goldfields region, in the large majority Aboriginal 
prisoners, to be located close to their land to preserve a cultural and spiritual connection and maintain family and 
support networks. Roebourne Regional Prison Work Camp also provides considerable benefits to the Pilbara 
economy and regional communities.

As well as these initiatives, the Department continues to provide Regional Youth Justice Services (RYJS) to the 
MidWest Gascoyne, Goldfields, West Kimberley, East Kimberley and Pilbara regions.

The services provided are aimed at diverting young people who offend away from the criminal justice system, 
reducing the financial costs of youth crime, improving life opportunities for Aboriginal young people and reducing 
the numbers of young people in remote areas being transported to the metropolitan area and separated from their 
families and communities.

The Department is undertaking a review of regional youth services to evaluate their effectiveness.
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The Department is 

100% 
self-sufficient in the supply 

of milk, egg, and processing 
red meat and 70% in fruit and 

vegetable requirements.

OF WORK PERFORMED BY ADULT OFFENDERS 
ON COMMUNITY PROJECTS

x300

116
350

THE NEW PRISON WILL INCREASE 
ITS CAPACITY FROM:

MINIMUM

TO

x50
THE NEW PRISON WILL HOLD:

to

Social and environmental responsibility

Prison Industries
The primary purpose of Prison Industries is to ensure 
meaningful employment opportunities are provided 
for prisoners in industries that replicate, as closely as 
possible, current industry standards.

Prison Industries provide vocational training and 
work readiness opportunities for prisoners, including 
traineeships, ‘on the job’ training and skill development 
courses. 

Prison Industries also contributes significantly to 
the effective management of prisons by providing a 
structured routine with meaningful activities. 

In addition, Prison Industries reduces the cost of 
imprisonment by fostering self-sufficiency in the areas of 
primary produce, catering, laundry and clothing.

The Department operates three prison farms at Karnet 
Prison Farm, Wooroloo Prison Farm and Pardelup 
Prison Farm to supply essential food products to the 
prison system. The Department is 100% self-sufficient 
in the supply of milk, egg, and processing red meat and 
meets 70% of the fruit and vegetable requirements.

100%
of the Department’s mattress 

and pillow requirements  
and 50% of the prisoner 
clothing is supplied by  

Prison Industries.

All prisons are 100% self-sufficient in the provision 
of kitchen and laundry operations and 100% of the 
Department’s mattress and pillow requirements and 
50% of prisoner clothing is supplied by Prison Industries. 
Department costs are also offset by revenue generated 
through workshop-based activities associated with 
producing manufactured timber, concrete products, steel 
fabrication, and printing.

Community work
Community work is carried out by offenders who have 
converted court-imposed fines to community work or 
have been sentenced to complete community work 
orders. Community work orders enable offenders to 
repay their debt to society via contributions to not-

for-profit community organisations and projects by 
undertaking reparative activities. This also has the 
benefit of assisting offenders gain new skills, which also 
contributes to breaking the cycle of reoffending.

From 2013 to 30 June 2014, adult offenders performed 
103, 629 hours of unpaid community work, saving 
taxpayers approximately $1, 700, 000 based upon the 
minimum hourly wage.

Photo: Casuarina bakeryPhoto: Dairy farming at Karnet Prison Farm
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2013–2014 2012–2013
Income

Government Appropriation 781 738
Other Government Revenues 20 19
Royalties for Regions Funding 22 17
Commonwealth Grants and Contributions 1 1
Other revenue 30 28
Total (millions $) 854 803

Activity Costs
Adult Criminal Justice Services 756 716
Juvenile Criminal Justice Services 106 99
Total (millions $) 862 816

Expenditure
Employee benefits expense 448 422
Supplies and services 267 250
Other expenses 97 95
Grants and subsidies 9 8
Depreciation 30 30
Accommodation 11 11
Total (millions $) 862 816

The Department’s primary source of funds to meet the cost 
of services is via parliamentary appropriation. In 2013–2014, 
$781m was provided from this source towards total activity 
costs that amounted to $865m.

The net cost of services in 2013–2014 was $834m (2012–
2013 $787m). Employee benefits expenses increased by 
$28m from last financial year, primarily due to the impacts of 
demand growth and pay increases across a range of awards.

The Department experienced significant cost pressures 
during the financial year as prisoner numbers continued to 
increase and insurance costs increased. Supplementary 
funding of $3.5m was provided by government to meet the 
increased cost of demand and $13.3m was provided to meet 
RiskCover increases related to worker’s compensation, 
through both historical adjustments and premium loadings to 
the annual contribution.

In contrast the Department also achieved significant inroads 
into the Government’s fiscal savings targets, including 
the efficiency dividend and reduction to procurement 
expenditure. Approximately $28.4m in savings were achieved 
through rationalisation of costs and spending restrictions.

Capital expenditure for 2013–2014 was $100m, primarily 
related to the expansion of Acacia Prison facilities, Eastern 
Goldfields Regional Prison and the Royalties for Regions 
funded work camp at Roebourne.

Corporate Snapshot: Finances
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Photo: Bandyup Prison officer

Report on Operations
back next contents
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Security

Security of detainees and prisoners in correctional facilities  
and offenders on community based orders and parole

Maintaining security of detainees and prisoners in correctional facilities, and offenders on community based orders 
and parole, protects both the community and offenders. The Department implements a range of security systems, 
drug detection programs, intelligence services, risk management procedures and control strategies to maintain a 
secure environment and a safe community.

Offender profile

Adults in prison
On an average day in 2013–2014 the Department managed 5030 adult prisoners. This was an increase of 1.6% 
compared to 2012–2013. 

Table providing breakdown by location, gender, Aboriginality and security rating

Security

Adults in community corrections

On an average day in 2013–2014 the Department managed 4343 adult offenders in the community. This was an 
increase of 5.0% compared to 2012–2013. 

Table providing breakdown by gender, Aboriginality and order type.

Daily Average Population 2012–2013 2013–2014 % Change
Overall 4950.8 5030.0 1.6%

Prison Location
Metropolitan 3541.5 3589.9 1.4%
Regional 1409.3 1440.1 2.2%

Gender
Male 4507.5 4569.4 1.4%
Female 443.3 460.5 3.9%

Daily Average Population 2012–2013 2013–2014 % Change
Aboriginality
Aboriginal 1995.2 2018.3 1.2%
Non-Aboriginal 2955.6 3011.7 1.9%

Personal Security Rating
Maximum 415.4 505.9 21.8%
Medium 3005.5 3044.2 1.3%
Minimum 1529.9 1479.9 -3.3%

Daily Average Population 2012–2013 2013–2014 % Change
Distinct Offenders 4136.6 4343.4 5.0%

Gender1

Male 3183.5 3338.1 4.9%
Female 952.6 1005.3 5.5%

Aboriginality2

Aboriginal 1437.2 1450.6 0.9%
Non-Aboriginal 2696.1 2884.4 7.0%

Order Category3

Bail Orders 308.0 340.6 10.6%
Court Orders 3336.7 3484.3 4.4%
Early Release Orders 466.4 558.8 19.8%
Work and Development Orders 138.5 84.4 -39.1%

1 May not sum to overall Daily 
Average Distinct Offenders due 
to a small number of people 
where gender is not recorded.
2 May not sum to Daily Average 
Distinct Offenders due to a 
small number of people where 
Aboriginality is not recorded.
3 May not sum to Daily Average 
Distinct Offenders as an 
individual could be counted in 
multiple order categories.
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Security Security

Youth in detention

On an average day in 2013–2014 the Department managed 155 young persons in detention.  
This was a decrease of 14.3% compared to 2012–2013. 

Table providing breakdown by legal status, gender, Aboriginality and security rating.

Daily Average Population 2012–2013 2013–2014 % Change
Overall 181.4 155.5 -14.3%

Legal Status
Sentenced 103.1 83.7 -18.8%
Unsentenced 78.3 71.8 -8.3%

Gender
Male 166.0 144.3 -13.1%
Female 15.4 11.2 -27.3%

Aboriginality
Aboriginal 127.2 120.9 -4.9%
Non-Aboriginal 54.2 34.6 -36.2%

Personal Security Rating
Maximum 143.6 127.1 -11.5%
Medium 35.5 28.1 -20.9%
Minimum 2.2 0.2 -89.2%

Youth in community

On an average day in 2013–2014 the Department managed 1123 young persons in the community. This was a 
decrease of 12.4% compared to 2012–2013.

Table providing breakdown of gender, Aboriginality and service category.

Daily Average Population 2012–2013 2013–2014 % Change
Distinct Offenders 1282.3 1123.3 -12.4%

Gender1

Male 1008.1 891.9 -11.5%
Female 271.6 229.7 -15.4%

Aboriginality2

Aboriginal 773.6 682.0 -11.8%
Non-Aboriginal 496.8 436.1 -12.2%

Order/Service Category3

Court Orders (incl. Bail) 738.0 665.7 -9.8%
Supervised Release Orders 82.9 67.7 -18.4%
Juvenile Justice Teams 493.9 410.8 -16.8%

1 May not sum to overall 
Daily Average Distinct Young 
Persons due to a small number 
of people where gender is not 
recorded.
2 May not sum to Daily Average 
Distinct Young Persons due to a 
small number of people where 
Aboriginality is not recorded.
3 May not sum to Daily Average 
Distinct Young Persons as an 
individual could be counted in 
multiple categories.
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Security Security

Photo: The Hon. Joe M Francis MLA , Minister for Corrective 
Services, reviewing cell security features at Hakea Prison.

Establishment of the Investigation Services Directorate

On 11 March 2014 The Hon. Joe Francis announced the 
establishment of the Investigation Services Directorate 
(ISD). ISD combines the former investigations and 
intelligence services of the Department and will employ 
contemporary, best-practice approaches for assessing 
and investigating allegations of staff misconduct or 
criminality. ISD will provide a whole-of-agency strategic 
and operational coordination focus to enhance 
intelligence gathering, analysis and relevant information 
sharing. ISD will work closely with stakeholders such 
as Western Australia Police and oversight bodies such 
as the Corruption and Crime Commission to meet the 
department’s statutory obligations. The directorate will 
independently investigate allegations concerning Prison 
Officers, Youth Custodial Officers and Public Servants. 
The development of a new integrity framework for the 
management of integrity and misconduct risk will have 
commenced and expansion of specialist investigative 
response to high risk events will continue.
Since September 2013, a taskforce consisting of 
Western Australian Police and Department staff has 
worked on Operation Ulysses, which was established 
to target serious and organised crime and associated 
corruption or misconduct that involved offenders or 
Department staff.

A key outcome of the operation was the creation of a 
dedicated joint-agency Prison Team which will continue 
to combat criminal activity in prisons. The Prison Team, 
which includes staff from the Department, will provide 
a more coordinated approach to disrupting organised 
criminal activity and enhancing community safety.

Key achievements for 2013–2014

Banksia Hill Detention Centre (BHDC) 
BHDC is Western Australia’s only youth detention 
facility, housing male and female young people who are 
sentenced to detention or are awaiting a court outcome. 

In 2013–2014, repairs to detainee living units 
damaged during an incident in January 2013 and 
other infrastructure works at BHDC were completed. 
Detainees who had been temporarily located at Hakea 
Prison while the damage was being repaired and 
other infrastructure works and security improvements 
made, were transferred back to BHDC in two groups in 
September and October 2013.

On 7 August 2013, the Office of the Inspector of 
Custodial Services (OICS) tabled their report into 
incident at BHDC in Parliament.

In response to recommendations from the OICS report a 
number of initiatives aimed at reform were implemented 
including: 

   infrastructure and capital works 
   a major review of the Youth Custodial Rules and 

operating instructions for the centre
   centre security, including the development of an 

emergency management plan
   a cultural change program
   staff development and training
   improvements to business services
   improvements to detainee welfare services

All 27 supported recommendations made by OICS 
that were directed toward the Department , have been 
actioned. OICS are scheduled to conduct a follow up 
inspection of BHDC on 10 August 2014. The full OICS 
report relating to the incident can be found on the OICS 
public website.
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Photo: Security at Casurina Prison

Risk management 

During 2013–2014 risk management continued to be 
embedded in operational business areas, contract 
management and projects, including some of the 
Department’s major prisons. The Risk Management 
area has facilitated risk workshops with various key 
operational areas and project teams to create risk 
profiles that are being used to inform management and 
guide decision-making. 

Risk management has been identified as a key platform 
in the delivery of the new vision for the Department. 
A review of the Department’s Risk Management 
Framework has been initiated to refresh the approach 
to risk management that includes an increased focus on 
risk mitigation, control and assurance. 

A risk focused directorate has been created within the 
Office of Reform to bring together the risk and assurance 
functions and to provide risk management expertise and 
support for the Department.

Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison

The redeveloped Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison (EGRP) in Kalgoorlie is under construction and is due to 
become operational in mid-2015.

The new prison will increase capacity from the current 116 offenders at the existing facility to 350 minimum, medium 
and maximum security prisoners. The new prison will hold 300 males and 50 females.

The Department consulted with local Aboriginal leaders in the Goldfields Region to develop the design and operating  
philosophy that reflects Aboriginal culture and values. 

The location of the redeveloped prison allows prisoners from the Goldfields region, in the large majority Aboriginal 
prisoners, to be located close to their land to preserve a cultural and spiritual connection and maintain family and 
support networks. Maintaining these networks plays a large role in a prisoner’s rehabilitation. 

EGRP will operate with a structured day program with an emphasis on developing life, work and decision-making 
skills to build self-esteem and the capabilities necessary for a successful reintegration into society. 

EGRP will include a designated programs area by which culturally appropriate programs will be delivered to 
address and correct offending behaviours.

Vocational skills training will be aimed at preparing prisoners for vocations that are in demand in remote 
Aboriginal communities, such as metal work, welding, carpentry, recycling and waste management, horticulture, 
environmental health, land management and conservation, warehousing and store keeping.

Educational courses specific to Aboriginal people will also be provided to prisoners, including traditional arts and 
crafts and music.

While rehabilitation and culturally appropriate services are a key focus of the new EGRP, all design aspects have 
been developed to ensure community, staff and prisoner safety remains paramount.
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Ground was broken in May 2014 for a new external administration 
building at the Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison (EGRP), marking  
a significant milestone in the facility’s redevelopment. 

In addition to the work that has been completed to prepare the site for 
construction, the prison management team are also focused on the important 
job of  planning new routines and procedures that fit with the new facility, 
where community safety is paramount and rehabilitation is central to the 
working philosophy.

The redevelopment project has created jobs for builders and contractors in 
the region and is set to create up to 150 new positions based at the prison 
when the redevelopment is complete. 

Education and skills training are vital ingredients in improving offender 
success on release and the new facility will have a strong focus on 
rehabilitative programs. 

As well as providing an extra 250 beds to the WA prison system, the new 
prison will allow Aboriginal prisoners to serve out their sentences closer to 
community support. 

Photo: On-site at the EGRP redevelopment

Security

Private prisons

Expansion of Acacia Prison
As part of the $655 million provided by Government for 
the expansion of prison infrastructure, Acacia Prison 
is being increased in capacity by 387 beds to a total of 
1,400 beds primarily for medium security prisoners.
Expansion works will also include additional facilities 
such as a new education and training centre, kitchen 
and health centres.
The expansion project is progressing well and practical 
completion for the additional accommodation and most 
supporting infrastructure has occurred. Furniture, fixtures 
and equipment have been installed and tested, and 
commissioned by the Department. The medical centre 
upgrade and replacement waste water treatment plant 
are due for completion by November 2014.

Wandoo Reintegration Facility

Wandoo Reintegration Facility (Wandoo) is a privately 
run 80-bed, minimum security facility, for 18-24 year old 
males. As a reintegration facility, Wandoo focuses on 
providing the types of timely and well-targeted training, 
employment and education interventions that support a 
prisoner’s successful transition back into the community. 

As part of its effort to promote successful community 
reintegration, Wandoo has established a network of 
solid relationships with local government, universities, 
TAFEs and local businesses to provide work and training 
opportunities for prisoners. Over the past 12 months, 
99% of prisoners released from Wandoo have been 
released into an employment, education or training 
opportunity.
Over the next twelve months the Department will 
continue to optimise the role that Wandoo plays in 
preparing younger adult prisoners for reintegration and 
release back into the community.

Challenges and opportunities

Review of contract for Court Security  
and Custodial Services 
In March 2014, the Commissioner initiated an 
independent review of the Court Security and Custodial 
Services (CS and CS) contract undertaken by the 
Department of Finance. The purpose of the review was 
to identify opportunities to improve the form, operation 
and management of the CS and CS contract going 
forward. The independent review is the first of a number 
of initiatives to improve the Department’s contracting 
practices. 
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Challenges and opportunities continued

A mid-term evaluation of the CS and CS contract will be undertaken in late 2014 to consider options in relation to 
renewal of the contract with Serco. The mid-term evaluation will focus on whether the contract has delivered value for 
money for the State and met the needs of the three client agencies – the Department, WA Police and the Department 
of the Attorney General (DotAG).

Escapes from custody

The Department manages over 10,000 offenders at any one time, many of whom are dangerous and unpredictable. 
The issues that arise on a daily basis can have serious consequences, with each needing to be considered in the 
context of the significant safety and emotional outcomes for the community.

Following escapes in late 2013, the Commissioner initiated an urgent review to identify the immediate operational risks 
faced by the Department and identify short and long term mitigation strategies to address them.

Strategies included:
   a review of the prisoner classification process
   a review of escort procedures 
   a review of the use and appropriateness of restraints and the associated policy 
   the development of a state wide security framework 
   more effective compliance auditing and 
   strengthening of the Department’s intelligence functions and capabilities.

Security

Drugs in prison

Drugs in prison have an immediate effect on security and good order of the prison. They also have a negative 
impact on the health and wellbeing of prisoners and dramatically reduce the potential for successful rehabilitation. 
Reducing the supply of, demand for, and harm caused by drugs in prison is an ongoing priority for the Department.

It is estimated that between 37% and 52% of offenders in Australia report that their offending is attributed to their 
drug problem, National Corrections Drug Strategy 2006 (NCDS).

The Offender Drug and Alcohol Strategy 2010-2014 has provided the strategic framework for the Department’s 
efforts to not only reduce the availability and use of drugs and alcohol in prisons, but to address the likelihood of 
prisoners relapsing to the use of these substances upon their release in the community. The Offender Drug and 
Alcohol Strategy 2010-2014 was developed under the umbrella of the NCDS 2006 and the Drug and Alcohol 
Interagency Strategy Framework for Western Australia 2010-2015. 

The priorities identified within the Offender Drug and Alcohol Strategy 2010-2014 were: 
   injecting drug use
   tobacco use
   alcohol misuse

Drug and alcohol management strategies deployed throughout 2013–2014 include:

Supply Reduction:
   random drug prevalence testing 
   targeted drug testing (intelligence based)
   compliance drug testing (e.g. drug free units, returning from home leave)
   random and targeted drug detection operations throughout the prison estate
   drug/ contraband searches: offenders, staff, visitors, vehicles and the physical environment

Security

It is estimated that between 

37%  
and 

52% 
of offenders in Australia 

report that their offending 
is attributed to their drug 

problem (NCDS 2006).
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Security

Drugs in prison continued
Demand Reduction:

   addictive offending programs (e.g. Pathways, Making 
Choices, Women’s Substance Abuse Program, 
Indigenous Men Managing Anger and Substance 
Use (IMMASU), and Breaking Out)

   Perth Drug Court - Court Assessment and  
Treatment Service

   detoxification and withdrawal management regime
   pharmacotherapy
   drug free units

Harm Reduction:
   mandatory harm minimisation education program 

(HIP HOP)
   Drug and Alcohol training for new staff

The Department has recently completed a review 
of international best practice in the treatment of 
substance abuse among offenders in preparation for the 
development of a new drug and alcohol strategy.

Photo: Albany Regional Prison Drug Detection Officer  
and canine companion Carson 

The Drug Detection 
Unit (DDU) comprises 
14 dog teams (dog 
and handler). The 
dogs, which are 
all labradors, are 
used within prisons 
focusing mainly on 
prison visitors. The 
DDU has made more 
than 70 contraband 
seizures this year.

Security

OICS reports and recommendations 

The Office of the Inspector of Custodial Services (OICS) 
provides accountability to the corrections system and 
assurance to the community through the inspection and 
review of custodial services, with publically available 
reports tabled in Parliament once completed. 

Seven inspections were undertaken by OICS in the 
2013–2014 financial year:

Seven reports were tabled in Parliament and they are 
available on the OICS website -  
www.oics.wa.gov.au 

Four audits were conducted:

Four audits commenced: Casuarina Eastern Goldfields
Roebourne Greenough Women
Acacia Bandyup Women’s Prison
Wandoo Reintegration Facility

Karnet Incident at Banksia Hill
Banksia Hill Girls Court Custody Centres
Casuarina Roebourne
Acacia

Completed
Funeral Attendance Mentally Impaired Accused
Currently in draft
Recidivism Outcomes Assaults on Staff in WA Prisons

Escapes and Absconds Pre-Inspection Surveys
Thermal Conditions in WA Prisons
Aboriginal Staff in Custodial Corrections
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Safety of our People

Ensuring the safety of our people is about managing 
risk and adopting good practices that contribute to 
a safer workplace. The Department is committed 
to ensuring occupational safety, health and injury 
management guidelines are met, through the provision 
of appropriate facilities, training and support for staff.

Staff profile

To achieve its vision as a leading world class corrective 
services organisation, the Department is committed to 
implementing an integrated organisational structure 
and human resources system that focusses on 
recruitment, succession planning, retention, training 
and leadership development at all levels 

The Department of Treasury and the Department 
continue to work together to develop a new funding 
model which is underpinned by a robust forecasting 
model of the Department’s future service demand,  
FTE/staffing models and cost estimates. The models 
need to incorporate improvements to planning 
processes that align with budget cycles.

The following tables show a summary of the 
Department’s staffing levels, by gender and 
Aboriginality for the financial years 2012–2013 to 
2013–2014. 

Photo: Bunbury Prison Officer
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Report on Operations
Photo: Statewide digital network tower in Geraldton. 

back next contents
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Key achievements 2013–2014

Staff recruitment
The Department conducts bulk recruitment campaigns for frontline occupational groups including Prison Officers, 
Youth Custodial Officers, Youth Justice Officers and Community Corrections Officers.

In 2013–2014, two state-wide Prison Officer recruitment campaigns were successfully completed, adding around 
150 new candidates to the Prison Officer appointment pool. Five entry level training schools commenced during this 
period, with over 100 new Prison Officer recruits joining the service.

Department workforce 

2012–2013 2013–2014
Head count Percentage

Total
Head count Percentage

Total
Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male

Aboriginal Visitor 6 7 46% 54% 13 5 6 45% 55% 11

Adult Custodial Prison Officers 465 1557 23% 77% 2022 477 1609 23% 77% 2086

Medical Practitioners 8 14 36% 64% 22 9 11 45% 55% 20

Miscellaneous employees 2 2 50% 50% 4 2 2 50% 50% 4

Nurses 95 21 82% 18% 116 97 19 84% 16% 116

Public Service employees 1388 624 69% 31% 2012 1392 604 70% 30% 1996

Teachers 69 36 66% 34% 106 49 34 59% 41% 83

Youth Custodial Officers 60 147 29% 71% 207 67 156 30% 70% 223

Grand Total 2094 2408 47% 53% 4502 2098 2441 46% 54% 4539

Note: Head counts are based on active permanent, fixed term employees and casual paid in the period. 
The Department has been able to positively respond to the growth in prisoner population by appointing 
more Prison Officers and Youth Custodial Officers following a successful recruitment campaign.

In the 2013–2014 an average of 4.7% of the Department’s permanent staff identified as being Aboriginal. The 
Department is committed to strengthening Aboriginal employment in corrections and has set a target ratio of 
7.25% of permanent staff. To achieve this target the Department is focussing on front-line roles including Prison 
Officers, Youth Custodial Officers, Community Corrections and Youth Justice Officers, and Prevention and 
Diversion Officers. 

Aboriginal employment

2012–2013 2013–2014
Head Count Percentage

Total
Head Count Percentage

TotalFemale Male Female Male Female Male Female Male

Permanent 
Aboriginal staff 100 80 55.6% 44.4% 180 103 88 54% 46% 191
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Safety of our people

Three Youth Custodial Officer recruitment campaigns during 2013–2014 were completed, adding around 70 new 
successful candidates to the Youth Custodial Officer appointment pool. Three Entry Level Training Programs 
commenced during the year with 45 recruits graduating.

Community Corrections Officer and Youth Justice Officer bulk recruitment drives were successfully conducted in the 
Perth metropolitan area.

Occupational Safety and Health
In 2013–2014, the Department committed to increasing Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) awareness and 
culture in order to continuously improve safety and performance.

Activities undertaken included:
   conducting a Department wide OSH culture survey. The results influenced the development of the Department’s 

OSH Annual Plan 2013–2014 which sets the strategic OSH direction
   the release of the first electronic newsletter dedicated to OSH. This provides staff with practical advice on 

managing common hazards
   the publication of quarterly OSH Compliance Reports to increase transparency in performance
   a comprehensive review of the Department’s Communicable Diseases program. The review identified an 

employee vaccination matrix, and included a commitment to employ a dedicated Immunisation Nurse to deliver 
vaccinations to staff.

Community Safety Network  
(pictured on section cover)

Radio communications across the prison estate have improved due to the implementation of the Community Safety 
Network. This has replaced the obsolete Department and Police Regional Radio Network in rural and remote 
Western Australia and expanded on the already highly successful Metropolitan Radio Network that the Department 
was already using. The Community Safety Network has provided significant economies for the Government 
by providing the one common network, and caters for future expansion by allowing eventual access for other 
government and non-government agencies.

Safety of our people

Community Safety Network continued
The network has provided for valuable links with other agencies that include Western Australia Police (WAPOL), 
Department of Fire and Emergency Services, Ambulance, State Emergency Service, Department of Parks and 
Wildlife and Family Radio Service. This approach reduces the need for the Department to develop its own radio 
network and aims to provide mobile digital radio coverage for over 19,000 square kilometres across regional WA.

The result is a more effective and modern radio network which benefits the community by providing a more 
informed, responsive and coordinated law enforcement and public safety service in regional areas, including all 
Department sites and the main prisoner transportation corridors.

The project is backed through Royalties for Regions, to fund the common network infrastructure, as part of the State 
Government’s Emergency Services Communications Strategy.

Finalisation of the Enterprise Bargaining Agreement for Western Australian Prison Officers
The Bargaining Consultative Committee was established to negotiate the agreement on 16 May 2012, with 
representatives from a number of key stakeholders involved in line with Government Wages Policy. Enterprise 
Bargaining Agreement (EBA) negotiations commenced on 11 December 2012 and the consolidated Enterprise 
Agreement (EA) incorporated both the award and agreement provisions resulting in clarification of conditions and 
reduced duplication.

The following matters were agreed to by both the Department and WAPOU and included in the EA: 
   a review of ranks including the replacement of the First Class Prison Officer position with a developmental 

Assistant Senior Officer position
   resolution of deployment practises
   standardisation of Parental Leave provisions in line with Public Sector standards
   changes to personal leave and absence management arrangement
   changes to remote area annual leave travel concessions

As part of negotiations for the Prison Officers’ Enterprise Agreement 2013, on 26 April 2013 the Department made 
a 12.75% wage offer, for a three year term at 4.25% per year. The offer was agreed to and was subsequently 
registered with the Western Australia Industrial Relations Commission (WAIRC) on 27 September 2013.
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Working in corrections can be stressful, particularly for frontline staff. 

Most people understand the impact that a critical incident may have on a staff  
member, but less obvious is the ongoing stress that can arise from dealing with 
difficult people and situations day after day. 

This is where the Department’s Staff  Support Program can help. 

Trained volunteers offer support to colleagues in crisis as part of  the in-house 
program, which is run by Employee Welfare Services with the Department’s 
Employee Assistance Provider PPC. 

The program was originally introduced as a response to the 1988 Fremantle 
Prison riot that saw officers taken hostage and injured by prisoners as well as 
extensive damage to the prison’s main cell block. The aftermath of  the incident 
flagged a lack of  support for prison staff  involved in critical incidents and 
identified a need for services to support employees’ health and wellbeing.  
The Department’s Staff  Support program now has 217 members.

Program participants are taken through an intensive two-day induction and later 
a refresher course at their work place to equip them with the skills and tools 
needed to carry out this valuable service.

Safety of our people

Photo: Commissioner James McMahon presents Youth Custodial 
Officer with a Certificate of  Completion for the Staff  Support 
Induction Course

Safety of our people

Learning and development

Ensuring effective leadership and developing a positive workplace culture where staff communicate and collaborate 
effectively, is a key priority for the Department. The right structure, with the right people, trained right is paramount to 
achieving our vision.

In support of this priority the Corrective Services Academy offers a broad range of learning and development 
activities throughout the State for staff in front line positions and those in support and management roles. 
Courses include; induction and foundation programs; security, safety and occupational health; rehabilitation 
and contemporary practice; working in government (governance and compliance); working with people; team 
development; leadership development and administration/technical skills and knowledge.

Comprehensive entry level and foundation training programs are provided to all new Correctional Officers to ensure 
they have the capacity to assume their roles as Prison Officers, Community Corrections Officers, Youth Justice 
Officers or Youth Custodial Officers.

Corporate Induction programs are provided for allother staff to prepare them to enter and participate in the work 
activities of the Department.

Additional training needs to assist with long term succession and broader workforce planning are identified during 
staff Performance and Development System (PADS) reviews.
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Challenges and opportunities

Decommissioning of Shared Corporate Services 
between Department of Corrective Services and the 
Department of the Attorney General (DotAG)
A new program is in place to establish stand-alone 
corporate services in the Department for library, 
information and communications technology, payroll, 
recruitment and establishment services (HR Service 
Centre), and finance services. This follows a decision 
by Government in November 2013 to decommission 
the current shared corporate services arrangement that 
is in place for the Department of Corrective Services 
and the Department of the Attorney General (DotAG). 

This program provides an opportunity to maximise 
effectiveness, efficiency and accountability of 
service delivery. Its goal is to align the Department’s 
technological capabilities and support systems with 
the Commissioner’s vision for a leading world-class 
corrective services organisation.

The future service model has been developed to 
link into the Commissioner’s eight key platforms and 
integrates business architecture and technology with 
Departmental operational priorities. This will increase 
data collection and reporting capabilities; improve 
workflows and processes; and provide the Department 
with a greater ability to manage risk.

Establishment of an Information  
Management Strategy 

The Department is an information rich organisation 
that relies on the accuracy of its data to deliver its key 
priorities. The Department has increased its focus 
on data management to ensure timely and accurate 
access to the information needed to make evidence 
based decisions and to manage operations to best 
effect. Through the reform process a new Directorate, 
Knowledge and Information Technology (KIT) is being 
established that will support a strategic approach to the 
management of Departmental data and information. KIT 
sees the merging of Knowledge Management, Business 
Systems, Organisational Strategy and Performance 
and Operational Performance, Policy and Planning. 
A Data Steering Committee has been established to 
improve governance and support decisions around data 
quality, data definitions and business processes for the 
management of data.

In 2013–2014, the Department commenced a trial on 
the use of GPS tracking of Section 95 prisoners at 
Karnet Prison Farm. This is to provide better location 
information on work parties as well as a means for work 
parties to issue a duress call. This trial is ongoing with 
recommendations due in the later part of 2014.

Custodial Legislation (Officers Discipline) Bill 

The legislation for Prison Officer discipline is over 30 
years old and the legislation for Youth Custodial Officer 
discipline is over 20 years old. 

A Bill to introduce contemporary discipline processes for 
Prison Officers and Youth Custodial Officers, consistent 
with processes implemented across the WA public sector 
was introduced into Parliament on 20 November 2013. 
The legislative amendments proposed in the Bill are 
intended to engender internal and external trust in the 
corrections system. 

The key reforms introduced by the Bill are:
   aligning Prison Officer and Youth Custodial Officer 

disciplinary procedures with disciplinary procedure 
introduced by the Public Sector Reform Act 2010, 
and

   enabling the Chief Executive Officer to promptly 
remove Prison Officers and Youth Custodial Officers 
via loss of confidence provisions similar to those 
introduced to the WA Police in 2002.

The vast majority of Prison Officers and Youth Custodial 
Officers uphold the highest standards of ethical 
behaviour. They are committed to maintaining the safety 
and security of the community and to rehabilitating 
offenders to be productive members of the community.

The introduction of the loss-of-confidence powers in the 
Bill will enable the Commissioner of Corrective Services 
to use a fair and straightforward process to promptly 
remove those very few officers whose incompetence, 
criminality, corruption or lack of integrity is such that he 
has lost confidence in their suitability to remain in office.

Safety of our people
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Safety of offenders/detainees/prisoners

In 2013–2014, the Department managed a daily average population of 5030 adult prisoners in 16 prisons and 5 
work camps, 4343 adults on community orders, 155 youth detainees and 1123 youth on community orders. 

An essential element of ensuring the safety of offenders, detainees and prisoners is ensuring that infrastructure 
that is in place, is appropriate. This includes optimising existing infrastructure, development of new capital works, 
the use of dynamic security and ensuring adequate staffing numbers are in place to manage facilities safely. 

Strategic Asset Plan (SAP)

The Department is continuing to refine its Strategic Asset Plan (SAP) for 2014-2015 to align infrastructure with 
the delivery of services for specific cohorts of prisoners including women, the frail and aged and offenders with 
mental health needs.

The 2014-2015 SAP provides for 6,952 prisoners from January 2016 onwards. This is largely as a result of 
a $655 million Custodial Infrastructure Program which sees a significant expansion to Acacia Prison and the 
redevelopment of Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison.

The first expansion projects is the Acacia Expansion which will deliver an additional 387 beds and is scheduled 
for completion in January 2015.

The redevelopment of the Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison has commenced and will become operational in 
mid-2015. This redevelopment will deliver an additional 234 beds.

Long term planning for 2016 to 2024 has commenced and is based on a revised prisoner projections model being 
developed in conjunction with the Department of Treasury. It provides for a detailed cohort analysis to ensure 
infrastructure and services address the physical, mental and criminogenic needs of the prisoner cohort.

In the short term, existing capacity within the system is being optimised by reallocating or bringing additional staff 
and services on-line as required. 
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Other strategies to expand the existing capacity include:
   the opening of Roebourne Work Camp which will provide 30 additional secure beds at Roebourne Regional 

Prison, potentially to accommodate women and ease pressure at Bandyup Women’s Prison (Bandyup)
   the installation of double bunks at Boronia Pre-release Centre for Women (Boronia) in June 2014 to increase 

capacity by 12
   the increasing of operational capacity at Casuarina by 78 beds
   the refurbishment of Unit 3 at Albany which will increase capacity at the Prison by a further 108 beds.

Women’s estate

Bandyup Women’s Prison (Bandyup) is the only female prison in Western Australia that caters for all security 
classifications. Women on remand, those awaiting a court appearance and newly-sentenced prisoners awaiting 
assessment are held at Bandyup in addition to women completing sentences. A structured day with a balance of work, 
education, personal development and therapeutic interventions operates at Bandyup.

Boronia Pre-release Centre for Women manages minimum security female prisoners and their children in a 
community-style setting. It provides meaningful rehabilitation activities and work placements that address the unique 
needs of female prisoners and provides them with practical skills to help them reintegrate into the community when 
released.

The Department also has areas dedicated within regional facilities for female prisoners at West Kimberley Regional 
Prison (WKRP), Greenough Regional Prison and Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison (EGRP). The women’s precinct 
at WKRP consists of five houses providing 30 general beds. Greenough can accommodate up to 71 women within its 
dedicated precinct. EGRP can currently accommodate up to 23 women.

Safety of offenders/detainees/prisoners

Photo: Women prisoners participating in program
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The daily average number of women prisoners has 
increased by 19.3% over the past five years - from 386.1 
in 2009-2010 to 460.5 in 2013–2014, placing increasing 
pressures on facilities across the women’s estate. This 
compares to a 4.5% increase in the average male 
prisoner population over the same period.

In 2013–2014 the Department put strategies in place to 
provide urgent additional accommodation to increasing 
the operational capability of the women’s estate. These 
included:

   in June 2014 the Department increased the capacity 
of Boronia by an additional12 beds. Suitable minimum 
security prisoners at Bandyup were identified for 
transfer to Boronia in early June 2014.

   Roebourne Work Camp will provide 30 beds at 
Roebourne Prison – this presents an opportunity to 
transfer 13 female prisoners to the female precinct 
within the Roebourne Regional Prison, allowing 
female prisoners out of country to be located closer to 
family and community connections. Minor works are 
complete and the beds are operational.
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Intellectual disability in prison

There are a number of prisoners across the state registered as having an intellectual disability with Disability 
Services Commission (DSC). In addition, there are a number of clients who are held in prisons under the Criminal 
Law (Mentally Impaired Accused) Act 1996.

The Department seeks to ensure that all these offenders receive the safeguards appropriate to their type and 
degree of impaired intellectual functioning. Specialist management strategies include access to specially adapted 
treatment programs whilst in prison including:

   LASA (Legal And Social Awareness) which is an education program that is aimed at increasing participant’s 
understanding of rules and laws, increasing moral reasoning, decreasing criminal attitudes and beliefs, and 
thereby reducing recidivism

   SOID (Sex Offending Intellectual Disabilities) which is a group program aimed at reducing sexual offending, 
increasing levels of observed skills, increasing insight and understanding of dysfunctional sexual behaviours and 
maintaining increased monitoring and control over these behaviours

   TASS ID (Transitional Accommodation Support Services for Intellectually Disabled). TASSID is a transitional 
accommodation service delivered to male and female prisoners exiting custody in the metropolitan area which 
has been tailored to support the specific needs of offenders with an intellectual disability.

   IDDP (Intellectual Disability Diversion Program) which is a Court diversion program that is aimed at better 
managing adults with an intellectual disability and cognitive impairment who are interfacing with the justice 
system, by linking them to appropriate community based interventions and services.

Safety of offenders/detainees/prisoners

Health Services

The Department provides health care to a standard 
equal to the care provided by the public health system of 
Western Australia. Health Centres are provided in each 
of the Department’s 15 public adult prisons. In the adult 
estate, Casuarina, Hakea and Bandyup provide 24 hour 
on site medical coverage and crisis care facilities. 24 
hour medical coverage is also provided for young people 
at BHDC.

The Department’s Health Services Directorate (HSD) is 
fully accredited by the Australian Council on Healthcare 
Standards (ACHS) until 1 March 2017. The Council 
awards Accreditation Status to those providers that 
demonstrate compliance with performance standards 
based on a quality standard of care and formal codes 
of practice of health professions, as well as providing 
evidence of continuing performance improvement. HSD 
has been an ACHS organisation member since 2004 
and has maintained accreditation since then.

HSD provides health care based on four cornerstones 
of health namely Primary Care, Co-Morbidity 
(Mental Health & Addictions), Chronic Disease and 
Communicable Disease. Specialist medical care and 
referred tertiary care is provided as required.

The Department directly employs or contracts a wide 
range of health professionals to provide services to 
prisoners including doctors, psychiatrists, registered 
nurses, enrolled nurses, mental health nurses, 
physiotherapists, phlebotomists, pharmacists, pharmacy 
assistants, medication assistants, ophthalmologists, 
medical receptionists and medical records officers.

HSD continues to meets the requirements of oversight 
agencies such as OICS, the Australian Health 
Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA), Health and 
Disabilities Services Complaints Office (HaDSCO) and 
the Ombudsman.

The Department runs programs which encourage 
prisoners to improve their health including stop smoking, 
vaccination programs, care planning for chronic disease 
and health promotion/education programs.

Health Centres are provided 
in each of the Department’s 

15
public adult prisons  

and BHDC. 
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Mental health and addiction services

Mental Health and Addiction Services are provided 
by the Prison Co- Morbidity Service (CMS), which 
assesses, treats and facilitates through-care to prisoners 
with significant mental illnesses and alcohol and drug 
addictions. A clinical manager and 20 nursing staff as 
well as 3 counsellors and the equivalent of 1.5 full time 
consultant psychiatrists deliver co-morbidity services 
across the state.

These staff work regularly with approximately 10% of 
the prison population to deliver services to people who 
have complex and enduring mental health issues, such 
as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and major depression, 
and major drug addictions. 

In addition general practitioners provide daily assistance 
to manage both mental health and the pharmacotherapy 
in the prison Health Centres. 

In 2013–2014 the Prison Co-morbidity Service recorded 
almost 23,560 direct occasions of service.

The provision of specialised forensic mental health services 
within the adult prison estate has been included in the 10 
Year Mental Health Services Plan that was developed 
within the National Mental Health Services Framework. 

This plan was developed in response to the “Review 
of the admission or referral to and the discharge and 
transfer practices of the public mental health facilities/
services in Western Australia” (Stokes review) which 
was led by the Mental Health Commission. Senior 
health staff from the Department were key stakeholders 
in the working group formed to review and develop 
the category of ‘Specialised Forensic Mental Health 
Services’ which is a key component of the Plan.

Youth health

All detainees are clinically assessed by a registered 
nurse on reception, according to the protocol of the Initial 
Health Assessment. The initial assessment includes 
acuity triage and risk assessment to determine need 
for prompt referral to counselling services, the mental 
health team and or the Doctor as clinically necessary. 
Admission assessment by the doctor includes a check 
of visual acuity using a Snellen Chart and a check of the 
ears and hearing with a screening Audioscope. When 
necessary, patients are referred for optometry or to a 
specialist ENT clinic. All recommended treatments and 
appointments are facilitated by BHDC and all prescribed 
medications are provided to detainees by health services 
staff. Mental health services are also provided at BHDC.

The Co-morbidity Service 
recorded almost 

23,560 
direct occasions of service  

in 2013–2014.
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Services aimed at high risk and vulnerable offenders, prisoners and detainees

Aboriginal Visitors Scheme
During 2013–2014 Aboriginal Visitors Scheme (AVS) 
staff conducted more than 2,000 visits to help prisoners 
and detainees with a range of issues.

The AVS is a state–wide support service for Aboriginal 
people detained in prisons, BHDC, Police lock- ups, and 
more recently, the Central Law Courts.

The Scheme originated in response to 
recommendations from an interim inquiry into 
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody conducted in 1987, and 
is a component of the Department’s suicide prevention 
strategy. The aim of the scheme is to:

   help reduce the potential for self-harm and/or suicide
   improve the conditions of those in custody through 

consultation and providing advice and information to 
decision makers

   keep Aboriginal community groups informed on 
conditions in custody.

“Visitors” are employed to attend all custodial facilities to 
provide support to Aboriginal:

   Aboriginal prisoners who are identified as at risk to 
self

   new young Aboriginal offenders and
   Aboriginal prisoners who have not received visits for 

six months.

In addition, “Visitors” attend police lock-ups and the 
Central Law Courts to deliver these services. AVS 
provides another avenue of support to Aboriginal 
offenders, and removes the cultural barriers that 
may exist when dealing with other non-Aboriginal 
organisations or services.

Safety of offenders/detainees/prisoners
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At Risk Management System (ARMS)

The At Risk Management System (ARMS) was 
implemented in 1998, to provide a framework for suicide 
prevention which is formalised in policy, with clear 
procedures for staff to assist in the identification and 
management of prisoners at risk to self. ARMS enables 
high quality of care to be given to prisoners who are 
identified as being at risk of self-harm or suicide.

In 2013–2014 2,936 were prisoners referred to and 
managed under ARMS throughout the state. 

The Department has worked with the WA Ministerial 
Council of Suicide Prevention (MCSP) since the 1990s 
to develop evidence-based suicide prevention training 
programs for custodial staff and also for peer support 
prisoners.

The resulting two-day Gatekeeper workshop provides 
participants with an understanding of suicidal or self-
harm behaviour, trains participants in how to identify 
when someone is at risk of suicide, how to access 
suicide risk, the steps to take to intervene when 
someone is suicidal and how to deal with critical 
incidents associated with suicidal behaviour.

In 2013–2014 18 Gatekeeper workshops for staff and 11 
workshops for prisoners were delivered to a total of 344 
staff and 124 prisoners.

The Department has developed the Support and 
Monitoring System (SAMS) to provide a standardised 
approach across all prisons to managing prisoners 
identified as being at statistically higher risk of self-harm 
or suicide and or in need of additional support within the 
prison environment. SAMS is a whole of prison approach 
to the way prisoners who require multi- disciplinary 
intervention are identified and monitored.

In 2013–2014, 344 prisoners were referred to and 
managed under SAMS throughout the state.

There have been 

2,936 
prisoners referred to and 

managed under ARMS 
statewide between 1 July 

2013 to 30 June 2014.
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Key achievements for 2013–2014

Roll out of the At Risk Management System for 
Youth Detainees
In 2013–2014 an ARMS module was implemented 
specifically for youth to improve the identification and 
management of young people who may be at risk of self-
harm and/or suicide at BHDC.

This process had historically been completed via a 
paper-based system with significant limitations and risks 
in terms of access to information, timeliness, quality 
assurance, governance and records management.

The youth ARMS module was created and successfully 
added to the TOMS database to address these 
limitations.

The ARMS module allows for the appropriate 
identification of young people at BHDC who are at 
imminent risk of self-harm. It allows and the recording 
and monitoring of risk management plans and welfare 
checks to ensure that appropriate supports are put in 
place in a timely fashion.

Expanded health facilities
Many health services can be delivered within the prison 
environment. However, there are occasions where 
prisoners need treatment that can only be delivered in 
a hospital environment. The Department has worked 
with the Department of Health to develop facilities for the 
Department’s use within the Fiona Stanley Hospital.
The Fiona Stanley Hospital includes designated, secure 
facilities for the Department to manage the treatment 
of prisoners in a safe and secure environment. The 
secure facilities include a Secure Prisoner Unit (SPU), 
separated from the mainstream services to process 
prisoners coming into the hospital as well as specially 
designed ‘hardened’ rooms on various wards throughout 
the hospital to enable specialist care for prisoners.
The secure facilities will become operational from 2015 
as part of the staged opening of the hospital when all 
health services provided to prisoners are established.
The Department is developing a detailed custodial 
service delivery model for operating the facilities to 
ensure that quality health treatment is provided to 
prisoners in a manner which does not jeopardise the 
safety of hospital staff or the wider community.

Safety of offenders/detainees/prisoners
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Challenges and opportunities

Capital Investment Program
Developing and maintaining models that optimise 
infrastructure and future growth to enhance the 
Departments mission of securing a safer community, are 
a key priority for the Department. A suite of major works 
is forecast throughout the 2014-2015 financial year and 
these include:

   the Community Safety Network is being enhanced in 
partnership with the Western Australian Police and 
the Department of Fire and Emergency Services 
(DFES). This Network replaces and upgrades 
the radio communication system throughout 
regional Western Australia which, together with 
the existing services provided in the metropolitan 
area will provide a more informed, responsive and 
coordinated law enforcement and public safety 
service. Coverage will include all Department sites 
and the main prisoner transportation corridors. 
Estimated completion is in early 2016

   the Carnarvon Police and Justice Complex is a joint 
complex containing a Court house, Police station 
and Community Corrections Centre. Multiagency 
complexes such as this and similar facilities in 
Albany, Fremantle, Karratha and South Hedland 
deliver efficiency across the justice sector, provide 

improved safety for staff and offenders and 
consolidate government services through state of 
the art facilities 

   the Perimeter Obsolescence Program which is the 
project to upgrade the BHDC perimeter is due for 
completion in August 2014

   the Acacia expansion and the EGRP redevelopment 
will support an increase in prisoner population as 
well as provide a custodial environment that is 
responsive to the complex needs of the prisoner 
cohort

   the Prison Industries Mobile Plant and Equipment 
2014–2015 plan will replace commercial equipment 
that supports prison industries such as catering and 
laundry through to industrial services. These works 
will ensure plant and equipment replicates that which 
is used in the community to enhance employment 
prospects upon release.

Smoking in Western Australian prisons

The Department is committed to provide a safe and 
healthy work environment for staff and prisoners, and 
is currently developing a Smoking Reduction Policy for 
all WA prisons that will bring it into alignment with other 
Australian jurisdictions.

Safety of offenders/detainees/prisoners

Deaths in custody

2012–2013 2013–2014
Number of deaths by apparent  
unnatural causes 2 3

Number of deaths by apparent  
natural causes 8 4

 ** Note: Includes matters yet to be finalised by the Coroner

All deaths in custody, including those due to apparent natural causes are 
subject to internal review and Coronial Inquest. The Department responds 
to internal review and Coronial recommendations to mitigate or address 
identified risks and issues.

A death by apparent unnatural causes is a death which the Coroner found 
was caused by homicide, suicide, accidental cause or a drug overdose, or 
there is sufficient evidence available to corrective services to suggest that 
the most likely cause of death was homicide, suicide, accidental cause or 
a drug overdose.

A death by apparent natural causes is a death which the Coroner found 
was caused by natural causes, or there is sufficient evidence available 
to corrective services to suggest that the most likely cause of death was 
a natural cause. The definitions are consistent with national reporting 
requirements.

Photo: Bandyup healthcare services
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Deaths in custody key statistics

  All deaths in custody in 2013–2014 involved male prisoners

  One Aboriginal prisoner died in 2013–2014 of natural causes

  3 unnatural deaths in 2013–2014, 2 by way of self-harm and one by homicide

  7 inquests were heard in 2013–2014, all related to deaths which  
occurred in previous financial years

  The Coroner released the findings for 5 inquests in 2013–2014,  
with no recommendations made in relation to the Department

  In 2013–2014, the Department’s Custodial Standards and Review team completed eight 
internal deaths in custody reviews, resulting in three recommendations for business 
improvement. Seven internal reports yielded no recommendations.

Safety of offenders/detainees/prisoners
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Rehabilitation

Key achievements for 2013–2014

Establishment of the Youth Justice Board
The Minister for Corrective Services announced the 
composition and function of the Youth Justice Board in 
April 2014. 

The Board is an advisory body that was established to 
help steer the formulation of a new approach to youth 
justice in Western Australia. Inaugural Board members 
were selected because their broad range of expertise 
and experience is needed to bring new and innovative 
approaches to the complex challenge of reducing youth 
offending. 

The Youth Justice Board meets quarterly and its 
membership includes:

   James McMahon, Chair, Commissioner, Department 
of Corrective Services

   Professor Clarissa Ball, Director, Institute of 
Advanced Studies, UWA

   Paul Bide, Chair, School for Social Entrepreneurs 
Australia

   Professor Jonathan Carapetis, Director, Telethon 
Kid’s Institute

   Michael Hayden, Chair, Western Australian 
Aboriginal Advisory Council

   Craig Spencer, Head of Community Engagement, 
Bankwest

   Grant Vernon, Chief Operating Officer, Minderoo 
Foundation

   Dr Marshall Watson, Consultant Psychiatrist
   Dr Mandy Wilson, Research Fellow, National Drug 

Research Institute

Further information about the Youth Justice Board and its 
members can be found on the Department of Corrective 
Services website www.correctiveservices.wa.gov.au.

Rehabilitation begins from the time sentencing starts through to when prisoners and offenders successfully reintegrate 
into society. Rehabilitation of offenders in custody and the community through the provision of counselling, education 
and training is a key component in reducing reoffending and improving community safety.

Youth 

Prevention and diversion
The total value for prevention and diversion programs for 
2013–2014 was $7.83 million. 

In late 2013 a redirection of $2 million per annum within 
the Department’s budget was undertaken to increase the 
availability of prevention and early intervention programs 
for young people.

Youth Justice Services is currently evaluating all youth 
programs and services which will inform the future 
direction of this funding. As an interim measure while this 
program review is being undertaken, funding has been 
diverted to remand programs and to Youth Diversion 
Services in the Carnarvon, Derby and Halls Creek 
regions.

Jade Lewis Inc 
Jade Lewis and Friends Inc. are currently providing 
two programs for the Department that are available for 
young female offenders referred through Juvenile Justice 
Teams (JJT) and BHDC.

The Personal Development Program (PDP) provided 
at BHDC is aimed at encouraging young people in their 
personal development through a range of inclusive 
activity based programs which will contribute to their 
wellbeing in the following areas:

   personal development 
   development of pro-social skills 
   strengthen resilience and self esteem
   contribute to and support emotional wellbeing and 
   promote fitness and healthy lifestyles.

Rehabilitation
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Regional Youth Justice Services
The Department continues to provide Regional Youth 
Justice Services (RYJS) to the MidWest Gascoyne, 
Goldfields, West Kimberley, East Kimberley and Pilbara 
regions.

The services provided are aimed at diverting young 
people who offend away from the criminal justice 
system, reducing the financial costs of youth crime, 
improving life opportunities for Aboriginal young people 
and reducing the numbers of young people in remote 
areas being transported to the metropolitan area and 
separated from their families and communities.

RYJS works with families of young people who receive 
a Western Australia Police caution. Its Juvenile Justice 
Teams (JJT) target young people in the early stages of 
offending to divert them from the formal justice system. 
The service also offers an extended hours bail program 
to locate suitable adults or alternative short term 
accommodation if required for young people eligible for 
bail in addition to providing education and counselling 
services and managing young people on statutory 
orders.

To ensure the ongoing delivery of RYJS within the 
Kimberley and Pilbara regions, the Department is 
undertaking a full review of the services in these 
regions to inform a business case for continued 
Royalties for Regions funding from 2015.

Rehabilitation

Photo: Regional Youth Justice Services in Broome
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Boost for Pilbara partnerships

A range of community work opportunities have opened up 
for adult offenders in the Pilbara through new partnerships in 
Jigalong, Newman and Roebourne. 

In a major achievement, Jigalong – 170km east of  Newman – has 
signed up to a Community Supervision Agreement (CSA), in which 
an Aboriginal community is contracted by the Department to provide 
services to offenders in their own region.

Pilbara Adult Community Corrections (ACC) Regional Manager Bradley 
Mitchell said the CSA signing followed a year of  discussions between 
Newman-based Senior Community Corrections Officer Nancy Lumsden 
and members of  the Jigalong community, who will supervise offenders 
on community-based orders on behalf  of  the Department. 

CSAs are already successfully in place at three other Pilbara 
communities. 

Jigalong offenders have previously had only one local community 
project available to participate in – helping the Kanyirninpa Jukurrpa 
(KJ) Rangers with land clearance and other “caring for country” 
activities. 

The CSA means Aboriginal offenders based at Jigalong now have more 
options available. It has also strengthened the stakeholder relationship. 
The community is taking ownership of  some of  the issues and being 
part of  the solution. 

The Pilbara ACC team has also welcomed a new partnership with the 
Martu Christian Fellowship in Newman. Through the group, offenders 
will participate in a range of  Repay WA community work initiatives. 

Further north, community work options in Roebourne have been 
boosted by connections with the Ngarluma Yindjibarndi Foundation Ltd 
(NYFL), whose 1,500-strong membership is focused on a sustainable 
future and commercial opportunities in the northern Pilbara. 

Through the NYFL, offenders will be helping the Shire of  Roebourne 
with rubbish clearance and tidying gardens for elderly or 
disadvantaged people. 

All the new initiatives in the region mean community organisations 
are more geared towards better outcomes for offenders, and the 
Department has more tools to address offending behaviour. Offenders 
can repay their own communities and start to turn their lives around.

Photo: Jigalong Community Vice-Chair Margaret Samson (left)  
and Senior Community Corrections Officer Nancy Lumsden.
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Live Works

The Department continues to fund the Live Works skills 
and development program provided by Outcare for 
young Aboriginal offenders. 

The Live Works program is a diversionary initiative 
designed to engage young Aboriginal offenders aged 
15 to 22 years in meaningful and practical training. The 
aim of the program is to improve job prospects and 
community participation for young offenders in order to 
significantly reduce re-offending rates.

Funding began on 1 July 2012 and the current contract 
expires on 30 June 2016. In 2013–2014, there were 
120 referrals to the Live Works program over three 
sites in the metropolitan area, of which 90 young 
people were eligible to start the program.

A total of 51 young people successfully completed the 
program and have gained employment, received an 
accreditation or are enrolled in a further accredited 
training program.

Links Program

The Links Program provides access to culturally 
appropriate, recovery focused and comprehensive 
community based services for young people with 
complex social, emotional and mental health needs who 
appear before the Perth Children’s Court (PCC). The 
young person may be referred to the program prior to 
sentencing via a Youth Justice Officer or during a court 
proceeding via a Magistrate or Judge.

Program staff conduct an initial mental health 
evaluation of a young person at PCC and provide 
recommendations to the Court. Recommendations 
include information on any psychosocial issues 
impacting on the young person’s mental health, possible 
links between the young person’s offending and 
psychological issues and the young person’s suitability 
for inclusion in the program. 

Once a young person consents to join the program, a 
comprehensive assessment is undertaken and individual 
care plan developed between the young person, Links 
Program staff, family member(s) and/or carer, the non-
government organisation and any external agencies. 
A young person will be on the program for only as long 
as required with the goal being to transition them to 
appropriate community services as quickly as possible.

Rehabilitation

A total of  

51  
young people

successfully completed the 
Live Works program and 

have gained employment, 
received an accreditation 

or are enrolled in a further 
accredited training program.

Links Program continued

When the young person is well engaged with services, managing their mental health issues and complying 
with any legal requirements, a final report is completed for the Court outlining the young person’s treatment, 
achievements, participation and engagement with services. The Court will acknowledge the young person’s 
progress in their final decision.

For the period 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014, 188 distinct young people were referred to Links. Of those, 29 were 
identified as having no major mental illness and 25 successfully completed treatment. The remaining young 
people were either sentenced by the Court, disengaged from treatment or were not suitable for service.

Work Camps

Work camps have been operating in Western Australia for 16 years. They are widely acknowledged as a leading 
correctional innovation, particularly with regard to providing reparation to the community and improving community 
safety through preparing prisoners effectively for release and therefore reducing recidivism.

There are currently five Work Camps in operation across the state; Warburton (Goldfields), Walpole (South West), 
Wheatbelt (Dowerin), Wyndham (East Kimberley) and Roebourne (Pilbara).

In the last twelve months, approximately 160 prisoners and 28 officers worked on numerous community projects 
and delivered more than 52,000 hours of community work, worth over $1,000,000. Most of this work would 
otherwise not have been completed due to lack of resources and or volunteers.

The aim of work camps is the successful re-entry of offenders into the community, preparing them to undertake stable 
employment and live a law-abiding lifestyle. This is achieved through ongoing collaboration with regional communities to 
engage prisoners in meaningful and worthwhile projects which enhance community life and maintain community assets 
and services.

The prisoners are held in custody on a regime of trust, free of the physical barriers found in prisons. Work camps 
offer an alternative to traditional imprisonment for eligible, minimum-security prisoners and are a prime example of 
working in partnership with the community.

  

Rehabilitation

In the last twelve months, 
approximately 

160  
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28  
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worked on numerous 
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delivered more than 
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of community work,  
worth over $1,000,000. 
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Work Camps continued

Prisoners undertake a range of valuable work projects in 
local communities, under an officer’s supervision.  
The structured workday in a public setting helps 
prisoners develop employment and social skills which 
address their reintegration needs.

In 2013–2014 work camps continued to make a 
contribution in regional Western Australia through 
environmental, heritage, cultural, tourism and 
recreational projects.

This work has included:
   event planning, set up and maintenance for the 

Great Karri Bike Ride at Northcliffe
   ongoing maintenance of the Bastian Walk Trail and 

Bibbulmun Track in the State’s South West 
   carriage refurbishment and track laying for the 

Minnivale Heritage Railway
   brick paving and landscaping at the Merritville 

Retirement Village
   general maintenance and landscaping at numerous 

hospitals, health centres, police stations and other 
community resources across the state

   installation of a fitness track at the Kellerberrin  
High School

   renovation of community resources house in Toodyay
   assistance with preparation of ANZAC and Australia 

Day ceremonies.

Roebourne Regional Prison Work Camp
The new 30 bed Roebourne Work Camp (RWC) was 
officially opened on 29 June 2014.

Constructed with Royalties for Regions funding, RWC 
offers an innovative approach to managing prisoners 
and adopts a forward looking model that encompasses 
the unique environment and the cultural requirements of 
the offenders.

The purpose built facility was designed to enable the 
delivery of a broad range of correctional services, 
improving outcomes for eligible minimum-security 
prisoners as well as providing considerable benefits to 
the Pilbara economy and regional communities.

RWC has the capacity to deliver services on site 
including infrastructure maintenance and the production 
of items for internal use and consumption. RWC 
will become an integral part of the greater Pilbara 
community.

The RWC will cost approximately $2.956m for a full year 
of operation and is funded from Royalties for Regions 
until 2015–2016 and the Department will then absorb 
future operational costs.

Rehabilitation Rehabilitation

The arrival of spring, the season of rebirth and 
renewal, was the perfect time for a makeover 
at the Toodyay Showgrounds’ Youth Hall, 
courtesy of an eight-man crew from the 
Wheatbealt Work Camp. 

Prisoners travelled from the camp in Dowerin 
to help the Toodyay Agricultural Society make 
improvements to the Youth and Exhibition halls 
at the showgrounds, which are used by various 
groups throughout the year, such as the Toodyay 
Scouts and Toodyay-Clackline Karate Club, for 
meetings and activities. 

With the help of  the society’s Vice President and 
other members, the crew ‘paved’ the way for the 
160th Toodyay Agricultural Show on Sunday, 12 
October 2013, laying around 500sqm of  bricks for 
a parking area and constructing disabled access 
pathways to the halls. 

Community groups can request to use the hall 
throughout the year, should they require it, but during 
the show, the Youth Hall becomes a photographic 
and art exhibition area and the kitchen and veranda 
are transformed into a tearoom. 

Photo: The Wheatbelt Work Camp crew paves an area at the Toodyay Showgrounds
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Community work

Community work is carried out by offenders who have 
converted court-imposed fines to community work or 
have been sentenced to complete community work 
orders. Community work orders enable offenders to repay 
their debt to society via contributions to not-for-profit 
community organisations and projects by undertaking 
reparative activities. This also has the benefit of assisting 
offenders gain new skills, which also contributes to 
breaking the cycle of reoffending.

From 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014, adult offenders 
performed 103,629 hours of unpaid community work, 
saving taxpayers approximately $1,700,000 based on the 
minimum hourly wage.

Community work responsibility was decentralised to Adult 
Community Corrections (ACC) centre Managers on 31 
August 2013 to promote a greater interface between the 
community and the Department on projects and achieve 
greater efficiency in community work operations. The 
decentralisation of community work has meant that local 
knowledge, personal engagement and presence has 
reinforced links with the community, raised the profile and 
visibility of community work in the local area and improved 
the input into local community projects. The quality and 
type of projects has improved ensuring that offenders are 
undertaking more meaningful work and developing more 
prosocial skills. As a result the community benefits.

Rehabilitation

Adult offenders performed
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Collie’s community spirit is flourishing through a communal garden 
project involving Repay WA participants. 

The five-acre Collie Community Garden, on Bunbury and Prinsep Streets, 
combines natural bushland, garden beds and vegetable patches for use by 
residents of  the South West town. 

Under the supervision of  Bunbury Community and Youth Justice Community 
Work Officer, offenders completing community work hours through Repay 
WA dig deep and assist with maintenance of  the gardens. The Repay 
WA participants initially helped with weed removal, grass care and gravel 
distribution for a bushland walkway but the team’s work now involves 
maintaining garden beds, lawns and crops and tasks such as transplanting 
apple trees, trimming foliage and digging holes. 

The Department is one of  many contributors to the project, with Noongar 
people helping to identify plants and develop signage, Brookfield Rail 
donating railway sleepers for the garden beds, and Lotterywest, Worsley 
Alumina, Verve and the Shire of  Collie providing funds. 

Future plans for the site include adventure play equipment for children,  
more garden beds and a fundraising market day. 

Photo: Repay WA participants at the Collie Community Garden 

Rehabilitation
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Women prisoners

Rehabilitation for women is undertaken in many areas of the Department through therapeutic programs, health 
services, education and contracted services. Although the services provided to women can vary from site to site a 
number of initiatives are available for women and young girls in custody.

In 2013–2014, the department delivered the following services:
   Re-entry Link Program – provides support to prisoners and their families and helps prisoners with re-entry into 

the community.
   a range of supported accommodation services including short term emergency accommodation for newly 

release prisoners for up to 3 months, transitional accommodation services for up to 9 months post release and 
long term accommodation services for single people post release for up to 18 months.

   Parenting and Support Services (PASS) which is provided at Bandyup and Boronia and provides support, 
education and advice to parents.

Rehabilitation

A new program at Boronia is encouraging residents to become 
volunteers. 

A year in the making and launched in late January 2014, the Spread Your 
Wings program is an innovative approach to discussing volunteering and offers 
participants structured activities and recognition of  their contributions. Volunteer 
work gives people a sense of  pride and purpose and is an act of  selfless 
giving.

Program participants can volunteer to take part in or lead a variety of  group 
activities, from craft workshops to gym classes, with the aim of  encouraging 
women to continue to volunteer in the community upon their release.

One aim of  the program is to make residents aware that through volunteering 
they can be part of  a team and improve their physical and mental well-being.

When new residents arrive at Boronia they fill out questionnaires to indicate 
which programs they would like to take part in and register interest in pursuing 
volunteer work when they leave Boronia. Women are then placed in the 
programs they requested or create opportunities for others to facilitate their own 
activities or classes to cater to their specific skills and qualifications.

For residents, volunteering is a means of  contributing to the community inside 
and outside Boronia by sharing their skills with others as well as an opportunity 
for them to gain new skills.

Photo: Volunteer Coordinator and Recreation Officer Jacqui 
Roberts discuss activities on offer as part of  the Spread Your 
Wings program with a Boronia resident

Rehabilitation
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Rehabilitation

Career and employment services

The Department provides a range of Career and 
Employment Services (CES) to support prisoners and 
ex-prisoners into sustainable employment options. 

These include, but are not limited to, career and 
employer expos, career counselling, job preparedness 
skills, employability skills and post placement support. 

The Prisoner Employment Program (PEP) is one such 
strategy under CES to assist in sustainable employment 
options.

PEP provides minimum-security prisoners in Western 
Australia with the opportunity to engage in meaningful 
and sustainable paid employment, work experience, 
vocational training and education in the community prior 
to their release from prison.

Employment Coordinators in the prisons are now 
working not only with PEP prisoners, but also with all 
other prisoners who are due for release and require 
employment assistance.

The role of the Employment Coordinator is to establish 
and maintain positive partnerships with government 
and non-government agencies in order to facilitate 
employment and training opportunities for people in 
custody and in the community. The Fairbridge Bindjareb 

Project is an example of one such partnership.

Major employers involved in PEP and post-release 
placement include Crown Casino, John Holland, Bis 
Industries, Rio Tinto, FMG, Coles Distribution, Harvey 
Beef, Linley Valley Pork and Food Bank.

A total of 2,780 prisoners were provided with employment 
and career guidance in 2013–2014 while 141 prisoners 
were assisted into employment in 2013–2014.

Prisoner education, training and employment

The Department provides an education and vocational 
training service for adult offenders through its Education 
and Vocational Training Unit (EVTU). The EVTU is a 
nationally recognised Registered Training Organisation 
(RTO) delivering accredited training to prisoners. The 
EVTU works in partnership with the Department of 
Training and Workforce Development, Commonwealth 
education and human service agencies, TAFE Institutes, 
private training providers and universities to optimise 
education and employment outcomes for prisoners.

In 2013–2014 the Department provided Western 
Australia’s largest adult basic education program for 
Aboriginal people for 2013–2014 with 40% of the 
approximate 2000 Aboriginal adult prisoners housed 
daily in the State’s prisons, engaged in education.

A total of 

2,780 
prisoners were provided 

with employment and career 
guidance in 2013–2014 while 

141 
prisoners were assisted into 
employment in 2013–2014.

Rehabilitation

Prisoner education, training and employment continued

13,317, or approximately 30% of all prisoners were enrolled 
in 39,948 accredited units of education and training. These 
prisoners achieved a 69% completion rate across adult basic, 
vocational and tertiary studies.

   of these, 92 prisoners were enrolled in tertiary education 
in 301 units of study

   212 prisoners completed trainee qualifications, with 84 
prisoners or 35% of these completions earned by youth at 
risk offenders who were 18-24 years old.

Throughout 2013–2014, EVTU established a number of 
successful partnerships to improve the education, training and 
employment options available for offenders, detainees and 
prisoners. These included:

   a partnership with the Department of Training and 
Workforce Development’s (DTWD) WestOne Services to 
produce an E-Learning tool, ‘Getting to Know Me.’  
This tool is based on principles and theories pertaining 
to well-being, emotional intelligence, multiple intelligence 
and resilience. The program assists learners identify 
personal barriers to working, providing them with 
knowledge and tools to address their issues. The program 
builds confidence by highlighting an individuals strengths, 
and offers learning and employment suggestions that are 
matched to their personality type and learning styles

   a partnership with the Department of the Attorney General 
(DotAG) to organise driver training services for regional 
and remote Aboriginal people driving without a valid 
licence

   continued involvement with the Fairbridge Bindjareb 
Project, which trains and places Aboriginal men in the 
mining and associated industries. This project won the 
inaugural AIM WA West Business Pinnacle Award for 
Corporate Social Responsibility Excellence

   a training program was developed for Aboriginal prisoners, 
which combines a Certificate II Horticulture with the 
teaching of Noongar language and culture. The program 
also provides literacy assistance and training for the 
educationally at risk via an emotional intelligence course. 
The program is supported by visits from prominent 
Noongar elders who provide cultural knowledge and 
mentoring to the students.

The EVTU supported Vocational and Support Officers (VSO) 
to gain vocational education qualifications to assist with the 
delivery of accredited prisoner training. In total, 133 VSO’s 
participated and completed the Certificate IV Training and 
Assessment .This is the highest number of VSO’s to ever 
have participated in a nationally accredited course to facilitate 
prisoner training. 
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At the inaugural AIM WA West Business Pinnacle Awards at Crown 
Perth on 28 November 2013, Bis Industries won the Corporate Social 
Responsibility Excellence award for its work with the Department and 
Fairbridge WA at a mining training project for prisoners. 

The Fairbridge Bindjareb Project is a collaboration between the Department, 
Bis Industries and the Fairbridge historical village near Pinjarra, where 
prisoners train at a simulated mine site. The project enables selected 
Aboriginal prisoners from Karnet Prison Farm to receive six months’ training 
towards a Certificate II in Surface Extraction Operations. It also opens doors 
to employment opportunities in the mining sector, with more than three-
quarters of  participants going on to mining jobs after release. The project 
also has positive ripple effects in the community with support for participants 
and their families through mentoring, cultural awareness and lifestyle 
development.

Mining and steel logistics company Bis Industries has backed the project 
since its inception in November 2010 and has so far employed 15 graduates 
– one of  whom is now in a leadership role. The award is testament to the 
great outcomes that can be achieved when government, industry and 
charitable organisations work together. 

Photos: Fairbridge Bindjareb participants receive earth-moving 
training in the field (top) and by using computer simulators (bottom) 

Rehabilitation Rehabilitation

Challenges and opportunities

Improved Aboriginal engagement in corrections to 
produce better outcomes for Aboriginal offenders
The Office of Reform (OoR) is encouraging new 
ways of working with Aboriginal communities, groups 
and representatives to develop more effective ways 
of addressing the complex factors that contribute to 
offending among Aboriginal people. A critical element 
has included a much greater level of engagement and 
consultation with the Department’s Aboriginal staff to 
identify solutions that are likely to have the most impact. 
Existing interagency partnerships and forums with the 
aim of developing the types of wrap around services and 
supports needed to reduce Aboriginal overrepresentation 
in the justice system are also being reviewed.

In early 2014, work commenced on an Aboriginal 
Engagement Strategy to support a working partnership 
between the Department and Aboriginal people. The 
Department is also working with key community party’s 
and other agencies including the Western Australian 
Aboriginal Advisory Council (WAAAC), Prime Minister’s 
Indigenous Advisory Council and the Forrest Review of 
Indigenous Jobs and Training.

Modernising and streamlining corrections

As part of the reform agenda the Department is working 
to identify ways to make corrections more effective and 
efficient. A key element of this is an effort to reduce the 
volume of individuals who are ‘processed’ through the 
formal justice system, and often through custody. The 
goal is to ensure that those individuals who are a threat 
to public safety are not only managed securely but 
provided with meaningful opportunities for rehabilitation. 
The Department is working with other government 
agencies to identify legislative and procedural 
opportunities that will strengthen the justice system.

Key mechanisms to streamline corrections include:
   reducing unnecessary remand 
   strengthening opportunities for bail
   finding better ways to manage fine defaulters
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Photo: Goldfields YJS art and wellbeing workshop Wayne Chandler 

Youth Justice

The Young Offenders Act 1994 (WA) has provided the 
legislative framework for the administration of youth 
justice in Western Australia for the past twenty years. 
In that time a great deal has been learned about what 
is effective in reducing the likelihood of reoffending 
among children and young people. The Department has 
commenced a review of the Young Offenders Act 1994 
(WA) under the guidance of the Youth Justice Board. 
The review will specifically include the consideration of 
new and innovative mechanisms for the management 
of young people who come to the attention of the justice 
system. 

Rehabilitation

Integrated and Individualised Case Management (IICM)

The Department has begun to develop an Integrated 
and Individualised Case Management (IICM) framework 
for offenders to further reduce reoffending.

Reoffending is driven by a range of complex, inter- 
related factors that require multi-disciplinary and multi- 
agency solutions. The IICM model will be introduced to 
the adult and youth communities. Experience from other 
jurisdictions (notably New Zealand and the UK) has 
shown that such wide reaching reform can take between 
two and three years to embed.

While the Department has already adopted many 
practices that have been shown to be effective in 
reducing recidivism, its current practices need to 
be aligned with contemporary models of offender 
management. IICM is designed to enable flexibility 
to tailor rehabilitative work, with an emphasis on 
responding to the broader life management issues that 
often lead offenders back to crime.

It is an approach to offender management that has been 
adopted by a number of corrective services departments 
internationally.

IICM will consolidate a number of new and existing 
strategies under the umbrella of IICM, including:

   a new offender assessment tool 
   the development of a suite of interventions able 

to address the needs of a range of offender types 
(individual and group)

   opportunities to expand services to non-statutory 
offenders through government, private, and third 
sector partnering

   supporting local initiative to addressing local 
problems.
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Rehabilitation

More than one hundred stakeholders turned out for the opening of  
the prisoner art exhibition Insider Art: Autumn 2014 on Friday evening, 
14 March 2014.

The event was the first Insider Art exhibition for 2014 as well as the first to 
have the Corrective Services Minister Joe Francis in attendance.

The Minister said he was thrilled to finally have the opportunity to attend an 
Insider Art event and that he enjoyed the opportunity to discuss art education 
with the staff  who oversee the creations.

Commissioner James McMahon helped launch the event. He acknowledged 
the excellent turn-out and the importance of  community support in the 
Department’s prisoner rehabilitation efforts.

The evening also saw the return of  prize sponsorship from contracted  
not- for-profit service provider Outcare.

Speaking at the opening, Outcare CEO Amanda Wheeler welcomed the 
opportunity to publicly acknowledge prisoners’ talents. Awards went to best 
male artist, best female artist and best Indigenous work.

Photo: Corrective Services Minister Joe Francis, Arts Coordinator 
Abdul Abdullah and Commissioner James McMahon.
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Financial Statements
Independent Auditors opinion

Auditor General

To the Parliament of Western Australia
Department of Corrective Services
Report on the Financial Statements 

I have audited the accounts and financial statements of the Department of 
Corrective Services.

The financial statements comprise the Statement of Financial Position as 
at 30 June 2014, the Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of 
Changes in Equity, Statement of Cash Flows, Schedule of Income and 
Expenses by Service, Schedule of Assets and Liabilities by Service, and 
Summary of Consolidated Account Appropriations and Income Estimates 
for the year then ended, and Notes comprising a summary of significant 
accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Commissioner’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

The Commissioner is responsible for keeping proper accounts, and the 
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance 
with Australian Accounting Standards and the Treasurer’s Instructions, and 
for such internal control as the Commissioner determines is necessary to 
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility

As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to 
express an opinion on the financial statements based on my audit. The 
audit was conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. 

Those Standards require compliance with relevant ethical requirements 
relating to audit engagements and that the audit be planned and 
performed to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about 
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures 
selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment 
of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether 
due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor 
considers internal control relevant to the Department’s preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances. An audit also includes 
evaluating the appropriateness of the accounting policies used and the 
reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the Commissioner, as 
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

I believe that the audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to 
provide a basis for my audit opinion.

Opinion 
In my opinion, the financial statements are based on proper accounts 
and present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the 
Department of Corrective Services at 30 June 2014 and its financial 
performance and cash flows for the year then ended. They are in 
accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the Treasurer’s 
Instructions.

Report on Controls 
I have audited the controls exercised by the Department of Corrective 
Services during the year ended 30 June 2014.

Controls exercised by the Department of Corrective Services are those 
policies and procedures established by the Commissioner to ensure 
that the receipt, expenditure and investment of money, the acquisition 
and disposal of property, and the incurring of liabilities have been in 
accordance with legislative provisions.

Commissioner’s Responsibility for Controls 

The Commissioner is responsible for maintaining an adequate system of 
internal control to ensure that the receipt, expenditure and investment of 
money, the acquisition and disposal of public and other property, and the 
incurring of liabilities are in accordance with the Financial Management 
Act 2006 and the Treasurer’s Instructions, and other relevant written law.

Auditor’s Responsibility 

As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to 
express an opinion on the controls exercised by the Department of 
Corrective Services based on my audit conducted in accordance with 
Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about 
the adequacy of controls to ensure that the Department complies with the 
legislative provisions. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s 
judgement and include an evaluation of the design and implementation of 
relevant controls.

I believe that the audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to 
provide a basis for my qualified audit opinion.

Basis for Qualified Opinion 

Controls over payments processed at correctional facilities through 
the manual payments system were inadequate. During payment 
processing, payee and payment details could be modified without 
detection and there was no segregation of duties between officers 
processing and approving payments. 

In addition, the Department has not appointed incurring and certifying 
officers for approving payments as required by the Financial Management 
Act 2006 and Treasurer’s Instructions.

Qualified Opinion
In my opinion, except for the possible effects of the matter described in 
the Basis for Qualified Opinion paragraph, the controls exercised by the 
Department of Corrective Services are sufficiently adequate to provide 
reasonable assurance that the receipt, expenditure and investment of 
money, the acquisition and disposal of property, and the incurring of 
liabilities have been in accordance with legislative provisions.

Report on the Key Performance Indicators 
I have audited the key performance indicators of the Department of 
Corrective Services for the year ended 30 June 2014. 

The key performance indicators are the key effectiveness indicators 
and the key efficiency indicators that provide information on outcome 
achievement and service provision.

Commissioner’s Responsibility for the Key Performance Indicators 

The Commissioner is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation 
of the key performance indicators in accordance with the Financial 
Management Act 2006 and the Treasurer’s Instructions and for such 
controls as the Commissioner determines necessary to ensure that the 
key performance indicators fairly represent indicated performance.

Independent Auditors opinion continued
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Auditor’s Responsibility 

As required by the Auditor General Act 2006, my responsibility is to 
express an opinion on the key performance indicators based on my 
audit conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing and Assurance 
Standards. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about 
the key performance indicators. The procedures selected depend on the 
auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material 
misstatement of the key performance indicators. In making these risk 
assessments the auditor considers internal control relevant to the 
Commissioner’s preparation and fair presentation of the key performance 
indicators in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in 
the circumstances. An audit also includes evaluating the relevance and 
appropriateness of the key performance indicators for measuring the 
extent of outcome achievement and service provision.

I believe that the audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to 
provide a basis for my audit opinion.

Opinion 
In my opinion, the key performance indicators of the Department of 
Corrective Services are relevant and appropriate to assist users to assess 
the Department’s performance and fairly represent indicated performance 
for the year ended 30 June 2014.

Independence 
In conducting this audit, I have complied with the independence 
requirements of the Auditor General Act 2006 and Australian Auditing and 

Assurance Standards, and other relevant ethical requirements. 

Matters Relating to the Electronic Publication of the Audited 
Financial Statements and Key Performance Indicators 
This auditor’s report relates to the financial statements and key 
performance indicators of the Department of Corrective Services for 
the year ended 30 June 2014 included on the Department’s website. 
The Department’s management is responsible for the integrity of the 
Department’s website. This audit does not provide assurance on the 
integrity of the Department’s website. The auditor’s report refers only to 
the financial statements and key performance indicators described above. 
It does not provide an opinion on any other information which may have 
been hyperlinked to/from these financial statements or key performance 
indicators. If users of the financial statements and key performance 
indicators are concerned with the inherent risks arising from publication 
on a website, they are advised to refer to the hard copy of the audited 
financial statements and key performance indicators to confirm the 
information contained in this website version of the financial statements 
and key performance indicators.

Colin Murphy  
Auditor General for Western Australia Perth, Western Australia  
12 September 2014

Independent Auditors opinion continued Statement of Financials
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Statement of Comprehensive Income
For the Year Ended 30 June 2014

Statement of Comprehensive Income continued

Cost of Services Notes 2014  
$000

2013 
$000

Expenses 
Employee benefits expenses 6 447,834 422,119 
Supplies and services 7 267,252 249,815 
Depreciation and amortisation expense 8 30,147 29,555 
Finance Costs(a) 9 86 136 
Accommodation expenses 10 11,058 10,855 
Grants and subsidies 11 8,681 8,386 
Loss on disposal of non-current assets 12 107 1 
Other expenses 13 96,922 94,937 
Total cost of services 862,087 815,804

Income
Revenue
User charges and fees 14 98 95 
Commonwealth grants and contributions 15 665 901 
Other revenue 16 29,991 28,212 
Total Revenue 30,754 29,208

Total income other than income from State Government 30,754 29,208

Net Cost of Services 831,333 786,596

Table continued overpage  

Cost of Services Notes 2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Income from State Government 17
Service appropriation 781,213 737,820 
Services received free of charge 19,785 19,580 
Royalties for Regions Fund 21,750 16,896 
Total income from State Government 822,748  774,296 

Deficit for the Period (8,585) (12,300)

Other Comprehensive Income
Items not reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Changes in asset revaluation surplus 29 (13,620) 69,497
Total other comprehensive income (13,620) 69,497

Total Comprehensive (Loss)/Income for the Period (22,205) 57,197

See also the ‘Schedule of Income and Expenses by Service.’

The Statement of Comprehensive Income should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
(a) Finance costs include borrowing costs.
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Statement of Financial Position
As at 30 June 2014

Statement of Financial Position continued

Assets Notes 2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 30 7,292 35,206 
Receivables 19 5,735 8,667 
Other current assets 20 238 618 
Amounts receivable for services 21 11,826 8,050 
Total Current Assets 25,091 52,541 

Non-Current Assets
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 18 11,356 9,914 
Amounts receivable for services 21 83,985 68,361 
Property, plant and equipment 22 1,411,438 1,356,233 
Intangible assets 24 7,703 6,440 
Total Non-Current Assets 1,514,482 1,440,948 

Total Assets  1,539,573 1,493,489

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Payables 26 26,150 34,398 
Borrowings 27 252 373 
Provisions 28 93,742 92,193 
Total Current Liabilities 120,144 126,964 

Table continued overpage  

Liabilities Notes 2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Non-Current Liabilities
Borrowings 27 1,012 1,273 
Provisions 28 19,419 18,010 
Total Non-Current Liabilities 20,431 19,283 

Total Liabilities 140,575 146,247

Net Assets 1,398,998 1,347,242

Equity 29
Contributed equity 1,039,182 965,221 
Reserves 412,474 426,094 
Accumulated (deficit) (52,658) (44,073)
Total Equity 1,398,998 1,347,242 

See also the ‘Schedule of Assets and Liabilities by Service’

The Statement of Financial Position should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Statement of Cash Flow
For the Year Ended 30 June 2014

Statement of Cash Flow continued

Cash Flows from the State Government Notes 2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Service appropriation 753,763 713,347 
Capital appropriations 73,960 63,810 
Holding account drawdowns 8,050 7,245 
Royalties for Regions Fund 21,750 16,896 
Net cash provided by the State Government 857,523 801,298 

Utilised as follows:
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Payments
Employee benefits (439,820) (409,606)
Supplies and services (365,994) (331,429)
Finance costs (86) (136)
Accommodation (11,058) (10,855)
GST payments on purchases (40,739) (36,674)
GST payments to taxation authority (366) (500)

Receipts
Sale of goods and services 32,754 28,054 
Commonwealth grants and contributions 64 26 
GST receipts on sales 355 508 
GST receipts from taxation authority 41,575 36,849 
Net cash used in operating activities 30(b) (783,315) (723,763)

Table continued overpage  

Cash Flows from Investing Activities Notes 2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Payments
Purchase of non-current physical assets  (100,347)  (78,071)
Receipts
Proceeds from sale of non-current physical assets   40  94
Net cash used in investing activities  (100,307) (77,977)

Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Financial Lease Payments (373) (526)
Net cash used in financing activities (373) (526)

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents  (26,472)  (968)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period 45,120 46,088
Cash and Cash Equivalents at the end of the Period 30(a) 18,648 45,120

The Statement of Cash Flows should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Statement of Changes in Equity
For the Year Ended 30 June 2014

Schedule of Income and Expenses by Service
For the Year Ended 30 June 2014

Notes Contributed equity 
$000

Reserves  
$000

Accumulated surplus/
(deficit) $000

Total equity  
$000

Balance at 1 July 2012 901,411 356,597 (31,773) 1,226,235

Deficit - - (12,300) (12,300)
Other comprehensive income - 69,497 - 69,497
Total comprehensive income for the period - 69,497 (12,300) 57,197

Transactions with owners in their capacity as owners:
Capital appropriations 63,506 - -  63,506 
Other contributions by owners 304 - -  304 
Distributions to owners - - - -
Total 63,810 - - 63,810 

Balance at 30 June 2013 29 965,221 426,094 (44,073) 1,347,242 

Balance at 1 July 2013 965,221 426,094 (44,073) 1,347,242 

Deficit - - (8,585) (8,585)
Other comprehensive income - (13,620) - (13,620)
Total comprehensive income for the period (13,620) (8,585) (22,205)

Transaction with owners in their capacity as owners:
Capital appropriations 64,896 - - 64,896 
Other contributions by owners 9,065 - - 9,065 
Distributions to owners - - - -
Total 73,961 - - 73,961 

Balance at 30 June 2014 29 1,039,182 412,474 (52,658) 1,398,998
The Statement of Changes in Equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

 2014 Service 1 
Adult Offender 
Services $000

2013 Service 1 
Adult Offender 
Services $000

2014 Service 2 
Juvenile Offender 

Services $000

2013 Service 2 
Juvenile Offender 

Services $000

2014 Total  
$000

2013 Total  
$000

Cost of Services
Expenses
Employee benefits expense 379,308 358,468 68,526 63,651 447,834 422,119 
Supplies and services 244,356 231,431 22,896 18,383 267,252 249,814 
Depreciation and amortisation expense 28,830 26,934 1,317 2,620 30,147 29,554 
Finance costs 86 136 - - 86 136 
Accommodation expenses 8,217 8,082 2,841 2,774 11,058 10,856 
Grants and subsidies 8,506 8,148 175 238 8,681 8,386 
Loss on disposal of non-current assets 106 (1) 1 2 107 1 
Other expenses 86,256 83,207 10,666 11,731 96,922 94,938 
Total cost of services 755,665 716,405 106,422 99,399 862,087 815,804 

Income
User charges and fees 98 95 - - 98 95 
Commonwealth grants and contributions 621 814 44 87 665 901 
Other revenues 27,322 25,889 2,669 2,323 29,991 28,212 
Total income other than income from State Government 28,041 26,798 2,713 2,410 30,754 29,208 

Net Cost of Services 727,624 689,607 103,709 96,989 831,333 786,596

Income from State Government 
Service appropriation 646,798 610,928 134,415 126,892 781,213 737,820 
Services received free of charge 16,524 16,353 3,261 3,227 19,785 19,580 
Royalties for Regions Fund 6,701 3,881 15,049 13,015 21,750 16,896 
Total income from State Government 670,023 631,162 152,725 143,134 822,748 774,296 

Surplus/(Deficit) for the Period (57,601) (58,445) 49,016 46,145 (8,585) (12,300)

The Schedule of Income and Expenses by Service should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Schedule of Assets and Liabilities by Service
For the Year Ended 30 June 2014

Summary of Consolidated Account Appropriations  
and Income Estimates
For the Year Ended 30 June 2014

 2014 Service 1 
Adult Offender 
Services $000

2013 Service 1 
Adult Offender 
Services $000

2014 Service 2 
Juvenile Offender 

Services $000

2013 Service 2 
Juvenile Offender 

Services $000

2014 Total  
$000

2013 Total  
$000

Assets
Current assets 21,011 43,780 4,080 8,761 25,091 52,541 
Non-current assets 1,431,324 1,372,095 83,158 68,853 1,514,482 1,440,948 
Total assets 1,452,335 1,415,875 87,238 77,614 1,539,573 1,493,489 

Liabilities
Current liabilities 102,919 109,910 17,225 17,054 120,144 126,964 
Non-current liabilites 20,276 16,492 155 2,791 20,431 19,283 
Total liabilites 123,195 126,402 17,380 19,845 140,575 146,247 

Net Assets 1,329,140 1,289,473 69,858 57,768 1,398,998 1,347,242
The Schedule of Assets and Liabilities by Service should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes. 

2014 Estimate 
$000

2014 Actual 
$000

Variation  
$000

2014 Actual 
$000

2013 Actual 
$000

Variation  
$000

Delivery of Services
Item 63 net amount appropriated to deliver services 753,617 780,263 26,646 780,263 736,900 43,363 
Amount Authorised by Other Statutes  
- Salaries and Allowances Act 1975 950 950 - 950 920 30

Total appropriations provided to deliver services 754,567 781,213 26,646 781,213 737,820 43,393 

Capital
Capital appropriations 8,083 73,960 65,877 73,960 63,810 10,150 

Grand Total 762,650 855,173 92,523 855,173 801,630 53,543 

Details of Expenses by Service
Service 1 - Adult Offender Services 729,190 755,665 26,475 755,665 716,405 39,260 

Service 2 - Juvenile Offender Services 99,353 106,422 7,069 106,422 99,399 7,023 
Total appropriations provided to deliver services 828,543 862,087 33,544 862,087 815,804 46,283 

Total income other than income from State Government (31,929) (30,754) 1,175 (30,754) (29,208) (1,546)
Net cost of services 796,614 831,333 34,719 831,333 786,596 44,737 
Adjustments (42,047) (50,120) (8,073) (50,120) (48,776) (1,344)
Total appropriations provided to deliver services 754,567 781,213 26,646 781,213 737,820 43,393 

Capital Expenditure
Purchase of non-current assets 93,745 100,347 6,602 100,347 78,071 22,276 
Adjustment for other funding sources (85,662) (26,387) 59,275 (26,387) (14,261) (12,126)
Capital appropriations 8,083 73,960 65,877 73,960 63,810 34,402 

Grand Total 762,650 855,173 92,523 855,173 801,630 53,543 

Note 40 ‘Explanatory statement’ provides details of any significant variations between estimates and actual results for 2014 and between the actual results for 2013 and 2014.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 30 June 2014

Notes to the Financial Statements continued

1. Australian Accounting Standards

General
The Department’s financial statements for the year ended 30 June 
2014 have been prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting 
Standards. The term ‘Australian Accounting Standards’ includes 
Standards and Interpretations issued by the Australian Accounting 
Standard Board (AASB).

The Department has adopted any applicable new and revised 
Australian Accounting Standards from their operative dates.

Early adoption of standards
The Department cannot early adopt an Australian Accounting 
Standard unless specifically permitted by Treasurer’s Instruction 
(TI) 1101 Application of Australian Accounting Standards and Other 
Pronouncements. No Australian Accounting Standards that have been 
issued or amended (but not operative) have been early adopted by the 
Department for the annual reporting period 30 June 2014.

2. Summary of significant accounting policies

(a) General statement
The Department is a not-for-profit reporting entity that prepares general 
purpose financial statements in accordance with Australian Accounting 
Standards, the Framework, Statements of Accounting Concepts 
and other authoritative pronouncements of the AASB as applied by 
the Treasurer’s instructions. Several of these are modified by the 
Treasurer’s instructions to vary application, disclosure, format and 
wording.

The Financial Management Act 2006 and the Treasurer’s Instructions 
impose legislative provisions that govern the preparation of financial 
statements and take precedence over Australian Accounting Standards, 
the Framework, Statements of Accounting Concepts and other 
authoritative pronouncements of the AASB.

Where modification is required and has a material or significant effect 
upon the reported results, details of that modification and the resulting 
financial effect are disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.

(b) Basis of preparation
The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis 
of accounting using the historical cost convention, except for land, 
buildings and infrastructure which have been measured at fair value.

The accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the financial 
statements have been consistently applied throughout all periods 
presented unless otherwise stated.

The financial statements are presented in Australian dollars and all 
values are rounded to the nearest thousand dollars ($000).

Note 3 ‘Judgements made by management in applying accounting 
policies’ discloses judgements that have been made in the process 
of applying the Department’s accounting policies resulting in the most 
significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements.

Note 4 ‘Key sources of estimation uncertainty’ discloses key 
assumptions made concerning the future, and other key sources of 
estimation uncertainty at the end of the reporting period, that have a 
significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts 
of assets and liabilities within the next financial year.

(c) Reporting entity
The reporting entity comprises the Department and no other related 
bodies.

Mission 
The Department of Corrective Services’ mission is to reduce re-
offending, assist victims, protect staff and the community and 
encourage offenders towards law abiding lifestyles. 

The Department is predominantly funded by Parliamentary 
appropriations. 

The Department’s financial statements encompass all funds through 
which it controls resources to carry on its functions.

Services 
The Department provides the following services: 
(i) Juvenile Offender Services 
(ii) Adult Offender Services

(d) Contributed equity
AASB Interpretation 1038 Contributions by Owners Made to Wholly-
Owned Public Sector Entities requires transfers in the nature of equity 
contributions, other than as a result of a restructure of administrative 
arrangements, to be designated by the Government (the owner) as 
contributions by owners (at the time of, or prior to transfer) before 
such transfers can be recognised as equity contributions. Capital 
appropriations have been designated as contributions by owners by 
TI 955 Contributions by Owners made to Wholly Owned Public Sector 
Entities and have been credited directly to Contributed equity. 

The transfer of net assets to/from other agencies, other than as a result 
of a restructure of administrative arrangements, are designated as 
contributions by owners where the transfers are non-discretionary and 
non-reciprocal.

(e) Income
Revenue recognition
Revenue is recognised and measured at the fair value of consideration 
received or receivable. Revenue is recognised for the major business 
activities as follows:

Sale of Goods
Revenue is recognised from the sale of goods and disposal of other 
assets when the significant risks and rewards of ownership control 
transfer to the purchaser and can be measured reliably.

Provision of services
Revenue is recognised on delivery of the service to the client or by 
reference to the stage of completion of the transaction.

Service appropriations
Service appropriations are recognised as revenues at fair value in the 
period in which the Department gains control of the appropriated funds. 
The Department gains control of appropriated funds at the time those 
funds are deposited to the bank account or credited to the ‘Amounts 
receivable for services’ (holding account) held at Treasury. Refer to 
note 17 for further commentary on service appropriations.
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Net Appropriation Determination
The Treasurer may make a determination providing for prescribed 
receipts to be retained for services under the control of the Department. 
In accordance with the determination specified in the 2013–2014 
Budget Statements, the Department retained $30,754 million in 2014 
($29.208 million in 2013) from the following:

   proceeds from fees and charges;
   sale of goods;
   Commonwealth specific purpose grants and contributions;
   other departmental revenue.

Grants, donations, gifts and other non-reciprocal contributions
Revenue is recognised at fair value when the Department obtains 
control over the assets comprising the contributions, usually when cash 
is received.

Other non-reciprocal contributions that are not contributions by owners 
are recognised at their fair value. Contributions of services are only 
recognised when a fair value can be reliably determined and the 
services would be purchased if not donated.

Royalties for Regions funds are recognised as revenue at fair value 
in the period in which the Department obtains control over the funds. 
The Department obtains control of the funds at the time the funds are 
deposited into the Department’s bank account. 

Gains
Realised or unrealised gains are usually recognised on a net basis. 
These include gains arising on the disposal of non-current assets and 
some revaluations of non-current assets.

(f) Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are expensed when incurred.

(g) Property, plant and equipment
Capitalisation/expensing of assets
Items of property, plant and equipment costing $5,000 or more are 
recognised as assets and the cost of utilising assets is expensed 
(depreciated) over their useful lives. Items of property, plant and 
equipment costing less than $5,000 are immediately expensed direct to 
the Statement of Comprehensive Income (other than where they form 
part of a group of similar items which are significant in total).

Initial recognition and measurement
Property, plant and equipment are initially recognised at cost. For items 
of property, plant and equipment acquired at no cost or for nominal 
cost, the cost is the fair value at the date of acquisition.

Subsequent measurement
Subsequent to initial recognition of an asset, the revaluation model 
is used for the measurement of land, buildings and historical cost 
for all other property, plant and equipment. Land and buildings are 
carried at fair value less accumulated depreciation (buildings only) and 
accumulated impairment losses. All other items of property, plant and 
equipment are stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation 
and accumulated impairment losses.

Where market-based evidence is available, the fair value of land 
and buildings is determined on the basis of current market values 
determined by reference to recent market transactions. When 
buildings are revalued by reference to recent market transactions, 

the accumulated depreciation is eliminated against the gross carrying 
amount of the asset and the net amount restated to the revalued 
amount.

In the absence of market-based evidence, fair value of land and 
buildings is determined on the basis of existing use. This normally 
applies where buildings are specialised or where land use is restricted. 
Fair value for existing use buildings is determined by reference to the 
cost of replacing the remaining future economic benefits embodied in 
the asset, i.e. the depreciated replacement cost. Where the fair value 
of buildings is determined on the depreciated replacement cost basis, 
the gross carrying amount and the accumulated depreciation are 
restated proportionately. Fair value for restricted use land is determined 
by comparison with market evidence for land with similar approximate 
utility (high restricted use land) or market value of comparable 
unrestricted land (low restricted use land).

Land and buildings are independently valued annually by the Western 
Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services) and 
recognised annually to ensure that the carrying amount does not differ 
materially from the asset’s fair value at the end of the reporting period.

The most significant assumptions and judgements in estimating fair 
value are made in assessing whether to apply the existing use basis 
to assets and in determining estimated economic life. Professional 
judgement by the valuer is required where the evidence does not 
provide a clear distinction between market type assets and existing use 
assets.

Derecognition
Upon disposal or derecognition of an item of property, plant and 
equipment, any revaluation surplus relating to that asset is retained in 
the asset revaluation surplus. 

Asset revaluation surplus
The asset revaluation surplus is used to record increments and 
decrements on the revaluation of non-current assets as described in 
note 22 ‘Property, plant and equipment’ and note 29 ‘Equity’.

Depreciation
All non-current assets having a limited useful life are systematically 
depreciated over their estimated useful lives in a manner that reflects 
the consumption of their future economic benefits.

Depreciation is calculated using the straight line method, using rates 
which are reviewed annually. Estimated useful lives for each class of 
depreciable asset are:

   Buildings       50 years
   Leasehold improvements   10 years
   Information technology systems  5 years
   Plant, equipment and vehicles   4 - 15 years

Building and information technology projects are reported as Works In 
Progress until commissioned.

Land is not depreciated.
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(h) Intangible assets
Capitalisation/expensing of assets
Acquisitions of intangible assets costing $5,000 or more and internally 
generated intangible assets costing $50,000 or more are capitalised. 
The cost of utilising the assets is expensed (amortised) over their useful 
lives. Costs incurred below these thresholds are immediately expensed 
directly to the Statement of Comprehensive Income.

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost. For assets acquired 
at no cost or for nominal cost, the cost is their fair value at the date of 
acquisition.

The cost model is applied for subsequent measurement requiring the 
asset to be carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and 
accumulated impairment losses.

Amortisation for intangible assets with finite useful lives is calculated 
for the period of the expected benefit (estimated useful lives) on 
the straight line basis using rates which are reviewed annually. All 
intangible assets controlled by the Department have a finite useful life 
and zero residual value. 

The expected useful lives for each class of intangible asset are:

Software (a)    3 to 5 years

Website costs   3 to 5 years
(a) Software that is not integral to the operation of any related hardware.

Computer software 
Software that is an integral part of the related hardware is recognised 
as property, plant and equipment. Software that is not an integral part 

of the related hardware is recognised as an intangible asset. Software 
costing less than $5,000 is expensed in the year of acquisition.

Website costs
Website costs are charged as expenses when they are incurred 
unless they relate to the acquisition or development of an asset when 
they may be capitalised and amortised. Generally, costs in relation to 
feasibility studies during the planning phase of a website, and ongoing 
costs of maintenance during the operating phase are expensed. 
Costs incurred in building or enhancing a website that can be reliably 
measured, are capitalised to the extent that they represent probable 
future economic benefits.

(i) Impairment of assets
Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are tested for any 
indication of impairment at each reporting period. Where there is an 
indication of impairment, the recoverable amount is estimated. Where 
the recoverable amount is less than the carrying amount, the asset is 
considered impaired and is written down to the recoverable amount and 
an impairment loss is recognised. Where an asset measured at cost is 
written down to recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognised 
in profit or loss. Where a previously revalued asset is written down to 
recoverable amount, the loss is recognised as a revaluation decrement 
in other comprehensive income. As the Department is a not-for-profit 
entity, unless a specialised asset has been identified as a surplus 
asset, the recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less 
costs to sell and depreciated replacement cost.

The risk of impairment is generally limited to circumstances where an 
asset’s depreciation is materially understated, where the replacement 

cost is falling or where there is a significant change in useful life. 
Each relevant class of assets is reviewed annually to verify that the 
accumulated depreciation/amortisation reflects the level of consumption 
or expiration of asset’s future economic benefits and to evaluate any 
impairment risk from falling replacement costs.

Intangible assets with an indefinite useful life and intangible assets 
not yet available for use are tested for impairment at the end of each 
reporting period irrespective of whether there is any indication of 
impairment.

The recoverable amount of assets identified as surplus assets is the 
higher of fair value less costs to sell and the present value of future 
cash flows expected to be derived from the asset. Surplus assets 
carried at fair value have no risk of material impairment where fair 
value is determined by reference to market-based evidence. Where 
fair value is determined by reference to depreciated replacement cost, 
surplus assets are at risk of impairment and the recoverable amount 
is measured. Surplus assets at cost are tested for indications of 
impairment at the end of each reporting period.

(j) Leases
Finance lease rights and obligations are initially recognised at the 
commencement of the lease term as assets and liabilities equal in 
amount to the fair value of the leased item or, if lower, the present 
value of the minimum lease payments, determined at the inception of 
the lease. The assets are disclosed as plant, equipment and vehicles 
under lease, and are depreciated over the period during which the 
Department is expected to benefit from their use. Minimum lease 
payments are apportioned between the finance charge and the 
reduction of the outstanding lease liability, according to the interest rate 
implicit in the lease.

The Department holds operating leases for head office and a number of 
branch office buildings. Operating lease payments are expensed on a 
straight line basis over the lease term as this represents the pattern of 
benefits derived from the leased properties.

(k) Financial instruments
In addition to cash, the Department has two categories of financial 
instrument:

   Loans and receivables; and    

   Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost. 

Financial instruments have been disaggregated into the following 
classes:

Financial Assets
   Cash and cash equivalents 

   Restricted cash and cash equivalents

   Receivables

   Amounts receivable for services

Financial Liabilities
   Payables

   Finance lease liabilities

Initial recognition and measurement of financial instruments is at fair 
value which normally equates to the transaction cost or the face value. 
Subsequent measurement is at amortised cost using the effective 
interest method.
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The fair value of short-term receivables and payables is the transaction 
cost or the face value because there is no interest rate applicable and 
subsequent measurement is not required as the effect of discounting is 
not material.

(l) Cash and cash equivalents
For the purpose of the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash 
equivalent (and restricted cash and cash equivalent) assets comprise 
cash on hand and short-term deposits with original maturities of three 
months or less that are readily convertible to a known amount of cash 
and which are subject to insignificant risk of changes in value.

(m) Accrued salaries
Accrued salaries (see note 26 Payables) represent the amount due 
to staff but unpaid at the end of the financial year. Accrued salaries 
are settled within a fortnight of the financial year end. The Department 
considers the carrying amount of accrued salaries to be equivalent to 
its fair value. 

The accrued salaries suspense account (refer to note 18 Restricted 
cash and cash equivalents) consists of amounts paid annually into a 
suspense account over a period of 10 financial years to largely meet 
the additional cash outflow in each eleventh year when 27 pay days 
occur in that year instead of the normal 26. No interest is received on 
this account. 

The last pay day in 2013–2014 was 19 June. Therefore, an accrual for 
7 days was necessary in this financial year. 

(n) Receivables
Receivables are recognised at original invoice amount less an 
allowance for any uncollectible amounts (i.e. impairment). The 
collectability of receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis and 
any receivables identified as uncollectible are written-off against the 
allowance account. The allowance for uncollectible amounts (doubtful 
debts) is raised when there is objective evidence that the Department 
will not be able to collect the debts. The carrying amount is equivalent 
to fair value as it is due for settlement within 30 days.

(o) Amounts receivable for services (holding account)
The Department receives funding on an accrual basis. The 
appropriations are paid partly in cash and partly as an asset (holding 
account receivable). The accrued amount receivable is accessible 
on the emergence of the cash funding requirement to cover leave 
entitlements and asset replacement.

(p) Payables
Payables are recognised at the amounts payable when the Department 
becomes obliged to make future payments as a result of a purchase of 
assets or services. The carrying amount is equivalent to fair value, as 
they are generally settled within 30 days. 

(q) Borrowings
All loans payable are initially recognised at cost, being the fair value of 
the net proceeds received. Subsequent measurement is at amortised 
cost using the effective interest rate method.

(r) Provisions
Provisions are liabilities of uncertain timing and amount and are 
recognised where there is a present legal or constructive obligation as 
a result of a past event and when the outflow of resources embodying 
economic benefits is probable and a reliable estimate can be made 
of the amount of the obligation. Provisions are reviewed at the end of 
each reporting period.

Provisions - Employee Benefits
All annual leave and long service leave provisions are in respect of 
employees’ services up to the end of the reporting period.

Annual Leave 
Annual leave is not expected to be settled wholly within 12 months after 
the end of the reporting period and is therefore considered to be ‘other 
long-term employee benefits’. The annual leave liability is recognised 
and measured at the present value of amounts expected to be paid 
when the liabilities are settled using the remuneration rate expected to 
apply at the time of settlement.

When assessing expected future payments consideration is given 
to expected future wage and salary levels including non-salary 
components such as employer superannuation contributions, as well 
as the experience of employee departures and periods of service. The 
expected future payments are discounted using market yields at the 
end of the reporting period on national government bonds with terms to 
maturity that match, as closely as possible, the estimated future cash 
outflows.

The provision for annual leave is classified as a current liability as 
the Department does not have an unconditional right to the defer 

settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the end of the 
reporting period. 

Long Service Leave
A liability for long service leave is recognised after an employee has 
completed four years of service based on remuneration rates current as 
at the end of the reporting period.

An actuarial assessment of long service leave undertaken by PWC 
Actuaries at 30 June 2014 determined that the liability measured using 
the short-hand measurement technique above was not materially 
different from the liability determined using the present value of 
expected future payments. This calculation is consistent with the 
Department’s experience of employee retention and leave taken.

Unconditional long service leave provisions are classified as current 
liabilities as the Department does not have an unconditional right to 
defer the settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the end 
of the reporting period. Pre-conditional and conditional long service 
leave provisions are classified as non-current liabilities because the 
Department has an unconditional right to defer the settlement of the 
liability until the employee has completed the requisite of years of 
service.

Provisions - other
Employment on-costs
Employment on-costs, including workers’ compensation insurance, are 
not employee benefits and are recognised separately as liabilities and 
expenses when the employment to which they relate, has occurred. 
Employment on-costs are included as part of ‘Other expenses’ and are 
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not included as part of the Department’s ‘Employee benefits expense’. 
The related liability is included in ‘Employment on-cost provision’. Refer 
to note 27 ‘Provisions’. 

Superannuation
The Government Employees Superannuation Board (GESB) and other 
fund providers administer public sector superannuation arrangements 
in Western Australia in accordance with legislative requirements. 
Eligibility criteria for membership in particular schemes for public sector 
employees vary according to commencement and implementation 
dates.

Eligible employees contribute to the Pension Scheme, a defined benefit 
pension scheme closed to new members since 1987, or the Gold State 
Superannuation Scheme (GSS), a defined benefit lump sum scheme 
closed to new members since 1995.

Employees commencing employment prior to 16 April 2007 who were 
not members of either the Pension Scheme or the GSS became 
non-contributory members of the West State Superannuation 
Scheme (WSS). Employees commencing employment on or after 
16 April 2007 became members of the GESB Super Scheme 
(GESBS). From 30 March 2012, existing members of the WSS or 
GESBS and new employees have been able to choose their preferred 
superannuation fund provider. The Department makes contributions to 
GESB or other fund providers on behalf of employees in compliance 
with the Commonwealth Government’s Superannuation Guarantee 
(Administration) Act 1992. Contributions to these accumulation 
schemes extinguish the Department’s liability for superannuation 
charges in respect of employees who are not members of the Pension 
Scheme or GSS.

The GSS Scheme is a defined benefit scheme for the purposes 
of employees and whole-of-government reporting. However, it is a 
defined contribution plan for agency purposes because the concurrent 
contributions (defined contributions) made by the Department to GESB 
extinguishes the agency’s obligations to the related superannuation 
liability.

The Department has no liabilities under the Pension Scheme or 
the GSS. The liabilities for the unfunded Pension Scheme and 
the unfunded GSS transfer benefits attributable to members who 
transferred from the Pension Scheme, are assumed by the Treasurer. 
All other GSS obligations are funded by concurrent contributions made 
by the Department to the GESB.

The GESB makes all benefit payments in respect of the Pension 
Scheme and GSS, and is recouped from the Treasurer for the 
employer’s share.

(s) Superannuation expense
Superannuation expense is recognised in the profit or loss of the 
Statement of Comprehensive Income and comprises employer 
contributions paid to the GSS (concurrent contributions), the WSS, the 
GESBS, or other superannuation funds. The employer contribution paid 
to the GESB in respect of the GSS is paid back into the Consolidated 
Account by the GESB.

(t) Assets and services received free of charge or for nominal cost
Assets or services received free of charge or for nominal cost that the 
Department would otherwise purchase if not donated, are recognised 
as income at the fair value of the assets or services where they can 

be reliably measured. A corresponding expense is recognised for 
services received. Receipts of assets are recognised in the Statement 
of Financial Position.

Assets or services received from other State Government agencies 
are separately disclosed under Income from State Government in the 
Statement of Comprehensive Income.

(u) Biological Assets
Biological assets in the form of livestock are expensed to the income 
statement at purchased cost.

(v) Comparative figures 
Comparative figures are, where appropriate, reclassified to be 
comparable with the figures presented in the current financial year.

3. Judgements made by management in applying accounting 
policies

The preparation of financial statements requires management to make 
judgements about the application of accounting policies that have a 
significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements. 
The Department evaluates these judgements regularly.

Operating Lease Commitments 
The Department has entered into a number of leases for buildings for 
branch office accommodation. Some of these leases relate to buildings 
of a temporary nature and it has been determined that the lessor 
retains substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. 
Accordingly, these leases have been classified as operating leases.

Biological Assets
Biological assets have been expensed rather than capitalised as 
assets due to the turnover time from when biological assets in the 
form of livestock are purchased and then consumed. The Department 
is of the view that the cost of implementing AASB 141 Agriculture for 
amounts considered not material will exceed the benefit it provides. 
The Department maintains and raises biological assets for internal 
consumption and on rare occassions trade its stock in the open market. 
The value of biological assets are moinitored on an ongoing basis 
to ensure these values do not become material. When these values 
become material or be considered material, the Department will adopt 
and apply the requirements of AASB 141.

4. Key sources of estimation uncertainty

Key estimates and assumptions concerning the future are based on 
historical experience and various other factors that have a significant 
risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amount of assets 
and liabilities within the next financial year. 

Long Service Leave
Several estimations and assumptions used in calculating the 
Department’s long service leave provision include expected future 
salary rates, discount rates, employee retention rates and expected 
future payments. Changes in these estimations and assumptions may 
impact on the carrying amount of the long service leave provision.
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5. Disclosure of changes in accounting policy and estimates

Initial application of an Australian Accounting Standard
The Department has applied the following Australian Accounting 
Standards effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 
July 2013 that impacted on the Department.

AASB 13
Fair Value Measurement

This Standard defines fair value, sets out a framework for measuring 
fair value and requires additional disclosures for assets and liabilities 
measured at fair value. There is no financial impact.   

AASB 119
Employee Benefits

This Standard supersedes AASB 119 (October 2010), making changes 
to the recognition, presentation and disclosure requirements. The 
Department assessed employee leave patterns to determine whether 
annual leave is a short-term or other long-term employee benefit. The 
resultant discounting of annual leave liabilities that were previously 
measured at the undiscounted amounts is not material.

AASB 1048
Interpretation of Standards

This Standard supersedes AASB 1048 (June 2012), enabling 
references to the Interpretations in all other Standards to be updated by 
reissuing the service Standard. There is no financial impact.

AASB 2011-8
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 13 
[AASB 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 2009-11, 2010-7, 101, 102, 108, 110, 116, 117, 
118, 119, 120, 121, 128, 131, 132, 133, 134, 136, 138, 139, 140, 141, 
1004, 1023 and 1038 and Int 2, 4, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 131 and 132] 

This Standard replaces the existing definition and fair value guidance in 
other Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations as the result 
of issuing AASB 13 in September 2011. There is no financial impact. 

AASB 2011-10
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 
119 (September 2011)[AASB 1, 8, 101, 124, 134, 1049 and 2011-8 and 
Int 14]

This Standard makes amendments to other Australian Accounting 
Standards and Interpretations as a result of issuing AASB 119 in 
September 2011. The resultant discounting of annual leave liabilities 
that were previously measured at the undiscounted amounts is not 
material.

AASB 2012-2
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Disclosures - 
Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities [AASB 7 and 132]

This Standard amends the required disclosures in AASB 7 to include 
information that will enable users of an entity’s financial statements to 
evaluate the effect or potential effect of netting arrangements, including 
rights of set-off associated with the entity’s recognised financial assets 
and recognised financial liabilities, on the entity’s financial position. 
There is no financial impact.

AASB 2012-5
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from Annual 
Improvements 2009-11 Cycle [AASB 1, 101, 116, 132 and 134 and Int 2]

This Standard makes amendments to the Australian Accounting 
Standards and Interpretations as a consequence of the annual 
improvements process. There is no financial impact.

AASB 2012-6
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Mandatory Effective 
Date of AASB 9 and Transition Disclosures [AASB 9, 2009-11, 2010-7, 
2011-7 and 2011-8]

This Standard amends the mandatory effective date of AASB 9 
Financial Instruments to 1 January 2015 (instead of 1 January 2013). 
Further amendments are also made to numerous consequential 
amendments arising from AASB 9 that will now apply from 1 January 
2015. There is no financial impact.

AASB 2012-9
Amendment to AASB 1048 arising from the Withdrawal of Australian Int 
1039

The withdrawal of Int 1039 Substantive Enactment of Major Tax Bills 
in Australia has no financial impact for the Department during the 
reporting period and at balance date. Measurement of tax assets and 
liabilities continues to be measured in accordance with enacted or 
substantively enacted tax law pursuant to AASB 112.46-47.

AASB 2012-10
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Transition Guidance 
and Other Amendments [AASB 1, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 101, 102, 108, 
112, 118, 119, 127, 128, 132, 133, 134, 137, 1023, 1038, 1039, 1049 
and 2011-7 and Int 12]

The Standard introduces a number of editorial alterations and amends 
the mandatory application date of Standards for not-for-profit entities 
accounting for interests in other entities. There is no financial impact.

AASB 2013-9
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Conceptual 
Framework, Materiality and Financial Instruments.

Part A of this omnibus Standard makes amendments to other 
Standards arising from revisions to the Australian Accounting 
Conceptual Framework for periods ending on or after 20 December 
2013. Other Parts of this Standard become operative in later periods. 
There is no financial impact for Part A of the Standard.

Future impact of Australian Accounting Standards  
not yet operative
The Department cannot early adopt an Australian Accounting Standard 
unless specifically permitted by TI 1101 Application of Australian 
Accounting Standards and Other Pronouncements. Consequently, 
the Department has not applied early any of the following Australian 
Accounting Standards that have been issued that may impact the 
Department. Where applicable, the Department plans to apply these 
Australian Accounting Standards from their application date. 
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Int 21   
Levies
This Interpretation clarifies the circumstances under which a liability to pay a government levy imposed should be recognised. 
There is no financial impact for the Department at reporting date.

AASB 9 
Financial Instruments
This Standard supersedes AASB 139 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, introducing a number of 
changes to accounting treatments. The mandatory application date of this Standard was amended to 1 January 2018 by 
AASB 2014-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards.

The Department has not yet determined the application or the potential impact of the Standard.

AASB 10 
Consolidated Financial Statements
This Standard, issued in August 2011, supersedes AASB 127 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements and Int 112 
Consolidation - Special Purpose Entities, introducing a number of changes to accounting treatments.

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred for not-for-profit entities by AASB 2012-10 Amendments to Australian 
Accounting Standards - Transition Guidance and Other Amendments. The adoption of the new Standard has no financial impact 
for the Department as it does not impact accounting for related bodies and the Department has no interests in other entities.

AASB 11 
Joint Arrangements
This Standard, issued in August 2011, supersedes AASB 131 Interests in Joint Ventures, introduces new principles for 
determining the type of joint arrangement that exists, which are more aligned to the actual rights and obligations of the parties 
to the arrangement.

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred for not-for-profit entities by AASB 2012-10. There is no financial impact 
for the Department as the new standard continues to require the recognition of the Department’s share of assets and share of 
liabilities for the unincorporated joint operation.

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2018

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2014

AASB 12 
Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities
This Standard, issued in August 2011, supersedes disclosure requirements in AASB 127 Consolidated and Separate 
Financial Statements, AASB 128 Investments in Associates and AASB 131 Interests in Joint Ventures. 

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred for not-for-profit entities by AASB 2012-10. There is no financial impact.

AASB 14 
Regulatory Deferral Accounts
The Department has not yet determined the application or the potential impact of the Standard.

AASB 127 
Separate Financial Statements
This Standard, issued in August 2011, supersedes AASB 127 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements removing the 
consolidation requirements of the earlier standard whilst retaining accounting and disclosure requirements for the preparation 
of separate financial statements. Mandatory application was deferred for not-for-profit entities by AASB 2012-10. There is no 
financial impact.

AASB 128 
Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures
This Standard supersedes AASB 128 Investments in Associates, introducing a number of clarifications for the accounting 
treatments of changed ownership interest.

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred for not-for-profit entities by AASB 2012-10. The adoption of the new 
Standard has no financial impact for the Department as it does not hold investments in associates and the accounting 
treatments for joint operations is consistent with current practice.

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2016

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2014
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AASB 128 
Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures

This Standard supersedes AASB 128 Investments in Associates, introducing a number of clarifications for the accounting 
treatments of changed ownership interest.

Mandatory application of this Standard was deferred for not-for-profit entities by AASB 2012-10. The adoption of the new 
Standard has no financial impact for the Department as it does not hold investments in associates and the accounting 
treatments for joint operations is consistent with current practice.

AASB 1031 
Materiality

This Standard supersedes AASB 1031 (February 2010), removing Australian guidance on materiality not available in IFRSs 
and refers to guidance on materiality in other Australian pronouncements. There is no financial impact.

AASB 1055 
Budgetary Reporting

This Standard requires specific budgetary disclosures in the general purpose financial statements of not-for-profit entities 
within the General Government Sector. The Department will be required to disclose additional budgetary information and 
explanations of major variances between actual and budgeted amounts, though there is no financial impact.

AASB 2009-11
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB [AASB 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 101, 102, 108, 112, 118, 121, 127, 
128, 131, 132, 136, 139, 1023, and 1038 and Int 10 and 12]
[modified by AASB 2010-7]

AASB 2010-7
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from AASB 9 (December 2010) [AASB 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 101, 102, 108, 
112, 118, 120, 121, 127, 128, 131, 132, 136, 137, 139, 1023 and 1038 and Int 2 5, 10, 12, 19 and 127]

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2014

1 Jul 2014

1 Jan 2015

1 Jan 2015

This Standard makes consequential amendments to other Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations as a result of 
issuing AASB 9 in December 2010.

AASB 2012-6 amended the mandatory application date of this Standard to 1 January 2015. The Department has not yet 
determined the application or the potential impact of the Standard.

AASB 2011-7
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from the Consolidation and Joint arrangements Standards [AASB 1, 
2, 3, 5, 7, 101, 107, 112, 118, 121, 124, 132, 133, 136, 138, 139, 1023 and 1038 and Int 5, 9, 16 and 17]

This Standard gives effect to consequential changes arising from the issuance of AASB 10, AASB 11, AASB 127 Separate 
Financial Statements and AASB 128 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures. For not-for-profit entities it applies to 
annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014. The Department has not yet determined the application or the 
potential impact of the Standard.

AASB 2012-3
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Offsetting Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities [AASB 132]  

This Standard adds application guidance to AASB 132 to address inconsistencies identified in applying some of the offsetting 
criteria, including clarifying the meaning of “currently has a legally enforceable right of set-off” and that some gross settlement 
may be considered equivalent to net settlement. systems may be considered equivalent to net settlement.  

The Department does not routinely hold financial assets and financial liabilities that it intends to settle on a net basis, 
therefore there is no financial impact.

AASB 2013-3
Amendments to AASB 136 - Recoverable Amount Disclosures for Non-Financial Assets.

This Standard introduces editorial and disclosure changes. There is no financial impact.

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2014
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AASB 2013-4
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Novation of Derivatives and Continuation of Hedge Accounting [AASB 
139] 

This Standard permits the continuation of hedge accounting in circumstances where a derivative, which has been designated 
as a hedging instrument, is novated from one counterparty to a central counterparty as a consequence of laws or regulations. 
The Department does not routinely enter into derivatives or hedges, therefore there is no financial impact.

AASB 2013-8
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards Australian Implementation Guidance for Not-for- Profit Entities - Control and 
Structured Entities [AASB 10, 12 and 1049].

The amendments, issued in October 2013, provide significant guidance in determining whether a not-for-profit entity controls 
another entity when financial returns are not a key attribute of the investor’s relationship. The Standard has no financial 
impact in its own right, rather the impact results from the adoption of the amended AASB 10.

AASB 2013-9
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards Conceptual Framework, Materiality and Financial Instruments.

This omnibus Standard makes amendments to other Standards arising from the deletion of references to AASB 1031 in other 
Standards for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2014 (Part B), and, defers the application of AASB 9 to 1 January 2017 
(Part C). The application date of AASB 9 was subsequently deferred to 1 January 2018 by AASB 2014-1. The Department 
has not yet determined the application or the potential impact of AASB 9, otherwise there is no financial impact for Part B.

AASB 2014-1
Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards
The Department has not yet determined the application or the potential impact of the Standard

Operative for 
reporting periods 
beginning on/after

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2014

1 Jan 2014/2017

1 July 2014,  
1 Jan 

2015/2016/2018

6. Employee benefits expenses

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Wages and salaries (a) 366,092 342,214 
Superannuation - defined contribution plans (b) 35,390 32,650 
Long service leave (c) 11,969 11,814 
Annual leave (c) 34,383 35,441 
Total 447,834 422,119 

(a)   Includes the value of the fringe benefit to the employee plus the fringe benefits tax 
component, leave entitlements including superannuation contribution component. 
Includes 54 staff members who took voluntary redundancy payments totalling 
$9.2m in 2014.

(b) Defined contribution plans include West State, Gold State, GESB and other eligible 
funds.

(c)  Includes a superannuation contribution component.

7. Supplies and services

2014  
$00

2013  
$000

Communications 6,053 5,947 
Electricity and water 10,138 9,861 
Goods and supplies purchased 40,420 41,158 
Plant, equipment and vehicle operating  
lease expenses 3,096 3,337 

Services and contracts (including  
resources received free of charge) 207,545 189,512 

Total 267,252 249,815 

8. Depreciation and amortisation expense

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Depreciation
Buildings 23,806 21,965 
Plant, equipment and vehicles 1,380 1,229 
Leased vehicles 369 449 
Total depreciation 25,555 23,643 

Amortisation
Leasehold improvements 2,357 2,483 
IT systems 2,235 3,429 
Total amortisation 4,592 5,912 

Total depreciation and amortisation 30,147 29,555

9. Finance Costs

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Finance lease charges 86 136
Total 86 136

10. Accommodation expenses

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Building rental operating lease expenses 11,058 10,855
Total 11,058 10,855
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11. Grants and subsidies

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Recurrent
Offenders gratuities 8,678 8,368 
Other grants and subsidies 3 18 
Total 8,681 8,386 

12. Net loss on disposal of non-current assets

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Proceeds from disposal of non-current assets
Plant, equipment and vehicles 39 94

Costs of disposal of non-current assets
Plant, equipment and vehicles (146) (95)

Net Loss  (107) (1)

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Building repairs and maintenance 19,204 19,711 
Plant, equipment and vehicle repairs  
and maintenance 3,466 3,666 

Vehicle hire, fuel, registration and  
management fees 2,253 2,681 

Insurance 30,812 26,292 
Staff clothing and uniforms 1,405 1,485 
Staff training 1,394 2,228 
Staff accommodation 27,267 27,028 
Travel and accommodation 3,171 4,573 
Other staff related costs 352 219 
Municipal rates and charges 2,669 2,172 
Freight and couriers 1,547 1,502 
Postage, printing, binding and copy charges 604 658 
General other expenses 2,568 2,466 
Doubtful debts 170 256 
Bad debts written-off 40 -
Total 96,922  94,937 

13. Other expenses

14. User charges and fees

2014  
$000 

2013  
$000

Miscellaneous fees and charges 98 95
Total  98 95

15. Commonwealth grants and contributions

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Commonwealth recoup other 665 901
Total 665 901

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Sale of produce and goods 2,758 3,481 
Canteen sales 10,158 9,735 
Recoup of salaries and workers compensation 10,294 9,583 
Recoup of telephones 3,501 3,471 
Other miscellaneous revenue 3,280 1,942 
Total 29,991 28,212 

16. Other revenue
Services received free of charge from other State government  
agencies during the period (2)

Department of Treasury and Finance (Building Management and Works)
Provision of integrated procurement services 311  302 
Government accommodation  367  315 
Project management -  463 
Maintenance work  2,239  2,399 
Department of the Attorney General
Provision of bureau and legal services  15,255  14,747 
Department of Land Information 
Valuation services, land registration and information  7  4 
Health Department of Western Australia
Provision of medical, health, dental services and 
forensic services for post mortems  1,606  1,350 

Total  19,785  19,580

17. Income from State Government

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Appropriation revenue received during the period:
Service appropriations (1) 781,213 737,820 
Total 781,213 737,820 

(1) Service appropriations fund the net cost of services delivered. Appropriation 
revenue comprises a cash component and a receivable (asset). The receivable 
(holding account) comprises the budgeted depreciation expense for the year and 
any agreed increase in leave liability during the year.

(2) Where assets or services have been received free of charge or for nominal 
consideration, the Department recognises revenues equivalent to the fair value of 
the assets and/or the fair value of those services that can be reliably determined 
and which would have been purchased if not donated, and those fair values shall 
be recognised as assets or expenses, as applicable.
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Royalties for Regions Fund (3)

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

(3) Regional Community Services Account 21,750 16,896

This is a sub-fund within the over-arching ‘Royalties for Regions Fund’. The 
recurrent funds are committed to projects and programs in WA regional areas.

Total 21,750 16,896

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Non-current
Accrued salaries suspense account 11,356 9,914
Total 11,356 9,914

18. Restricted cash and cash equivalents

Funds held in the suspense account for the purpose of meeting the 27th pay in a 
financial year that occurs every 11 years. 

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Current
Receivables 2,278 3,494 
Allowance for impairment of receivables (606) (623)
GST receivable 3,479 4,304 
Accrued revenue 584 1,492 
Total  5,735  8,667

19. Receivables

Reconciliation of changes in the allowance for impairment of 
receivables:

2014 
$000

2013  
$000

Balance at start of period (623) (458)
Doubtful debts expense (170) (256)
Amounts written off during the period 130 82 
Impairment losses reversed during the period 57 9 
Balance at end of period (606) (623)

The Department does not hold any collateral or other credit enhancements as security 
for receivables.

20. Other assets

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Current
Prepayments 238 618
Total 238 618

21. Amounts receivable for services (Holding account)

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Current 11,826 8,050 
Non-current 83,985 68,361 
Total 95,811 76,411 

Represents the non-cash component of service appropriations. It is restricted in that it 
can only be used for asset replacement or payment of leave liability.

22. Property, plant and equipment 

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Land 
At fair value (1) 99,861 96,452
Land total 99,861 96,452

Buildings
At fair value (1) 1,178,921 1,160,796
Buildings total 1,178,921 1,160,796

Leasehold improvements
At cost 27,189 25,184 
Accumulated depreciation (12,502) (10,146)
Leasehold improvements total 14,687 15,038

Plant, equipment and vehicles
At cost 20,517 19,893
Accumulated depreciation (12,212) 11,773
Plant, equipment and vehicles total 8,305 8,120

Leased vehicles
At cost 2,852 2,861
Accumulated depreciation (1,860) (1,491)
Leased vehicles total 992 1,370

Work in progress
Buildings 108,672 74,457
Work in progress total 108,672 74,457

Total property, plant and equipment 1,411,438 1,356,233

(1) Land and buildings were revalued as at 1 July 2013 by the Western Australian Land 
Information Authority (Valuation Services). The valuations were performed during 
the year ended 30 June 2014 and recognised at 30 June 2014. In undertaking 
the revaluation, fair value was determined by reference to market values for land: 
$9,260,000 (2013: $8,780,000). For the remaining balance, fair value of buildings 
was determined on the basis of depreciated replacement cost and fair value of land 
was determined on the basis of comparison with market evidence for land with low 
level utility (high restricted use land).
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Reconciliations

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Land 
Carrying amount at start of period 96,452 96,206 
Revaluation 3,409 246 
Carrying amount at end of period 99,861 96,452 

Buildings
Carrying amount at start of period 1,160,796 1,098,268 
Additions 58,960 15,241 
Revaluation (17,029) 69,252 
Depreciation (23,806) (21,965)
Carrying amount at end of period 1,178,921 1,160,796 

Leasehold improvements
Carrying amount at start of period 15,038 17,211 
Additions 2,006 310 
Depreciation (2,357) (2,483)
Carrying amount at end of period 14,687 15,038 

Plant, equipment and vehicles
Carrying amount at start of period 8,120 7,529 
Additions 1,712 1,915 
Disposals (147) (95)
Depreciation (1,380) (1,229)
Carrying amount at end of period 8,305 8,120 

Reconciliations of the carrying amounts of property, plant and 
equipment and vehicles at the beginning and end of the reporting 
period are set out below.

Leased Vehicles
Carrying amount at start of period 1,370 2,823 
Disposals (10) (1,004)
Depreciation (368) (449)
Carrying amount at end of period 992 1,370 

Work in progress
Carrying amount at start of period 74,457 18,980 
Additions 98,680 76,153 
Transfers to non-current assets (64,465) (20,676)
Carrying amount at end of period 108,672 74,457 

Total 
Carrying amount at start of period 1,356,233 1,241,017 
Additions (a) 161,358 93,619 
Revaluation (13,620) 69,498 
Disposals (157) (1,099)
Depreciation (27,911) (26,126)
Transfer to non-current assets (a) (64,465) (20,676)
Carrying amount at end of period 1,411,438 1,356,233 

(a) Additions include transfers from work in progress

Information on fair value measurement is provided in Note 23

2014 Level 1 
$000

Level 2 
$000

Level 3 
$000

Fair vaue at end 
of period $000

Land (Note 22) - 9,260 90,601 99,861
Buildings (Note 22) - - 1,178,921 1,178,921
Total - 9,260 1,269,522 1,278,782

There were no transfers between Levels 1, 2 or 3 during the period.

23. Fair value measurements

Assets measured at fair value:

Valuation processes

There were no changes in valuation techniques during the period. 
There were no transfers in and out of a fair value level.

Fair value for existing use specialised buildings and infrastructure 
assets is determined by reference to the cost of replacing the remaining 
future economic benefits embodied in the asset, i.e. the depreciated 
replacement cost. Depreciated replacement cost is the current 
replacement cost of an asset less accumulated depreciation calculated 
on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired 
economic benefit, or obsolescence, and optimisation (where applicable) 
of the asset. Current replacement cost is generally determined by 
reference to the market observable replacement cost of a substitute 
asset of comparable utility and the gross project size specifications.

Fair value for restricted use land is based on market value, by either 
using market evidence of sales of comparable land that is unrestricted 
less restoration costs to return the site to a vacant and marketable 
condition (low restricted use land), or, comparison with market evidence 
for land with low level utility (high restricted use land).

Significant Level 3 inputs used by the Department are derived and 
evaluated as follows:

Historical cost per square metre floor area (m2)

The costs of constructing specialised buildings with similar utility are 
extracted from financial records of the Department, then indexed by 
movements in CPI.

Consumed economic benefit/obsolescence of asset

These are estimated by the Western Australian Land Information 
Authority (Valuation Services).

Valuation techniques to derive Level 2 fair values
Level 2 fair values of Non-current assets held for sale, Land and 
Buildings (Office Accommodation) are derived using the market 
approach. Market evidence of sales prices of comparable land 
and buildings (office accommodation) in close proximity is used to 
determine price per square metre.

Fair value measurements using significant unobservable inputs 
(Level 3)

2014 Land  
$000

Buildings 
$000

Fair Value at start of period 96,452 1,160,795 
Additions - 58,961 
Revaluation increments/(decrements) 
recognised in Other Comprehensive Income 3,409 (17,029)

Disposals - -
Depreciation Expense - (23,806)
Fair Value at end of period 99,861 1,178,921
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Selection of land with restricted utility

Fair value for restricted use land is determined by comparison with market evidence for land with low level utility. Relevant comparators of land 
with low level utility are selected by the Western Australian Land Information Authority (Valuation Services).

Information about significant unobservable inputs (Level 3) in fair value measurements

Reconcilations of the opening and closing balances are provided in Note 22.

Basis of valuation

In the absence of market-based evidence, due to the specialised nature of some non financial assets, these assets are valued at Level 3 of the 
fair value hierarchy on an existing use basis. The existing use basis recognises that restrictions or limitations have been placed on their use and 
disposal when they are not determined to be surplus to requirements. These restrictions are imposed by virtue of the assets being held to deliver 
a specific community service and the Department’s enabling legislation.

Description and 
fair value as at 30 
June 2014

$000 Valuation  
Technique(s)

Unobservable  
inputs

Range of  
unobservable  

inputs

Relationship of  
unobservable inputs  

to fair value

Land $9,260 Market approach N/A N/A N/A

Land (Perth Metro) $69,930 Current use Selection of land with 
similar approx utility

$4.80 - $261 per m2 
($120 per m2)

 Higher value of similar land increased 
estimated fair value 

Land (Regional) $20,671 Current use Selection of land with 
similar approx utility

$1.00 - $168 per m2 
($18 per m2)

 Higher value of similar land increased 
estimated fair value 

Buildings (WDV) $1,178,921 Depreciated replacement 
cost

 Consumed economic 
benefit/obsolescence for 

asset

 1.12% - 10.27% 
 (2.54% avg p.a.)

 Greater consumption of economic 
benefit or increased obsolescence 

lowers fair value 

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Computer software
At cost 38,771 35,272 
Accumulated amortisation (31,068) (28,832)
Total 7,703 6,440 

24. Intangible assets

There were no indications of impairment to intangible assets as at 30 June 2014.

Reconciliations

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Computer software
Carrying amount at start of period 6,440 4,744 
Additions 3,498 5,125 
Amortisation expense (2,235) (3,429)
Carrying amount at end of period 7,703 6,440 

25. Impairment of Assets

There were no indications of impairment to property, plant and 
equipment or intangible assets at 30 June 2014.

The Department held no goodwill or intangible assets with an indefinite 
useful life during the reporting period. At the end of the reporting period 
there were no intangible assets not yet available for use.

All surplus assets at 30 June 2014 have either been classified as 
assets held for sale or written-off.

26. Payables

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Current
Trade and other creditors  3,647  14,758 
Accrued salaries and wages  11,364  9,263 
Accrued expenses  11,139  10,377 
Total  26,150  34,398 

The last pay day of the 2013–2014 financial year was on 19 June 2014. 
A salary accrual of 7 working days was required to be taken up.

Accrued salaries and wages are settled within a few days of the 
financial year end. The carrying amount is equivalent to the net fair 
value.

27. Borrowings

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Current
Finance lease liabilities (secured) (a)  252  373 
Total  252  373 

Non-current
Finance lease liabilities (secured) (a)  1,012  1,273 
Total  1,012  1,273 

Total finance lease liability  1,264  1,646
(a) Lease liabilities are effectively secured as the rights to the leased assets revert to 
the lessor in the event of default.
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(a) Annual leave liabilities have been classified as current as there is no unconditional 
right to defer settlement for at least 12 months after the end of the reporting period. 
Assessments indicate that actual settlement of the liabilities is expected to occur as 
follows:

b) Long service leave liabilities have been classified as current where there is no 
unconditional right to defer settlement for at least 12 months after the end of the 
reporting period. Assessments indicate that actual settlement of the liabilities is 
expected to occur as follows:

(c) The settlement of annual and long services leave liabilities gives rise to the payment 
of employment on-costs including workers’ compensation insurance. The provision 
is the present value of expected future payments. 

28. Provisions

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Current
Employee benefits provisions
Annual leave (a) 35,278 33,942 
Long service leave (b) 44,912 44,988 
Superannuation 7,297 7,471 
Total 87,487 86,401 

Other provisions
Employment on-cost (c) 6,254 5,792 
Total 93,742 92,193 

Non-current
Employee benefits provisions
Long service leave (b) 16,611 15,398 
Superannuation 1,512 1,471 
Total 18,123 16,869 

Other provisions
Employment on-cost (c) 1,296 1,141 
Total 19,419 18,010 

Movements in other provision

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Employment on-cost provisions
Carrying amount at start of period 6,933 4,414 

Additional provisions recognised 617 2,519 

Carrying amount at end of period 7,550 6,933 

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Within 12 months of the end of the reporting period 19,403 20,365 

More than 12 months after the end of the reporting period 15,875 13,577 

Total 35,278 33,942 

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Within 12 months of the end of the reporting period 44,912 44,988 

More than 12 months after the end of the reporting period 16,611 15,398 

Total 61,523 60,386 

29. Equity

The Western Australian Government holds the equity interest in the 
Department on behalf of the community. Equity represents the residual 
interest in the net assets of the Department. The asset revaluation 
reserve represents that portion of equity resulting from the revaluation 
of non-current assets.

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Contributed equity
Balance at start of period 965,221 901,411 

Contributions by Owners
Capital appropriations 64,896 63,506 

Other contributions by Owners
Contribution by Owner 9,065 304 
Total contribution by owners 1,039,182 965,221 

Balance at end of period 1,039,182 965,221 

Reserves
Asset revaluation reserve
Land 
Balance at start of period 44,054 43,808 
Net revaluation increments 3,409 246 
Balance at end of period  47,463  44,054 

Buildings
Balance at start of period  382,040  312,789 
Net revaluation increments  (17,029)  69,251 
Balance at end of period  365,011  382,040 

Total asset revaluation reserve  412,474  426,094

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Accumulated deficit
Balance at start of period  (44,073)  (31,773)
Result for the period  (8,585)  (12,300)
Balance at end of period  (52,658)  (44,073)

Total equity at end of period  1,398,998  1,347,242 

The asset revaluation reserve is used to record increments and 
decrements on the revaluation of non-current assets, as described in 
accounting policy note 2 (g).
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30. Notes to the Statement of Cash Flows

(a) Reconciliation of cash
Cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the Statement of 
Cash Flows is reconciled to the related items in the Statement of 
Financial Position as follows:

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Cash and cash equivalents - operating account 7,093 34,988 
Cash and cash equivalents -  
permanent and temporary advances 199 218 

7,292 35,206 
Restricted cash and cash equivalents (note 18) 11,356 9,914 
Total 18,648 45,120 

(b) Reconciliation of net cost of services to net cash flows used in 
operating activities

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Net cost of services (831,333) (786,596)

Non-cash items:
Depreciation and amortisation expense  30,147  29,555 
Services received free of charge  19,785  19,580 
Net loss on sale of assets  107  1 

Decrease/(Increase) in assets:
Receivables (a)  2,066  (1,224) 
Increase/(decrease) in liabilities:
Wages and salaries accrued  2,102  82 
Provisions  2,957  9,550 
Other current liabilities (a) (b)  (9,146)  5,289 
Net cash used in operating activities  (783,315)  (723,763)

(a) Note that the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) receivable/payable in respect of GST 
and the receivable/payable in respect of the sale/purchase of non current assets are 
not included in these items as they do not form part of the reconciling items. 
(b) This is the net GST paid/received ie. cash transactions.

31. Services provided free of charge 

During the year the following resources were provided to other 
agencies free of charge for functions outside the normal operations of 
the Department:

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Department of the Attorney General for contract 
management and administrative costs in regard to 
the Court Security and Custodial Services contract.

 19,178  18,733 

Department of Parks and Wildlife  34  89

Total  19,212  18,822 

32. Commitments

(a) Capital expenditure commitments
Capital expenditure commitments, being contracted capital expenditure 
additional to the amounts reported in the financial statements, are 
payable as follows:

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Within 1 year  644  15,650 

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years -  5,135 

Later than 5 years - -

Total  644  20,785 

(b) Non-cancellable operating lease commitments
The Department leases certain premises, motor vehicles and items of 
plant and office equipment. The lease expenditure is expensed as it is 
incurred. These are commitments in relation to leases contracted for at 
the reporting date but not recognised as liabilities payable. At reporting 
date the Department had the following obligations under operating 
leases.

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Within 1 year 14,524 13,703 

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years 39,215 39,391 

Later than 5 years 12,290 19,259 
Total 66,029 72,353 

(c) Finance lease commitments
Minimum lease payment commitments in relation to finance leases are 
payable as follows:

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Within 1 year 318 459 

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years 1,089 1,152 

Later than 5 years 82 347 

Minimum finance lease payments 1,489 1,958 

Less future finance charges (225) (312)
Present value of finance lease liabilities 1,264 1,646 

The present value of finance leases payable is as follows:

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Within 1 year 252 373 

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years 936 950 

Later than 5 years 76 323 
Present value of finance lease liabilities 1,264 1,646 

Included in the financial statements as:

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Current (note 27 'Borrowings') 252 373 

Non-current (note 27 'Borrowings') 1,012 1,273 
Present value of finance lease liabilities 1,264 1,646 

The Department has the option to purchase leased assets at their 
agreed fair value on expiry of the lease. These leasing arrangements 
do not have escalation clauses, other than in the event of payment 
default. There are no restrictions imposed by these leasing 
arrangements on other financing transactions. Certain finance leases 
have a contingent rental obligation; however these are not material 
when compared to the total lease payments made.
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(d) Other expenditure commitments
Other expenditure commitments contracted for at the end of the 
reporting period but not recognised as liabilities, are payable as follows:

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Within 1 year 128,416 120,922 

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years 167,688 269,185 

Later than 5 years - -
Total 296,104 390,107 

Other expenditure commitments include the CSandCS, Acacia Prison 
and the Wandoo Reintegration Facility contracts. 

33. Contingent liabilities and contingent assets

Contingent liabilities
In addition to the liabilities incorporated into the financial statements the 
Department has the following contingent liabilities.

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Claims against the Department of Corrective Services  
from the general public and offenders. 100 110

Contaminated sites: Site Investigation and Remediation - 
contaminated and suspected contaminated sites 25 645

Under the Contaminated Sites Act 2003, the Department is required 
to report known and suspected contaminated sites to the Department 
of Environment and Conservation (DEC). In accordance with the Act, 
DEC classifies these sites on the basis of the risk to human health, 
the environment and environmental values. Where sites are classified 
as contaminated – remediation required or possibly contaminated – 
investigation required, the Department may have a liability in respect of 
investigation or remediation expenses. 

The Department reported no known contaminated sites to the 
Department of Environmental Regulation during the year. Grant funding 
of $0.080 million was approved by the Department of Environmental 
Regulation to do soil and water testing and reforrestation at Karnet.

Contingent assets
The Department has no contingent assets. 

34. Remuneration of senior officers

The number of senior officers whose total fees, salaries, 
superannuation, non-monetary benefits and other benefits for the 
financial year, fall within the following bands:

2014 2013 
$ 000,001 - $ 100,000  4  4 
$ 100,001 - $ 150,000  4  1 
$ 170,001 - $ 180,000 -  1 
$ 180,001 - $ 190,000  1  1 
$ 190,001 - $ 200,000 - - 
$ 200,001 - $ 210,000  1 -
$ 210,001 - $ 220,000  2  3 
$ 220,001 - $ 230,000  2  1 
$ 230,001 - $ 240,000  1  1 
$ 250,001 - $ 260,000  1 -
$ 280,001 - $ 290,000 -  1 
$ 290,001 - $ 300,000  1  1 
$ 400,001 - $ 500,000  1 - 
$ 500,001 - $ 600,000  1 -

$ 1,000,001 - $ 1,100,000 -  1 

$000 $000
Base remuneration and superannuation 3,192 3,000 

Annual leave and long service leave accruals 353 304 

Other benefits 185 151 
Total remuneration of senior officers 3,730 3,455 

The total remuneration includes the superannuation expense incurred 
by the Department in respect of senior officers.

35. Related and affiliated bodies

The Department had no related or affiliated bodies during the financial 
year.

36. Remuneration of Auditor

Remuneration paid or payable to the Auditor General in respect of the 
audit for the current financial year is as follows:

37. Supplementary financial information 

(a) Write-Offs
During the financial year, $170,000 (2013:$82,000) was written off the 
Department’s asset register under the authority of:

2014 2013 
The accountable authority 170 82 

The Minister - -

Executive Council - -
Total 170 82

(b) Act of Grace payments
During the 2013–2014 financial year one act of grace payment was 
made under the authority of:

2014 2013 
The Minister 3 3

2014 2013 
Auditing the financial statements and key 
performance indicators 85 83
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38. Financial instruments

(a) Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies
Financial instruments held by the Department are cash and cash 
equivalents, restricted cash and cash equivalents, borrowings, finance 
leases, loans and receivables, and payables. The Department has 
limited exposure to financial risks. The Department’s overall risk 
management program focuses on managing the risks identified below.

Credit risk 
Credit risk arises when there is the possibility of the Department’s 
receivables defaulting on their contractual obligations resulting in 
financial loss to the Department.

The maximum exposure to credit risk at end of the reporting period 
in relation to each class of recognised financial assets is the gross 
carrying amount of those assets inclusive of any provisions for 
impairment, as shown in the table at Note 32(c). 

Credit risk associated with the Department’s financial assets is 
minimal because the main receivable is the amounts receivable for 
services (holding account). For receivables other than government, the 
Department trades only with recognised, creditworthy third parties. The 
Department has policies in place to ensure that sales of products and 
services are made to customers with an appropriate credit history. In 
addition, receivable balances are monitored on an ongoing basis with 
the result that the Department’s exposure to bad debts is minimal. At 
the end of the reporting period there were no significant concentrations 
of credit risk.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk arises when the Department is unable to meet its financial 
obligations as they fall due. The Department is exposed to liquidity risk 
through its trading in the normal course of business.

The Department has appropriate procedures to manage cash 
flows including drawdowns of appropriations by monitoring forecast 
cash flows to ensure that sufficient funds are available to meet its 
commitments.

Market Risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices such as foreign 
exchange rates and interest rates will affect the Department’s income 
or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The Department 
does not trade in foreign currency and is not materially exposed to 
other price risks.

The Department is not exposed to interest rate risk because the 
majority of cash and cash equivalents are restricted cash are non-
interest bearing and it has no borrowings other than finance leases 
(fixed interest rate).

(b) Categories of Financial Instruments
The carrying amounts of each of the following categories of financial 
assets and financial liabilities at the end of the reporting period are as 
follows:

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents 7,292 35,206
Restricted cash and cash equivalents 11,356 9,914
Receivables (i) 2,256 4,363
Amounts receivable for services 95,811 76,411

Financial Liabilities
Payables 26,150 34,398
Finance lease liabilites 1,264 1,646

(c) Financial Instrument Disclosures
Credit Risk
The following table discloses the Department’s maximum exposure to 
credit risk and the ageing analysis of financial assets. The Department’s 
maximum exposure to credit risk at the end of the reporting period 
is the carrying amount of financial assets as shown below. The 
table discloses the ageing of financial assets that are past due but 
not impaired and impaired financial assets. The table is based on 
information provided to senior management of the Department. 

The Department does not hold any collateral as security or other credit 
enhancements relating to the financial assets it holds.

(i) The amount of receivables excludes the GST recoverable from the ATO  
(statutory receivable).

 Past due but not impaired 

Carrying 
Amount  

$000

Not past 
due and not 

impaired 
$000

Up to 1 
month  

$000

1-3 months 
$000

3 months to 
1 year 

$000

1-5 years 
$000

More than  
5 years  

$000

Impaired 
financial 

assets  
$000

2014
Cash and cash equivalent assets 7,292 7,292 - - - - - -

Restricted cash and cash equivalent 11,356 11,356 - - - - - -

Receivables (i) (ii) 2,256 523 95  18  49  1,571 -  606 

Amounts receivable for services 95,811 95,811 - - - - - -

116,716 114,982 95 18 49 1,571 - 606 

Table continued overpage  
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 Past due but not impaired 

Carrying 
Amount  

$000

Not past 
due and not 

impaired 
$000

Up to 1 
month  

$000

1-3 months 
$000

3 months to 
1 year  

$000

1-5 years 
$000

More than  
5 years  

$000

Impaired 
financial 

assets 
 $000

2013
Cash and cash equivalent assets 35,206 35,206 - - - - - -

Restricted cash and cash equivalent 9,914 9,914 - - - - - -

Receivables (i) (ii) 4,363 1,911 689 123 604 1,036 - 623 

Amounts receivable for services 76,411 76,411 - - - - - -

125,894 123,442 689 123 604 1,036 - 623 
(i) The amount of receivables excludes the GST recoverable from the ATO (statutory receivable). 
(ii) The carrying amount is net of allowance for impairment of receivables.

Liquidity risk and interest rate exposure
The following table details the Department’s interest rate exposure and the contractual maturity analysis of 
financial assets and financial liabilities. The maturity analysis section includes interest and principal cash flows. 
The interest rate exposure section analyses only the carrying amounts of each item.

 Interest rate exposure Maturity dates
 Weighted 
Average 
Effective 
Interest 
Rate (%) 

 Carrying 
Amount 

$000

Fixed 
Interest 

rate $000

Variable 
Interest 

rate $000

Non-
Interest 
Bearing 

$000

Nominal 
Amount 

$000

Up to 1 
month 

$000

1-3 
months 

$000

3 months 
to 1 year 

$000

1-5 years 
$000

More than 
5 years 

$000

2014
Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalent assets 7,292 - - 7,292 7,292 7,292 - - - -
Restricted cash and cash equivalent 11,356 - - 11,356 11,356 - - - 11,356 -
Receivables (i) 2,256 - - 2,256 2,256 2,256 - - -
Amounts receivable for services 95,811 - - 95,811 95,811 1,479 1,480 8,871 51,272 32,709 

116,716 - - 116,716 116,716 11,027 1,480 8,871 62,628 32,709 

Financial liabilities
Payables 26,150 - - 26,150 26,150 26,150 - - - -
Finance Lease Liabilites 6.28% 1,264 1,264 - 1,264 24 63 165 1,012 -

27,415 1,264 - 26,150 27,415 26,174 63 165 1,012 -

2013
Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalent assets  35,206 - -  35,206  35,206  35,206  -  -  -  - 
Restricted cash and cash equivalent  9,914 - -  9,914  9,914  -  -  -  9,914  - 
Receivables (i)  4,363 - -  4,363  4,363  4,363  -  -  -  - 
Amounts receivable for services  76,411 - -  76,411  76,411  668  2,004  5,378  34,736  33,625 

 125,894 - -  125,894  125,894  40,237  2,004  5,378  44,650  33,625 

Financial liabilities
Payables 34,398 - - 34,398 34,398 34,398 - - - -
Finance Lease Liabilites 6.34% 1,646 1,646 - - 1,646 32 65 276 1,197 76 

36,044 1,646 - 34,398 36,044 34,430 65 276 1,197 76 

(i) The amount of receivables excludes the GST recoverable from the ATO (statutory receivable). 

Interest rate exposure and maturity analysis of financial assets and financial liabilities
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Interest rate sensitivity analysis
The Department is not exposed to interest rate risks because cash and 
restricted cash and equivalents are non-interest bearing. The finance 
lease liabilities have a fixed rate for the term of the lease.

Fair Values
All financial assets and liabilities recognised in the Statement of 
Financial Position, whether they are carried at cost or fair value, are 
recognised at amounts that represent a reasonable approximation of 
fair value unless otherwise stated in the applicable notes.

39. Events occurring after the end of the reporting period 

There were no events occurring after the end of the reporting period.

40. Explanatory Statement

Significant variatons between estimates and actual results for income 
and expense as presented in the financial statement titled ‘Summary of 
Consolidated Account Appropriations and Income Estimates’ are shown 
below: Significant variations are considered to be those greater than 
10% or $5 million.

A. Details of authorisation to expend in advance of appropriation
To meet initiatives approved during the financial year and other 
unavoidable costs, supplementary appropriation requests were 
approved.

2014 
Estimate 

$000

2014  
Actual  

$000

Variance 
$000

Delivery of services 754,567 781,213 26,646
Capital contribution 8,083 73,960 65,877

92,523

Variance $000

Supplementary Funding:
Riskcover shortfall 13,321
Services review DotAG 1,560
Shares Services decommissioning 1,055
Acacia wages parity 500
CS and CS cost escalation 7,008
Equipment replacement 500
Depreciation revision 5,150
Other services from other agencies 4,916
These increases were offset by: 
Procurement savings (8,227)

Increase in net amount appropriated to deliver outputs 25,783 
Net Variation in Delivery of Services 863 

Capital Contribution limits were adjusted for: 
Acacia Prison Expanson Project 54,994 
Regional Work Camp Enhancement Roebourne 9,000 
Increase in net amount appropriated for capital 63,994 
Net Variation in Capital Contribution 1,883 

Delivery of services appropriation limits were increased for:
Variance was mainly due to:

Increases in employment costs due to an increase in staff numbers as 
a result of the increase in the daily average prisoner population. This 
includes a 4% increase in the Prison Officer Award salary increases 
of approx 4%. The Department also funded $9m for voluntary 
redundancies during the financial year.

Increase in Riskcover insurance due to a higher than anticipated 
workers compensation premium increase.

B. Significant variations between actual expenditure and budget 
estimates for 2013–2014

2014 
Estimate 

$000

2014  
Actual  

$000

Variance 
$000

Service 1 - Adult 
Offender Services 729,190 755,665 26,475

2014 
Estimate 

$000

2014  
Actual  

$000

Variance 
$000

Service 2 - Juvenile 
Offender Services 99,353 106,422 7,069

Variance was mainly due to:

Increase in employment costs and overtime coupled with an increase in 
staff numbers.

Capital
The 2013–2014 capital works program budget of $93.745 million was to 
be financed from:

2014 
Estimate 

$000

2014  
Actual  

$000

Variance 
$000

Capital Appropriation  8,083  6,173 (1,910)
Administered Equity 
Appropriation  59,549  58,723 (826)

Drawdowns from the Holding 
Account  8,050  8,050 0

Internal Funds and Balances  5,811  18,337 12,526

Royalties for Regions  12,252  9,064 (3,188)
93,745 100,347 6,602

Total payments in 2014 for the Department of Corrective Services were 
$100.3 million (2013 $78.1 million).
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Details of significant variances in capital expenditure from budget

2014 
Budget 

$000

2014  
Actual 

$000

Variance 
$000

Regional Work Camp Enhancement - 
Royalties for Regions 12,718 11,626 (1,092)

Kimberley Prison Work Camp 3,336 657 (2,679)

Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison 
Custodial Infrastructure program - 1,654 1,654

Acacia Additional Capacity 
Infrastructure Program 59,549 58,406 (1,143)

Banksia Hill Youth Detention Centre 
Facilities Upgrade - 5,496 5,496

Variance was mainly due to:

Regional Work Camp Enhancements not fully completed and some 
works carried forward for completion in 2014/2015

Kimberley Prison Work Camp - Building Works and Maitenance 
complications with subcontractor invoicing and disputes.

Eastern Goldfields and Acacia both utilise the Acacia budget of $59.5m, 
combined variance not significant.

Banksia Hill has continued expenses due to unforseen remediation 
costs and expenses related to the January 2013 rioting incident.

C. Significant variations between actual services for the financial 
year and services for the immediately preceding financial year 
Recurrent

2014 Actual  
$000 

2013 Actual  
$000

Variance  
$000

Excess
Service 1 - Adult 
Offender Services  755,665  716,405 (39,260)

Variance was mainly due to:

Increase in private prison running and maintenance costs - pay parity 
and normal inflationary increases.

Increases in employment costs due to an increase in staff numbers as 
a result of the increase in the daily average prisoner population. This 
includes a 4% increase in the Prison Officer Award and general salary 
increases of approx 4%. The Department also funded $9m for voluntary 
redundancies during the financial year.

2014 Actual  
$000 

2013 Actual  
$000

Variance  
$000

Excess 
Service 2 - Juvenile 
Offender Services  106,422  99,399 (7,023)

Variance was mainly due to:

An increase in employment costs and overtime related to the resolution 
of the January 2013 Banksia Hill incident. The Department also funded 
$9m for voluntary redundancies during the financial year.

41. Special Purpose Accounts

2014 2013
Opening 
Balance 

$000

 Receipts 
$000

Payments 
$000

Closing 
Balance 

$000

Opening 
Balance 

$000 

 Receipts 
$000

Payments 
$000

Closing 
Balance 

$000
1. Prisoners Private Cash Trust Account (1) 387 7,109 6,960 536 364 6,830 6,807 387

2. Juveniles' Private Cash Trust Account 15 11 7 19 13 15 13 15

(i) This does not include Acacia Prison which is managed under contract by Serco.

42. Commonwealth Grant - Christmas and Cocos Island

2014  
$000

2013  
$000

Opening Balance  (163,208)  (110,469)

Income
Commonwealth reimbursements 64,110 25,567 
Total receipts 64,110 25,567 

Expenses
Operating costs 86,474 50,410 
Additional services for prisoner costs - 27,896 
Total payments 86,474 78,306 

Closing balance (185,572) (163,208)

Purpose of the trust accounts
1. Prisoners’ Private Cash Trust Account 
To hold monies for and on behalf of prisoners.

2. Juveniles’ Private Cash Trust Account 
To hold monies in trust for children under the care of the Juvenile Justice Program.

Operating costs are based on both actuals plus identified 
estimated services provided as agreed  
in the standard delivery service agreement signed by the 
Commonwealth and the State.
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Department of Corrective Services Outcome
A safe, secure and decent corrective services which works collaboratively to contribute 
to community safety and reduces offender involvement in the justice system.
The Department’s Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are an integral part of tracking performance in areas  
that have been identified as critical to our business. 

Number of escapes - adult  
Adult Corrective Services - Effectiveness Indicator

15 Escapes
The number of escapes occurring from  
adult custodial facilities.

Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

This is a measure of the protection provided to the community through safe 
and secure custodial systems. It is also indicative of effective management and 
assessment policies and practices.

How is this indicator derived?

This indicator measures the number of escapes by prisoners from the Department’s 
custody. The escape rate provided in the commentary is derived by calculating the 
number of absconds/escapes in relation to the daily average number of prisoners.

What does this indicator show? 

Under the Prisons Act 1981, the Commissioner has responsibility for the security of all 
prisoners regardless of whether they are being managed by the Department directly or 
by private service providers under contract to the Department. Escape figures include 
all escapes that have occurred in both private and publicly operated facilities and 
during transport. In previous years, only escapes by prisoners managed directly by the 
Department were included.

There has been an increase in the number of escapes over the last three financial 
years. In particular, the number of escapes increased from ten in 2012–2013 to 15 
in 2013–2014 or by 50.00%. At the same time, the daily average prison population 
increased from 4951 to 5030 or by 1.6%. The escape rate has increased from 0.20 to 
0.30 escapes per 100 prisoners in the same period.11/12 12/13 13/14 Target
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Of the 15 escapes that occurred in 2013–2014, three 
were escapes from within a prison facility. The remainder 
were escapes from court (1), prisoner escorts (3), 
hospital facilities (3), prison activities1 (3), and work 
parties (2). Six escapes occurred while the prisoner was 
being managed directly by the Department and nine 
while the prisoner was under the care and supervision of 
a private contractor. 

Following an incident of escape, the Department 
immediately conducts a comprehensive investigation 
and review of the circumstances of escape, including 
procedural, staffing, and infrastructure issues. Immediate 
remedial action is taken and lessons learned are 
captured so that any identified longer-term issues can be 
addressed in due course.

1 This included one prisoner working on the Karnet Prison farm  
and two participating in external activities.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

This is a measure of the Department’s progress towards its high level outcome of 
reducing reoffending. Changes in the rate of re-offending provide some indication of the 
effectiveness of personal development activities and rehabilitation programs conducted 
within the prison system. However, this indicator is also affected by the rate at which 
community orders are breached for non-compliance and factors outside the direct 
control of the Department. External factors include, changes to the criminal code and 
sentencing legislation, policing practices, housing availability and other social issues.

How is this indicator derived?

The rate of return for program completers is defined as the rate of return to the 
offender management system, by adult offenders within two years of release from 
custody, where the person had completed at least one offender program prior to exit. 
The rate represents the number of adult offenders who returned within two years of 
being released divided by the number of offenders who were released two years prior 
to a given time period.

Research has shown offenders are most likely to re-offend within two years of their 
release from corrective services. The two-year cut-off period is consistent with 
standards developed by all national correctional jurisdictions and the independent 
review and advisory body, the Productivity Commission.

The rate of re-offending excludes exits from and returns to fine default only sentences, 
and returns solely because of suspension of an early release order.

*Note: This measure relates only to treatment programs and does not include 
programs relating to education and vocational training or re-entry link services.

Rate of return – offender programs (adult) 
Adult Corrective Services - Effectiveness Indicator

40.20%
The percentage of exits in 2011/12, by sentenced prisoners 
who had completed at least one offender program prior to 
release, which were followed by a return under sentence to 
corrective services within 2 years of release.
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What does this indicator show? 

The percentage of prisoners who had completed an 
offender program who returned to corrective services 
within two years of their release, either because they had 
received a new sentence or because their supervised 
release order had been cancelled, decreased by 2.18 
percentage points from 42.38% in 2012–2013 to 40.20% 
in 2013–2014. 

The number of prisoners who had completed a program 
and returned to corrective services within two years 
of release, decreased from 434 in 2012–2013 to 394 
in 2013–2014 or by 9.2%. The number of prisoners 
who had completed prison programs accounted for 
approximately 36% to 37% of the total number of 
prisoners who were released in the relevant time 
periods.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

This indicator measures the completion rate of community corrections orders. It is 
an indicator of offenders’ responsible and law-abiding behaviour while under the 
supervision of the Department.

Generally the higher the completion rate the better the performance. However, when 
offenders are non-compliant and pose a risk, order termination action is warranted 
and contributes to community safety. As a result, a decrease in the completion rate 
may not necessarily be poor performance. It may reflect tighter responses to breaches 
by offenders and in fact may reflect more accountable supervision practices by 
Community Corrections Officers.

How is this indicator derived?

The indicator is derived by calculating the number of orders completed as a proportion 
of all orders validly terminated. Terminated orders include orders that are successfully 
completed, orders that have been breached and those that have expired. Orders 
terminated because of the death of an offender are not included.

Orders are considered successfully completed if they run their full course without 
breach action finalised or pending. 

Types of community corrections orders included:

Successful completion of community 
correction orders (adult)  
Adult Corrective Services - Effectiveness Indicator

59.98%
The percentage of community correction orders that 
were completed successfully.

CEO/ Short term parole Community Based
Conditional Suspended Imprisonment Conditional/ Monitored Bail
Dangerous Sexual Offender Intensive Supervision
Parole Pre-Sentence
Probation Work and Development
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Intensive Supervision and Community Based Orders 
were established as a result of the Sentencing Act 1995 
to replace Probation and Community Service Orders. 
CEO Parole and PreSentence Orders were established 
as a result of the Sentencing Legislation effective from 
August 2004. Home Detention Bail and Community Bail 
were replaced by Monitored Bail and Conditional Bail.

What does this indicator show? 

The percentage of adult community orders successfully 
completed decreased by 1.27 percentage points from 
61.25% of all orders terminated in 2012–2013 to 59.98% 
of the orders terminated in the 2013–2014 financial year. 
That decrease was associated with a 3.5% increase 
in the total number of terminated orders compared to 
a smaller 1.4% increase in the number of successfully 
completed orders in the same time period.

Orders can be terminated before successful completion 
for two main reasons, where the offender has committed 
another offence (re-offending) and where the offender 
has failed to comply with the conditions of the order 
(omission). The percentage of orders terminated for re-
offending increased from 6.73% of all orders terminated 
in 2012–2013 to 7.06% of all orders terminated in 
2013–2014. The percentage of Orders terminated for 
omission, increased from 30.84% of all terminated 
orders in 2012–2013 to 32.14% of all terminated orders 
in 2013–2014. There was a small percentage of orders 
terminated unsuccessfully where the reasons for breach 
was not recorded. This has been identified as an issue 
to be addressed during the Department’s review of data 
management. 
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

Providing a secure, safe and decent custodial environment includes managing 
prisoners in a manner that minimises the risks they pose to the community while 
enabling them to achieve an acceptable quality of life. Time spent out of cells provides 
a greater opportunity for prisoners to participate in activities such as work, education, 
well-being, recreation and treatment programs, visits, and interacting with other 
prisoners and staff. 

Higher average out of cell hours per day indicates better performance towards 
achieving this outcome. 

How is this indicator derived?

This performance indicator is measured according to national standards. It is derived 
by calculating the total out of cells hours for the year divided by the number of days in 
the year and the daily average population. 

The out of cell hours each day will vary due to lock down during normal hours for 
reasons such as staff meetings, staff training and security requirements.

What does this indicator show? 

On average, prisoners in Western Australia were not confined to their cells for a period 
of 12.55 hours per day in 2013–2014. That was above the Department’s target of 
12.00 hours per day. The rate has also remained stable between 2012–2013 and 
2013–2014.

Average out of cell hours  
Adult Corrective Services - Effectiveness Indicator

12.55 hours
The average number of hours prisoners are allowed 
out of their cells each day, to participate in a range of 
activities.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

Providing a safe, secure and decent custodial environment includes providing a prison 
environment where there is a low level of violence. Low assault rates indicate better 
performance towards achieving the objective. 

How is this indicator derived?

This performance indicator is measured according to national standards. The rate per 
100 prisoners is calculated based on the number of victims of assaults by prisoners on 
prisoners or staff, where the assault is classified as serious. A serious assault occurs 
when a victim is subjected to physical violence that results in physical injuries requiring 
medical treatment involving overnight hospitalisation in a medical facility (e.g. prison 
clinic, infirmary, hospital or a public hospital) or ongoing medical treatment. Serious 
assaults include all sexual assaults.

What does this indicator show? 

The rate of serious assaults by prisoners fell by 12.51% from 0.55 serious assaults per 
100 prisoners in 2012–2013 to 0.48 serious assaults per 100 prisoners in 2013–2014. 
Of the 24 serious assaults that occurred during 2013–2014, 9 were against staff and 
15 were against prisoners. Underlying this rate was a decrease in the actual number 
of serious assaults from 27 in 2012–2013 to 24 in 2013–2014 (11.1%) compared to 
an increase in the daily average prison population of 4951 to 5030 in the same time 
period (1.6%).

Rate of serious assault per 100 prisoners  
Adult Corrective Services - Effectiveness Indicator

0.48
The number of serious assault victims – 24 – expressed 
as a rate per 100 prisoners managed on an average day.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

This indicator measures the full accrual cost of managing an adult offender in custody 
per day. Unit cost per prisoner and offender provides a measure of efficient resource 
management. A low or decreasing unit cost suggests better performance towards 
achieving efficient resource management. 

How is this indicator derived?

It is calculated by dividing the total accrual cost of managing an adult offender in 
custody by the average daily number of adult offenders, divided by 365 days.

What does this indicator show? 

The cost per day of keeping an offending in custody per day has increased by 5.36% 
(from $317 per prisoner per day in 2012–2013 to $334 per prisoner per day in 
2013–2014). Underlying the increase in average costs was a 6.95% increase in the 
total expenditure on offenders in custody compared to a 1.60% increase in the daily 
average number of prisoners.

Cost per day of keeping an offender  
in custody  
Adult Corrective Services - Effectiveness Indicator

$334.00
The cost each day to keep a person in prison.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

This indicator measures the unit cost of managing an adult offender per day through 
community supervision. Unit cost per prisoner and offender provides a measure 
of efficient resource management. A low or decreasing unit cost suggests better 
performance towards achieving efficient resource management. 

How is this indicator derived?

It is calculated by dividing the total accrual cost of managing an adult offender through 
community supervision by the average daily number of offenders supervised, divided 
by 365 days.

What does this indicator show? 

The cost per day of managing an offender through community supervision has 
decreased by 6.12% from $49 per offender per day in 2012–2013 to $46 per offender 
per day in 2013–2014. Underlying this change was a 1.24% decrease in the total 
expenditure on adult offender in the community compared with a 4.98% increase in 
the daily average number adult offenders on community orders.

Cost per day of managing an offender 
through community supervision 
Adult Corrective Services - Effectiveness Indicator

$46.00
The cost each day to manage a person on a community 
corrections order.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

This indicator is a measure of the protection provided to the community through 
the provision of safe and secure custodial systems. It is also indicative of effective 
management and assessment policies and practices. 

How is this indicator derived?

This indicator measures the number of escapes from the youth detention centre and 
during transport. An escape rate is calculated as a percentage of the daily average 
detention population for the financial year.

What does this indicator show? 

There have been no escapes from detention by young offenders.

Number of escapes (youth) 
Youth Justice Services – Effectiveness Indicator

0
The number of escapes from youth detention centres.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

The rate of return to detention provides an indication of the effectiveness of personal 
development activities and rehabilitation programs. The rate of return to detention is 
also dependent on other factors such as sentencing legislation, changes in the nature 
of offences committed and the rate at which offenders on community orders are 
breached for non-compliance.

How is this indicator derived?

The rate of return to detention is defined as the proportion of young people who return 
to sentenced detention within two years of release from sentenced detention.  
This indicator is measured over two previous financial years.

Note: This measure counts distinct persons exiting and returning, so a detainee is 
counted only once even if the detainee leaves and re-enters the system multiple times.

What does this indicator show? 

The percentage of young persons who returned to detention within two years of release, 
either because they had received a new sentence or because their supervised release 
order had been cancelled, increased by 0.05 percentage points from 48.98% in 2012–
2013 to 49.03% in 2013–2014. However, it remained below the target of having less 
than or equal to 50% of young people returning within two years of release.

Underlying the rate of return, the actual number of young people who returned to 
detention within two years of release, increased by 5.83%, from 120 in 2012–2013 
to 127 in 2013–2014. In the same time, the number of young people released from 
detention increased by 5.71% from 245 to 259.

Rate of return to detention (youth) 
Youth Justice Services – Effectiveness Indicator

49.03%
The percentage of young offenders released from 
sentenced detention in 2011–2012 who returned to 
sentenced detention within two years.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

This indicator measures orders having run their full course without breach action 
finalised or pending. It provides an indication of the completion rate of community 
based orders, and a young person’s responsible and law-abiding behaviour, while 
under the supervision of the Department. 

Generally the higher the completion rate the better the performance. Where young 
people are non-compliant and pose a risk, breach action can be warranted which 
when actioned, contributes to community safety. As a result, a decrease in the 
completion rate may not necessarily indicate poor performance, but may reflect more 
stringent supervision of young people.

How is this indicator derived?

The indicator is derived by calculating the number of orders successfully completed as 
a proportion of all orders validly terminated. Terminated orders include orders that are 
successfully completed, orders that have been breached and those that have expired.

Types of community supervision orders included:

Successful completion of community-
based orders (youth) 
Youth Justice Services – Effectiveness Indicator

66.96%
The percentage of community-based orders that were 
successfully completed.

Conditional release Community work

Intensive Youth Supervision Intensive Youth Supervision  
(with detention)

Supervised Bail Regional bail
Supervised Release Orders Youth Community Based
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What does this indicator show? 

The percentage of youth community orders successfully 
completed increased by 3.59 percentage points from 
63.37% of all orders terminated in 2012–2013 to 
66.96% of all the youth community orders terminated 
in the 2013–2014. The increase was associated with 
an 11.01% decrease in the total number of terminated 
orders compared to a smaller 5.97% decrease in the 
number of successfully completed orders in the same 
time period.

Orders can be terminated before successful completion 
for two main reasons, where the offender has committed 
another offence (re-offending) and where the offender 
has failed to comply with the conditions of the order 
(omission). The percentage of orders terminated for 
re-offending decreased from 23.73% of all orders 
terminated in 2012–2013 to 21.98% of all orders 
terminated in 2013–2014. The percentage of orders 
terminated for omission fell from 12.90% of all orders 
terminated in 2012–2013 to 11.06% of all orders 
terminated in 2013–2014.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

This indicator measures the unit cost per day of managing a young person 
in detention. Unit cost per detainee provides a measure of efficient resource 
management. A low or decreasing unit cost suggests better performance towards 
achieving efficient resource management.

How is this indicator derived?

It is calculated by dividing the total accrual cost of managing a young person in 
detention by the average daily population, divided by 365 days.

What does this indicator show? 

The cost per day of keeping a young offender in detention has increased by 26.20% 
from $645 per young person per day in 2012–2013 to $814 per young person per day 
in 2013–2014. Underlying the increase in average costs was an 8.13% increase in 
the total expenditure on young people in detention compared to a 14.36% decrease 
in the daily average number of detainees. The primary reason for the increase in total 
expenditure is due to the increase in custodial resourcing required to bring Banksia Hill 
Detention Centre in line with staffing numbers utilised in other jurisdictions.

Cost per day of keeping a juvenile  
in detention  
Youth Justice Services – Effectiveness Indicator

$814.00
The cost per day to keep a young person in detention.
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Why is this a key indicator of our performance? 

This indicator provides a measure of efficient resource management. A low or 
decreasing unit cost suggests better performance towards achieving efficient resource 
management.

How is this indicator derived?

This indicator is calculated by dividing the total accrual cost of managing a young person 
through community supervision by the average daily number of offenders supervised, 
divided by 365 days.

What does this indicator show? 

The cost per day of managing a young person who offends through community 
supervision has increased by 11.11% from $81 per young person per day in 2012–
2013 to $90 per young person per day in 2013–2014. Underlying this change was a 
5.45% increase in the total expenditure on young people who offend in the community 
compared with a 4.94% decrease in the daily average number young people on 
community orders.

Cost per day of managing a juvenile 
through community supervision  
Youth Justice Services – Effectiveness Indicator

$90.00
The cost per day to manage a young person in the 
community.
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Disclosures and legal compliance

Position Name Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership

Gross/actual 
remuneration

Chairman The Honourable  
Michael Murray AM QC Annual Contract expires 1 

January 2015
One-fifth of the salary 
of a puisne judge

Community member Ms Gretchen Lee Per sitting Contract expires 31 
December 2016 $467

Aboriginal 
community member Ashley Garlett Per sitting Contract expires 31 

December 2014 $467

Victim’s  
representative Georgia Cera Per sitting Contract expires 31 

December 2014 $467

Alternate 
community member vacant Per sitting

Alternate Aboriginal 
representative vacant Per sitting

* Although the SRRB is a board listed under the portfolio of the The Hon. Joe Frances MLA, all staff and members are paid  
by the Department of the Attorney-General (DotAG). DotAG will have full financial details of payments made to members.

Ministerial directives

There were no Ministerial directives issued to the Department throughout the 2013–2014 financial year.

Board and committee remuneration

Agencies are required to report on the individual and aggregate costs of remunerating all positions on all boards and 
committees as defined in the Premiers Circular 2010/02 – state Government Boards and Committees. The following 
boards and committees are registered with The Hon. Joe Francis MLA, Minister for Corrective Services. 

Supervised Release Review Board (SRRB)

D
isclosures and

 leg
al 

co
m

p
liance

Disclosures and  
Legal Compliance

back next contents
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Dangerous Sexual Offenders Review Committee (DSORC)

Position Name Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership

Gross/actual 
remuneration

Psychiatrist * Per sitting June 2006 Nil

Clinical Psychologist * Per sitting February 2010 $1287.00 total for 
2013–2014

*names withheld due to nature of this committee

Prisoner Grievance Review Panel (PGRP)

Position Name Type of 
remuneration

Period of 
membership

Gross/actual 
remuneration

Independent 
community member * Per meeting ** 10 years Nil

* name withheld due to security reasons 
** there were no sittings of the PGRP in the 2013–2014 financial year

Other legal requirements
The Department’s 2013–2014 advertising expenditure is detailed in the table below:

Advertising expenditure 2012–2013 ($) 2013–2014 ($)
Adcorp Australia Ltd 156,826 83,094
Aboriginal Planners and Products 1,364
Carat Australia Media Services 4,004
CB Richard Ellis 496
Mycre Display 483
Human Connection 988
Perth Expo Hire 140
Sita Australia 589
State Law Publisher 5,704 2,353
Southwest Printing 231
Telstra 83,976 84,784
WA Prison Officers Union 2,100 2,159
West Print Management 1,088
Western Australian Local Government Association 6,827 2,329
WPM Group PTY LTD 4,574
Whygo Conferencing 227
WA News 186 451

Total 260,010 184,963
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Contracts/non-government agreements

Non-government agreements
A diverse range of services are provided by Not-for- 
Profit (NFP) organisations across the State that assist 
people exiting custodial facilities and reintegrating into 
the community. 

The NFP sector delivers services to an estimated 
12,000 offenders each year. Approximately 45% of these 
services are delivered in prison with 55% delivered 
in the community. The annual spending profile for the 
Department NFP community sector totals $30.7 million 
with a total of 105 agreements with 54 organisations. 
The Department has the sixth largest spend for NFP 
agreements within Government.

Re-entry services
The Department contracts the Re-entry Link Program to 
organisations across the State with a total value of $9.1 
million.

Re-entry services provide support to prisoners and their 
families before and after release. This includes delivering 
life skills programs and connecting offenders to a range 
of community support services.

Supported accommodation programs
Supported Accommodation Programs provide 
assistance for offenders who are at risk of reoffending if 
their accommodation needs are not met on release from 
prison. These programs represent a total annual value of 
$2.5 million.

Service providers link with prisoners prior to release and 
provide support after release. These providers primarily 
access housing for prisoners exiting custody through 
an arrangement with the Department of Housing and 
Foundation Housing. 

Accommodation services operate in the Perth 
metropolitan area and in the regional areas of Albany, 
Bunbury, Geraldton and Kalgoorlie.

These programs were expanded in 2013–2014 to 
include high needs offenders including Dangerous 
Sexual Offenders.

Parenting advice and support services
Parenting Advice and Support Services (PASS) support 
prisoners who are parents or expectant parents at 
Bandyup Women’s Prison, Boronia Pre-release Centre, 
Hakea Prison and Wooroloo Prison Farm. 

The service provides women and men with information 
and advice on parenting skills and child development, as 
well as strategies for change.

PASS was expanded in 2013–2014 to include West 
Kimberley Regional Prison and the Derby region.

Contracts/non-government agreements continued

Youth Diversion Services
Youth Diversion Services (YDS) has a total contract 
value of $2.3 million and services are located across 
the Perth metropolitan area, Kalgoorlie, Geraldton, 
Carnarvon, Halls Creek, South Hedland and Derby. The 
YDS will soon be available to young people in Kununurra 
and Roebourne.

YDS programs offer a combination of diversionary 
activities, informal counselling and mentoring services, 
education and vocational support, and other positive 
alternatives for young offenders or those at risk of 
offending.

Youth Bail Options Program
The Youth Bail Options Program (YBOP) provides 
assistance for young people with bail who are not 
immediately able to contact a responsible adult, or be in 
an environment that is conducive to their wellbeing.

$3.3 million across the state is allocated to the YBOP. 
Facilities are located in the Perth metropolitan area and 
in Kalgoorlie, Kununurra, Broome, Geraldton and South 
Hedland.

Clinical interventions
Clinical Intervention Programs provided by the 
NFPsector include the Drug and Alcohol Through- 
care Service Pathways, Programmatic Interventions, 
Domestic Violence Programs, Indigenous Men 
Managing Anger and Substance Use (IMMASU), 
Medium Intensity Violence and Medium Intensity 
Rehabilitation Programs and Sexual Assault 
Counselling.
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Department of Corrective Services awarded contracts for 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014 

Department of Corrective Services awarded contracts for 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014 (greater than $150,000)

Contract no. Contract description Supplier Awarded value ($)

DCS032013 Cleaning Chemicals at Eastern  
Goldfields Regional Prison Goldfields Laundry Service  161,717.68 

DCS0052013 Provision of Cleaning Services of  
Banksia Hill Detention Centre DMC Cleaning  429,000.00 

DCS0132013 Supply of Natural Gas to Casuarina Prison Alinta Sales Pty Ltd  1,214,840.91 

DCS0152013 Supply of Natural Gas to the  
Greenough Regional Prison Alinta Sales Pty Ltd  316,210.09 

DCS0182013E Provision of Assault Reduction and  
Disengagement Instructor Development Maybo Australia  163,800.00 

DCS 
201205010 

Cleaning and Laundry Products for Eastern Goldfields 
Regional Prison

Able Westchem, Environex International Pty Ltd, 
National Foodservice Equipment Pty Ltd, Prestige 
Products - Busselton, Reward Distribution, Staley 
Food and Packaging, and Staples Australia Pty 
Limited

 284,000.00 

DCS22013 Eastern Goldfields Regional Prison Food and Groceries Goldline Distributors; PFD Food Services Pty Ltd  2,087,454.55 

DCS0282013 Cash Collection Services for  
Metropolitan Custodial Sites Matrix GE Pty Ltd  229,596.43 

DCS0392013 Waste Disposal Service - Albany Regional Prison Vancouver Waste Services  211,545.45 

Department Corrective Services awarded contracts for 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014 – 
Non-government service agreements branch

Department Corrective Services – Non-government service agreements  
for 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014 (greater than $150,000)

Contract no. Contract description Supplier Awarded value ($)

011-2013 Parenting Advice and  
Support Services Ngala Community 260,667.00

014-2013 Parenting Advice and  
Support Services

Extra Edge Community  
Services Inc 187,287.00

015-2013 Parenting Advice and  
Support Services Good Beginnings 477,688.00

DCS006-2013 Parenting Advice and  
Support Services Children's Services Support 275,000.00

004-2013 Youth Diversion Yaandina Family Centre 161,000.00

003-2013 Youth Diversion Save the Children Australia 161,000.00

2353 Dangerous Sexual Offender Outcare Inc 350,000.00

DCS 029-2010 Dangerous Sexual Offender UnitingCare West 350,000.00

Amounts are over the period of the agreement including any extension options. Amounts include GST.
Table continued overpage  
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Department Corrective Services Non-government Service Agreements  
for 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014 (greater than $150,000)

Contract no. Contract description Supplier Awarded value 
ABL (exc GST) ($)

DCS010-
2013A

Chaplaincy Services at Public Prisons  
and Youth Custodial Catholic Archdiocese of Perth 446,947.00

DCS010-
2013B

Chaplaincy Services at Public Prisons  
and Youth Custodial Council of Churches of WA Inc 395,441.00

DCS010-
2013C

Chaplaincy Services at Public Prisons  
and Youth Custodial Anglican Diocese of Bunbury 76,308.00

DCS010-
2013D

Chaplaincy Services at Public Prisons  
and Youth Custodial Oasis Assembly of God 21,802.00

DCS010-
2013E 

Chaplaincy Services at Public Prisons  
and Youth Custodial

Anglican Diocese of North West 
Australia 43,605.00

DCS010-
2013F

Chaplaincy Services at Public Prisons  
and Youth Custodial Anglican Diocese of Perth 288,880.00

DCS010-
2013G

Chaplaincy Services at Public Prisons  
and Youth Custodial

Uniting Church Synod Office, 
Perth 81,759.00

025-
2013(SAB) Brief Intervention Services Women’s Health Service Fee for service

Department Corrective Services awarded contracts for 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014 –  
Non-government service agreements branch continued

Contract no. Contract description Supplier Awarded value 
ABL (exc GST) ($)

044-2010 Blood Borne Virus Education Programs Hepatitis WA Inc 122,976.00

DCS003-2013 Regional Youth Diversion Service  
at Kununurra Save the Children Australia 161,000.00

DCS004-2013 Regional Youth Diversion Service  
at Roebourne Yaandina Family Centre Inc 161,000.00

DCS012-2013 
(SAB)

Personal Development Program for  
Young Females at Banksia Hill Jade Lewis and Friends Inc 42,500.00

008-2012B 
(SAB) Live Works Outcare Inc 1,953,368

Total 4,835,228

Department Corrective Services awarded contracts for 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014 –  
Non-government service agreements branch continued

Table continued overpage  
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Disability Access and Inclusion Plan outcomes

In 2013–2014, the Department continued its commitment to ensuring 
the provision of professional and appropriate services for stakeholders 
with a physical, intellectual, sensory or cognitive disability, their carers 
and families.

The range of measures to support access for people with a disability 
are reported against the key standards outlined in the Disability 
Services Act 1993. 

The Department is presently working on a 2015–2016 Disability 
Access Inclusion Plan (DAIP) to guide our future efforts to improve the 
provision of access and service. 

Standard 1 – People with a disability have the same opportunities 
as others to access the services of, and any events organised by, 
the Department.
The Department’s Coordinator Intellectual Disability Services provides 
support and advice to prisoners, their families, carers and staff on the 
needs of prisoners with an intellectual disability, cognitive disability, 
intellectual impairment or Acquired Brain Injury (ABI) and the services 
available to them.

The Intellectual Disability Diversion Program (IDDP) continues to 
provide access to modified programs for offenders with intellectual 
disabilities and cognitive impairments through the Perth Magistrates 
Court. The program aims to divert offenders with a disability, when 
charged with minor offences, from court to community-based 

interventions. It also provides consultancy, training and support to 
Youth Justice Officers and Community Corrections Officers supervising 
offenders with an intellectual disability or cognitive impairment, in 
addition to court diversion.

Standard 2 – People with a disability have the same opportunities 
as other people to access the buildings and facilities of the 
Department.
All major capital works meet the requirements of the Australian Building 
Code and specifically the requirements of the Disability (Access to 
Premises - Buildings) Standards 2010, to ensure equitable access to, 
and use of, premises for people with a disability.

Standard 3 – People with a disability receive information from 
the Department in a format that will enable them to access the 
information as readily as other people are able to access it.
The Department produces brochures for offenders, carers and court 
employees to explain some of the processes within the corrections 
system. Specialist staff provide advice and advocacy for victims, 
offenders and carers with literacy difficulties in custody and the 
community. The Department continues to produce print and online 
documents in line with disability access guidelines. 

Standard 4 – People with a disability receive the 
same level and quality of service from the staff of 
the Department as other people receive.
The Department’s staff training and induction programs 
include modules about the needs of people with a 
disability and the services and facilities available to them 
to raise awareness across the Department.

All new Prison Officers receive specific intellectual 
disability awareness training to help them identify and 
manage prisoners with intellectual disabilities, cognitive 
impairment intellectual impairment and ABIs.

The Department and the Disability Services Commission 
(DSC) have formed a Partnering Charter to share 
information on treatment programs, education and 
vocational training, and services available to offenders 
in custody to assist with pre-release planning and 
community support for offenders with an intellectual 
disability.

Standard 5 – People with a disability have the same 
opportunities as other people to make complaints to 
the Department.
The Department continues to provide ACCESS, a central 
registry for offenders, staff (formal grievances only) and 
members of the public who wish to raise issues relating 
to the Department. 

ACCESS has a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week confidential 
telephone system where complainants with a disability 
can leave a recorded message or speak directly with a 
complaints officer during business hours. ACCESS calls 
are not recorded. The service is available from anywhere 
in the state for the cost of a local call. Contact can also 
be made through mail or email. An on-site interpreter 
or a telephone interpreter from the Translating and 
Interpreting Service (TIS) or the Deaf Society is available 
free of charge.

Face-to-face interviews can be made by appointment 
for people with a disability with the Manager Complaints 
Administration (ACCESS).

More than 3,500 ACCESS lodgements were received 
during the year, with ACCESS providing offenders, 
external agencies, and the community with advice on a 
further 1,700 occasions. 
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Compliance with public sector standards and ethical codes

The establishment of the Investigation Services 
Directorate (ISD) to reflect the expanded scope of the 
former Integrity Directorate and the inclusion of specialist 
investigative response to high-risk events such as 
escapes and security issues, was a key achievement for 
the Department in March 2014. 

The professional investigative response of ISD has 
enabled the Department to more rapidly identify and 
respond to the factors contributing to such events, 
thereby reducing the risk posed to the community, staff, 
and offenders.

The ISD has introduced national security vetting for key 
investigative staff and has realigned functions to ensure 
compliance with reporting requirements. ISD now also 
includes a cross-section of former police, anti-corruption, 
and administrative investigators from a wide variety of 
agencies and disciplines. 

A review of the Department’s Code of Conduct 
commenced in 2014 and will be completed by late 2014. 
The revised document will introduce a more robust 
and contemporary Code of Conduct for Department 
employees.

In January 2014 the Training Academy launched a new 
compulsory e-learning program called Accountable and 
Ethical Decision Making (AEDM) which was designed to 
help Department staff answer accountability questions 
that may arise in their daily work and to explain the 
behaviour standards expected of them.

As at 30 June 2014, 1429 Department staff had 
completed the online training program.

Recordkeeping

Every government organisation is required to have 
a Recordkeeping Plan (RKP) under s19 of the State 
Records Act 2000. The Department manages its 
records under an approved RKP and develops policies, 
processes, systems and tools to assist its staff to meet 
their recordkeeping responsibilities and the requirements 
of the plan.

The Department’s Statement of Compliance with the 
State Records Commission Standards,  
Standard 2 Principle 6 for 2013–2014:

Whether the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
organisation’s recordkeeping systems has been evaluated 
or alternatively when such an evaluation is proposed

   The Department’s Recordkeeping Plan is approved 
by the State Records Commission to 2018. 

   The Retention and Disposal Schedule is under 
review with a fully revised Schedule planned for 
submission to the State Records Office before the 
end of 2014.

   The three-year Improving Recordkeeping project 
in the Department has been completed and is 
now incorporated into Knowledge Management 
Directorate operations. Over the project’s duration 
there were 836 individual and group training 

sessions which increased the number of staff using 
the electronic document and records management 
system (TRIM) from 530 information consumers to 
1461 and 105 information creators to 654.

   The disposal program continues with the transfer 
of inactive legacy records held in prisons and 
community correction centres to central storage 
or approved for destruction. In 2013–2014 3,211 
archive boxes were added to the collection.

The nature and extent of the recordkeeping training 
program conducted by or for the organisation

   25 staff attended the recordkeeping session of the 
Department’s corporate induction programme which 
is offered several times throughout the year. 

   The Department’s monthly recordkeeping newsletter 
Searchlight, is distributed to 1,481 staff each month 
and provides helpful advice on topical recordkeeping 
matters.

   Eleven user guides and 58 fact sheets relating to 
recordkeeping were produced and published online 
and in print.

   In addition to induction and TRIM training, 
the Department provided a range of ad-hoc 
recordkeeping training sessions and support 
materials to cater for different learning styles. 

The 2013–2014 year  
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3,211
archive boxes added  

to the collection.
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   1,461 staff used records electronically and 1,191 
staff used official paper folders managed with the 
Department’s electronic document and records 
management system (TRIM) in the financial year

Whether the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
recordkeeping training program has been reviewed or 
alternatively when this is planned to be done 

   416 staff were trained in the use of TRIM to manage 
their records and 98.07% of staff found this course 
useful.

   A new fully revised records awareness training 
course which is customised for the Department’s 
requirements was launched in June 2014. Up until 
30 June 2014, 169 staff had completed the course. 
Recordkeeping training has now been deemed 
mandatory for all Department staff.

Assurance that the organisation’s induction program 
addresses employee roles and responsibilities in regard 
to their compliance with the organisation’s recordkeeping 
plan 

   Statements regarding recordkeeping and the proper 
use of information were also included in the Use of 
Public Resources section of the Department’s Code 
of Conduct 2011. 

   The booklet ‘An Introduction to Recordkeeping’ 
provided to staff at induction contains a reference 
section highlighting 121 of the Department’s 
operational policies and procedures, which include 
direct references to operational recordkeeping 
requirements.

Substantive equality 

The Department continued to demonstrate its 
commitment to the State Government’s policy framework 
for substantive equality in 2013–2014. This policy 
framework is part of the Public Sector Anti-Racism 
and equality Program and aims to ensure equitable 
outcomes for all clients of public sector agencies by:

   eliminating systemic racial discrimination in the 
provision of services

   promoting sensitivity to the different needs of client 
groups

During 2013–2014 the Department established a 
resource page for staff on the Department’s intranet site. 
The resource page includes practical examples of the 
application of substantive equality in the Department. 
The Department was also represented on the Western 
Australia Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Across 
Government Network, chaired by the Office of 
Multicultural Interests.

Occupational Safety and Health

In 2013–2014, the Department committed to increasing Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) awareness and 
focusing on OSH culture, in order to continuously improve safety and performance. Activities undertaken include;

   conducting a Department wide OSH culture survey
   the OSH Branch released its first electronic newsletter which provides staff with practical advice on managing 

common hazards
   the publication of quarterly OSH Compliance Reports to increase transparency in performance
   A comprehensive review of the Department’s Communicable Diseases program took place in 2013–2014. 

The review identified an employee vaccination matrix, and included a commitment to employ a dedicated 
Immunisation Nurse to deliver vaccinations to staff.
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OSH requirements table 2013–2014

Requirement Achievement 2013–2014

A statement of the agency’s commitment to occupational safety, health 
and injury management with an emphasis on Executive commitment.

The Department has an OSH Policy which is reviewed annually and 
displayed in all workplaces within the Department. 

A formal mechanism for consultation with employees  
on occupational safety and health issues.

The OSH Communication, Consultation and Issue Resolution 
Procedure outlines the formal mechanism for consultation with 
employees on occupational safety and health issues. 

A statement confirming that an assessment of the occupational safety 
and health management system has been completed (within the past 
five years or sooner depending on the risk profile of the agency)  
using a recognised assessment tool and reporting the percentage  
of agreed actions completed.

A WorkSafe Plan assessment was completed on the Department’s 
OSH Management System by a WorkSafe accredited independent 
auditor in May 2013. The audit findings were included in the  
2013–2014 OSH Annual Plan. 

Compliance with injury management requirements of the Workers’ 
Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981.

Injury management is managed in accordance with the Act in 
conjunction with an external company with expertise in Injury 
Management.

Zero fatalities. Zero fatalities.

10% reduction on 2010–2011 Lost Time Injury/diseases rate  
(2010/11 – 6.7 therefore Target = 6,0 or less). LTI Rate 2013–2014 of 6.6.

10% reduction on 2010–2011 Lost time injury severity rate  
(2010–2011 – 36.7 therefore Target = 33.0). The Injury Severity Rate for 2013–2014 of 29.45. 

Percentage of Workplace Managers that have completed  
Academy one day OSH training for managers. 65%

Department of Corrective Services website

The Department’s website has continued to deliver high 
quality useful, usable and accessible online information 
to all users, including people with a disability who may 
use assistive technologies.

During 2013–2014, the Department’s website has 
maintained its WCAG 2.0 Level A compliance. In addition 
to this, selected components of the website were 
improved to meet Level AA compliance. The website 
is regularly assessed against usability and readability 
guidelines as well as World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) best practice.

As the demand for more flexible, responsive and 
interactive online services continues to increase, future 
enhancements have been planned.

Freedom of information
The Freedom of Information Act 1992 allows access 
to information held by the Department. Under the FOI 
Act, the Department must deal with applications for 
information within 45 days of receipt.

The Freedom of Information Branch manages all 
requests made to the Department for information under 
the Act and issues decisions on access to documents 
under authority delegated by the Commissioner. In some 

cases, section 23 of the Act may apply and applicants 
can be refused access on a range of grounds. In 
these cases applicants have the right of review – first 
internally to the Department and then externally to the 
Government’s independent Information Commissioner.

In 2013–2014, the Department received 1006 new FOI 
applications and finalised 1026 applications. 

   13 internal reviews were completed
   10 original decisions were upheld
   1 was withdrawn
   2 were varied.

   10 new external reviews were made to the 
Information Commissioner

   3 of the original decisions were upheld
   7 reviews were withdrawn by the Complainant or 

discontinued by the Information Commissioner
   2 external reviews remain outstanding.
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All Freedom of  
Information (FOI) 
applications made to 
the Department are 
coordinated by the FOI 
Manager, who can also 
help with requests for 
documents available 
for purchase or free of  
charge. Arrangements 
to inspect Department 
information available 
to the public can be 
made by telephoning 
the FOI Manager on 
9264 1133. Public 
access is from  
8.00 am to 4.00 pm, 
Monday to Friday 
at Level 9, 141 St 
Georges Terrace, 
Perth.

Freedom of Information applications made to the Department

2009–2010 2010–2011 2011–2012 2012–2013 2013–2014

Personal information requests 663 929 1046 963 968

Non-personal information requests 24 24 24 27 37

Amendment of personal information 0 0 0 4 1

Total applications received 730 1007 1070 994 1006

Applications completed 699 976 1091 1013 1026

Applications withdrawn 74 116 154 178 161

Applications transferred in full to 
other agencies 43 55 55 38 45

Applications outstanding 60 91 68 49 26

Internal reviews completed 3 8 9 10 13

External reviews completed 4 0 8 2 10
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